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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

T~e effect on the local economy of the establishment of a new

University at ~)tirling will be equivalent to the introduction of a

major new industry to the region. Given the nature of the employment

offered by the new Uni versi ty ~ it is likely that there will occur a

significant wave of immigration to the area. Since the grov~h and

development of the University will have considerable repercussions on

the local employment situation and on population~ it is therefore

necessary to provide~ for practical planning purposes~ a series of

detailed estimates of these repercussions . With the Uni versi ty taking

the nature of a catalyst in this situation~ the main objective of the

thesis is to analyse and attempt to quantify the economic effects of

its development on the local economy. Equally~ however~ during the

period of University expansion, there will be further grov~h from the

continuing development of the local economy in its o.vu right; the second

main objective of the thesis must therefore be to study the various

internal aspects of the local economy and provide from this further

estimates of its gro,~h or decline during the period. It is only by

amalgamating the forecasts of both the internal and the University sources

of development over the period, that final estimates can be made of the

overall situation in the local economy. The provisions of these

estimates should be of some interest and assistance to Local Authorities

in their planning decisions for future provision of housing~ schools,

hospitals ~ roadworks etc ~ as well as their allocation of space for

pri vate industrial development in the area.

The Study Area chosen as the economic base for the analysis of both

internal/.. .
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internal groi~h and University impact consists of the whole of the County

of Clackmannan~ of the burghs of Stirlinó and Bridge of Allan and the

lundward district of Central No. 1 D.C.l in the County of Stirling, and

of tL.e small 1:rurghs of Doune and Dunblane in the COUi"1ty of Perth; this

ared represented a population base of about 95,600 and provided9 within

:L .¡~¿¡ boundaries ~ employment for about 3"(,500 persons, at the cOllencement

of work on the new University. The delineation of the area was based

partly on the University Development Plan estimates of the '¡journey to

vTOrlc'! pattern2 and partly on the pattern of residence of students and

staff up to the academic year 19'NI7i. \tiiile some staff and students

COIli1:ute frcm outside the boundaries of the Study Area, these~ as yet, do

not represent a significant proport:i.on of the total; "There commuting of

this nature is, l..ovrevex', likely to have some effect on the estimates made

of University impact or internal growth, adjustments have been made for

this. On the other hand, no attempt has been made to assess the effect

of Study Area development forces on surrounding areas such as Falklrk,

Denny or Callander, on the grounds that such an influence is unlikely to

be of any real economic significance to them.

The dates chosen as focal points for the analysis, namely 1966, 1976 and

1981 arc all related to the development of the University. The first

year, 1966, represents the final year before the co~~encement of any type

of work on the University, although the decision to site this at Stirling

had been announced in July 1964; effecti vely, it was the last year in

which there were no direct influences on the local economy which could be

attributed to the University. The second year, 1976, represents the end

of the first/...

1. The landward district of CentrLù No. 1 D.C. covers, broadly the area
from Cowie and Plean in the East to Cambusbarron and Gargunnock in
the West.

2. Interim Development Plan, 1966, paragraph 10.13 and figure 10.4.
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of the first main J.evelop1DenL phasü to en i-;quilibriuTI position, in this

case the steady..state size of about 3,000 u:id.ergraduate students; since

further grOYlr.il is ancicipb,ted, this year also grovides a point in the

cou::-se of the dGvelopmer.t of the University at which the econom.ic effects

of the expansion ean be studied. The third year, 1981, represents the

2"chi.jYCment of the larw~r equilibrh:io or steady,-state size of about

6 ~ 000 undergraduate st~dents ; given the Robbins t forecast of increased, f U' . i 3. . U"oeland or ni vers i ty i: .,.aces , i t "ras felt pas s i ble that the m. vers i ty

might need to expand to this size by the early 19801s.

'Ihe structure of the thosis is g0verned by its t¡,¡o main objectives.

Part I of the thesis, covering Che.ptcrs .l to 4, inclusive, analyses the

various intei'nal aspects ot' the economy of the Study Area and, on the

basis of this, provides proj eetions for population and employment

ster~iing from internal, as opposed to University, forces. Part II, on

the other hand, analyses the grmith forces of the deyclopment of the

Uüivernit;¡r and estimates its possible effects on local income, employment

and population. In adJ,ition, it amalgamates the tyro sets of estimates,

:for internal and. University growth, and comnents on the implications of

these for the Study Area.

To provide the data and knowledge of the popiilation and m1ployment

situation in the Study Area from which the projections to 1976 and 1981

can be made, the current situation and re~ent trends in these aspects of

the loceù econorry- nust be e..al;ysed. In Chapter 2, the population

characteristics of the Study Area for the period preceding 1966 are

exar,ined, as these are reflected in the total size of the population, its

age and sex structure, geographical distribution, rate of increase, and

tendencies towards migration. In Chapter 3, the industrial and employ-

ment structure/...

3. Report on Higher Education, 1963, CI.llfD 2154, Appendix 1.
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structure of the Study Area is examined, with an analysis made of the

e:ffects of changes in the eriployrrient pattern on the balance ,.)f male and

female employment and on the type and sevc:cty of unemployrent experienced

oy¿;r the period. in the loca.l labour narket. iinally in Part I, Chapter

4 coi~ains the developúent of the projection models for internal growth

in population and cmplûyrent; froL! the data provideè, by the previous

ch:0ters and other relevant sources, the nodels are USEd to project

popu.l8.tion and enployment :for the Study Area to 1976 and 1981.

The development of the 0ni versity will affect many aspects of life in

the Study' Area but onl~',r the nain econonic aspGcts of its impact on income,

Cl:j)i.oynent and populatj on ,-rll be eXÐ.Dined; while other sociological,

rJ'~;1iti.cd1 and cul,:uriü c)nsequences are undoubtedly important, they fall

outside the scope of this research. In Pa:tt r1 of the thesis, firstly

1,the ex:i,sting Qsticlates t which have been nade of the effects of the

University on the local area are gathered together and surnr.irised.

S2~ondly ~ an (ù ternati ve series of estiriates are provided, based on the

econoL~c analysis of the income generated directly and indi~ectly by the

University, its staff and students. Thirdly, the estinates for internal

grmrth in tho SLudy Area~ as contained. in Chapter 4, are amalgamated to

the estimates of enployment and population ir.~act from the University, to

provide overall projected figures for these for 1976 and 1981. Cl1ßJ?ter

5, therefore, sUl:1:iarises the existing estimates of population and enploy-

ment inpact. In Chapter 6, the current literature on the regional

incorie multiplier is ex&~incd and, froD this, a nodel developed to analyse

the incor:G impact of the Uni versi ty on the Study Areo. 9 s economy. In

Chapter 7, the vario1.UJ terris in the nodal are qi.mntified and the nodal

used to estiriate the in-:oi:ie generated b:r the University for 1976 and, 1981.

. i
Usingi ...

4. These estinates were based largely on physical planning considero.ticns.
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Using this data and a modified employnent multiplier model, further

estimates are made of the indirect employment generated by the University

in the supporting local service industries; having then estimated total

employYient attributable to the University, these figures are then

amalg&1ated with the estiiiatcs for internal growth and the resulting

overall enploynent pattern discussed. Finally, in Chapter 8, the

estimated nunbers of students, staff and indirect employees are analysed

and the iDr1igrant component of these established; futher calculations

are then made of the adult and child dependents of these iniigrants to

provide estimated figures for the additional population stenDing from

University developnent by 1976 and 1981. As with enployment, the

University estimates for population are QL~algamated to the internal

projections to provide figures of overall total population and its

possible age and sex structule for these years.

Throughout, the conclusions are SDrIliai'ised at the end of each chapter

with, in Chapter 9, the main conclusions gathered together so that their

implications for planning in the Study Area can be considered.
Then,

$'

having analysed both internal and University grov~h forces and the

possible resulting situation in population and employment, the chapter

contains a discussion of the use of the approach developed in this thesis

for similar studies elsewhere, drawing attention to some of the problems

which will be encountered in its use.

The theoretical contribution of the thesis lies in Chapter 6, where an

attempt is made to develop the conventional regional income multiplier

nodel by a reformulation of the multiplicand and a restatement of some

of the fuctional relationships, to bring into the nodel some of the main

suggestions made by other writers on the subject. Secondly, it is

argued that, for practical purposes, the model should be developed for

a-~d applied to an economic base which is not the conventional standard

region/.. .
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region, but the relevant sub-region of this.

The factual contribution of the thesis has t¡.ro aspects. Firstly, it

gathers and publishes for the first time a great deal of local

statistical information on past and current population, industrial and

empio~nent patterns. Secondly , it provides an al ternati ve and detailed

set of estimates for the ii:ipact of the University on the local economy

and, by nmalgaiating these with projected figures for idernal growth,

allows some statistical analysis of the possible overall situation in

the future in the Study Area.
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~TER 2

Pol?uiation

This chapter examines the various trends in the population of the Study

Area over the period 1951-66. This latter year represents not only a

convenient Census date, but was also the year in which the opening of

the University in 1967 was announced; effectively it was the last year

in which no influence could be attributed to the University. The

period 1951-66 has been chosen, partly because it is of sufficient

duration to' allow analysis of the main trends and partly because it

allows a direct comparison between the full Census returns of 1951 and

1961, and the Sample Census of 1966.

Structurally, the chapter falls into two sections. Firstly, there is

an examination of the size of the population of the Study Area, its

geographical distribution within the area, its patterns of growth and

decline, its age structure and sex balance. Secondly, a more analytical

attempt is niade to explain the changes in the overall size and age

structure of the popul~tion by an examination of the migration flows

which have taken place over the period, and examine their effect on the

age structure of the population.

The Poimlation of tht: Study Ar~

Taking the Census figures for 1951 and 1961 and the figures of the. . 66' . .Registrar General for Scotland for 19 - i t was estimated that the total

population of the Study Area rose from 88,267 persons in 1951 to 92,800

persons/ ...

1. The Annual Report for 1966 has been adjusted by the Registrar to
bring the estimates into line with the Sample Census figures for
that year.
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persons in 1961 and 95,577 persons in June 1966; this represents an

increase of 8.2% over the period as against the 1.9% increase in the

total population of Scotland over the same period. Breaking these

figures down into intercensa1 changes, the Study Area population

increased by 5.1% or by 4,533 persons between 1951-61, against the

Scottish increase of 1.6%, and by 3.0% or 2,777 over the period 1961-66

as against the Scottish increase of 0.2%. This would seem to indicate

that the Study Area v s population has risen consistently at a much higher

rate than for Scotland as a whole, a trend which is confirmed from an

examination of inter-war year Census returns. 2 Secondly, the figures

suggest that the rate of population growth in the Study Area accelerated

slightly over the first six years of the 1960 l s, in comparison to

Scotland where it slowed down markedly.

The geographical distribution of the population within the boundaries of

the Study Area is shown in table 2.1. The two main urban centres of

Stirling and Alloa accounted for 40,672, or 46.1% of the total population

at the beginning of the period and h2, 061 persons, or 44.0% of the total

population at the end of the period. The neÀ~ two largest concentrations

of population were the rural Districts of County of Allea D. C. and

Central No. 1 D.C., which between them accounted for a further 27,937

persons, or 31.7% of the total population in 1951 and 32,000 persons,

or 33.9% of the total population in 1966. The remaining 20% of the

population of the Study Area was distributed over the small burghs of

Alva, Dollar, Tillicoultry, Doune, Dunblane and Bridge of Allan, and

the small rural Hillfoots D. C. 3

2. From 1931 to the present there has been an increase of 22.9% as
against 7.2% for Scotland; for the Study Area, over the period, the
rate of population growth has been greater than for the East Central
region as a whole.

3. The populations for Dollar and Bridge of Allan have been stated
throughout as net of the resident students of Dollar Academy and the
Beacon school for girls. From Census figures there were 226 of
these at Dollar and 31 at Bridge of Allan in 1966; the 1951 Census
was during vacation when there were no students.
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This distribution indicates a fairly rural type of area, which is

confirmßd if the various Census returns are used to calculate population

dens i ty per acre. The figures of about 12 persons per acre for Alloa

and about 10 persons per acre for Stirling are completely offset by the

large rural Districts of County~ where the most heavily populated,

Alloa D. C., has only 1.1 persons per acre, Central No. l, 0.4 per acre

and the Hillfoots 0.2 per acre. Overall~ the population density for

the Study Area over the period has been steads at 1.1 persons per acre.

Over the period aJmost all parts of the Study Area have increased in

terms of population. The largest single increase was of 3,823 persons

for Alloa D.C. This was almost entirely caused over the early 1950 ¡ s

by the influx of miners from the North Lanarkshire coal fields to the

mines of the new Alloa area. 4 This same influx can be traced in the

population increases for Stirling, Alloa and Tillicoultrs. t-Jhile the

main population increases over the period 1951-61 can be explained in

terms of this single immigration source, the population increases over

the period 1961-66 were of a rather different nature. During this

later period, immigration appears to have been associated with a wave of

housing development, mainly for owner-occupiers, this being concentrated

around Stirling~ Alloa, Dollar, Tillicoult~J, Bridge of Allan and

Dunblane. This particular phase of development of the area appears to

have taken the nature of a commuter belt residential zone for Glasgow,

Edinburgh, Falkirk and Grangemouth. 5 However, taking the period as a

whole, the various changes in population over the period have had little

more than a marginal effect on its geographical distribution within the

boundaries of the Study Area.

4. 9 new mines were opened here from 1951 to 1956; however, 4 old mines
closed over the same period, followed by 6 more in the early 1960 ¡ s.
By 1963, not a single pit in Clackmannan County was producing coal;
even Glenochil~ the major new colliery had been closed - Third
Statistical Account of Scotland, Stirling and Clackmannan, pp 433-50.

5. Based on information given by builders to the planning officers of
the various burghs in the area.
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The various aspects of the age structure of the Study Area are covered

in tables 2.2 to 2.5. The initial analysis takes the form of comparison

in broad sumary age groups with Scotland, for 1951 and 1961.6 The

figures indicate that there was a broad similarity in age structure

between the Study Area and Scotland; for both Census years ~ the former

had a slightly larger proportion of its population in the 0-14 year group

and slightly less in the 15-64 and '65 and ove~i groups. Again, there

was a broad similarity in intercensal changes over the period. Both

the Study Area and Scotland experienced an increase in the relative size

of the dependent groups of 0-14 and "65 and over" at the expense of the

working population group of 15-64.

However, this form of sumary table does not provide any clear idea of

whether the population of the Study Area is relatively younger than the

Scottish pattern or not. This can be checked quickly by the calculation

of an age index 7 for the Study Area. In table 2.3 the age indices for

the Study Area and Scotland are given for the three Census returns and,

for all of these, the Study Area has a lower index than the Scottish one.

Further, the index figures over the period indicate that the Study Area

was ageing less rapidly over the period, although the final figures for

1966 must be treated with some reservation in view of the sample nature

of the Census of that year.

Figure 2.4 provides a more detailed comp~rison of the two age structures

for 196106 This confirms the earlier measures that the population of

the Study Area was relatively younger than the national pattern; it

show's that the Study Area had relatively more of its population in most

of the five year I . . .

6. The 1966 Sample Census data has not been published for much of the
Study Area; the main population centre data which has been published
and the unpublished data available for inspection at the Census offices
is not given in sufficient detail to allow its use in this section.

7. The age index is the percentage of persons in the population aged
45 and over.
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of the five year age groups up to 44 years of age.

Within the Study Area, as can be expected, there were considerable

variations in the age structure of the various burghs and districts of

county. The age index varied frOD declining areas, such as Doune

(47.6%), or other retiral catchment areas such as Bridge of Allan (43.4%)

and Dollar (39.5%), to ~ at the other extrème, the rural areas such as

Alloa D.C.8 (27.2%) and Central No. 1 D,CL (28.3%). Again, using the

age index, the effects of the 1961-66 commuter influx can be traced

clearly in places like Dunblane (47.4% to 34.6% over the period),

Tillicoultry (33.7% to 27.4%) and, to a lesser extent, Dollar (39.5% to

37.0%) .

Finally, in the examination of the age structure of the Study Area and

its trends over recent years, in table 2.5 the intercensal changes from

1951-616 are examined by five year age group and sex. This shows that

there was an increase of 2,512 males overall, due mainly to increases in

the age ranges 5-19 and 45-64, with increases of 1,770 and 1,584

respecti vely. Again, there was an overall increase of 2,053 females

over the period, concentrated mainly in the same age ranges, with 1,245

for the 5-19 and 1,354 for the 45-64 year old age range. The figures

show that this was offset by a significant net loss of population in the

age range 20-44 of 830 males and 1,152 females; this would appear to

indicate an outward migration flow over 'Ghese age groups, which is

typical of the Scottish pattern.

In both Census years, for all five year age groups from 20 years of age

onwards, there were more females than males. For the age range above

60 years/...

8. This figure, to some extent, has been helped by the inflow from North
J.lanarkshire; as ce.n be seen r.iore clearly fron table 2.5, these
appear to have been rather older than is normally the case for
migrants and have brought in completed families, which has tended
to be reflected in the index.
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60 years of age, this is consistent with the effect of heavier male

mortality rates over this range, particularly in an area where there

appeared to be a steady stream of immigrants for retiral to the area.

Over the 20~59 age range~ this was probably due not so much to differing

mortality rates as the wide natl1re of female employment in the Study

Area9 in both manufacturing and service industries.

Migration Patterns in the Study Area

The earlier section of the chapter showed that the population of the

Study Area increased steadily over both intercensal periods at a rate

significantly greater than for Scotland as a whole and that, indeed,

there was some evidence that the rate of population increase had risen

over the 1961-66 period. This difference in the behaviour of population

groi?th between the Study Area and Scotland could have beon caused by

differences in birth and death rates or by differences in migration

patterns. This section of the chapter examines natural increase and

migration behaviour in more detail.

C~mparison of birth and death rateslO for arN given year is not satis-

factory, particularly whore one of the areas is relatively small, like

the Study Area. The approach taken here has been to average the rates

over the two intercensal periods. The average birth rate for the Study

Area over 1951-61 was 18.8 as against the Scottish average rate of 18.4,

but, for 1961-66, the Scottish rate of 19.7 was higher than the Study

Area rate of 19.3. On the other hand, the average death rate for both

periods was 1mTer in the Study Area, 11. 3 a.s against the Scottish rate

of 11.9 for 1951-61 and 11.4 as against 12.2 for 1961-66.

there/ ...

Given that

9. See the analysis of employraent in Chapter 3.

10. These rates arc per 1,000 of population, corrected for usual residence -
Annual Reports of the Registrar General for Scotland, years 1951-7,
tables 5 and 6; 1958 onwards, table 7.
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there was no significant difference in birth rates and only a slightly

lo,¡er death rate in the Study Area, there has been nothing in the rate

of natural increase to provide an explanation for the differences in the

rate of population growth.

While there was little difference between the rates of the Study Area

as a whole and Scotland., there were considerable, if predictable,

differences between sections of the Study Area and also between the two

time periods in some sections. The older, declining or retiral type of

burgh, such as Doune, Dunblane, Dollar and Bridge of Allan, all showed

much lower birth rates than the Study Area average, being in the 13.0 to

17.0 range. However, the effects of the population influx of 1961-66

showed up clearly with, in particular, the intercensal average birth rate

rising from 13.1 to 25.0 in Dunblane and 15.l¡ to 20.4 in Bridge of Allan.

Death rates, on the other hand, varied rather less both between sections

and over time 0

To revert to the differing rates of population grov~h, the explanation

for these was obviously to be found in differing patterns of migration.

The method used to estimate the direction and volume of the net migration

flows was the conventional one of contrasting the natural increase

(excess of births over deaths for the period) to the actual increase

(the intercensal change). 11 From this, it was estimated12 that the

Study Area suffered a net migration loss of about 2,700 persons, or 3.0%

of its 1951 population over the period 1951-61 and about 900 persons, or

1.0% of its 1961 population over the period 1961-66. In comparison,

Scotland had a net migration loss of 5.0% of its population for 1951-61

and 3.6% for 1961-66. These figures confirm that the different rates

of population! 0 . .

11. See Statistical Appendix 2.1 for discussion of the method, the
statistics used and the detailed estimates for the Study Area.

12. Sec table 2.6.
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of population growth were attributable to the patterns of emigration.

Firstly, the Study Area suffered a considerably smaller rate of net

migration loss in both intercensal periods and, secondly, the rate of

migration loss for 1961-66 declined in the Study Area whereas it

increased for Scotland as a whole, so that the rates of population

increase for this period were 3.0% and 0.2% respectively.

A more detailed examination of the migration patterns for the component

parts of the Study Area13 shows that the lower net loss figure for the

Study Area over 1951-61 was due largely to the influx of miners to Alloa

D.C.; for the 1961-66 period, the lower net loss was the result of a

wave of settlement around Tillicoultry, Dollar, Dunblane, and Bridge of

A.llan. For both periods, the urban centres of Alloa and Stirling

suffered the heavier type of net loss of the Scottish pattern, losing

2,000 persons in the earlier period and 1,200 persons for 1961_66,14

despi to the residential developments within their boundaries.

Having estimated the direction and size of the net migration flows, the

final step is to analyse the effect of this on the age structure of the

population of the Study Area. The method used vas again a fairly simple

one,15 and similar to the approach used earlier to estimate the net flow.

Taking, at the beginning of a period, the age structure of the population

from the Census report, births were added and deaths deducted on an annual

basis, with the survivors aged over the Hcriod. This had tho effect of

adding/ ...

13. See Statistical Appendix 2.1, tables (a) and (b) and also table 2.1
to this chapter.

14. The heaviest migration loss in both periods was in the rural Central
No. 1 D.C., with 10% or 1,600 persons for the 1951-61 and 6% or
1,000 persons for 1961-66.

15. The model is based on ono developed by B M Swift for the University
of Glasgow study of the Lothians. See Statistical Appendix 2.2 for
discussion of the model, the statistics used and the detailed
estimates for the Study Area.
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adding the natural increase over the period, by age group, to the base

population to provide an estimated population which would have resulted

if no migration of any kind had taken place. This estimated population

was then compared to the actual population, as given by the Census

report for the end of the period and net migration loss or gain calculated

for each age group.

r¡h 1. 16.. . 6 h_ e calcu ations made indicate that, over the period 1951- 1, t ere

was a heavy net loss of population over the age range 15-44 of about

3,000 persons, mainly concentrated on the 15-34 section of the range;

this would be a fairly typical age pattern for migrants and the loss of

their child dependents would provide some explanation for the net loss of

about 700 in the 5-9 age group. Hea\~ losses in these age groups were

experienced by all parts of the Study Area. To offset the losses,

there was a smaller net gain of about 35017 persons in the age range

45-64: geographically, this inflow was concentrated on the areas

receiving the inflow of miners, who seem to have been spread over the

range 35-54; the rest of the net inflow was spread over the !tretirement"

areas. The main compensating net inflow for the period was in the 0-14

age range, the largest part of which was probably the child dependents

brought into the area by the older immigration inflovT. The estimated

net loss of population for the1t65 and over,i group was probably due in

part to the assumptions mede18 about the age distribution of mortality

rates, as well as the continuation of the net loss trend observed in

rural districts for the 45-64 group. 17

16. See tables 2.6 and 2.7 with Statistical Appendix 2.2 tables (a) and
(b) .

17. In fact, the net gain was rather greater than this, if computed from
the smaller burghs and Alloa D. C. ; it was reduced by very heavy
outflows fram the rural D.e. ts, particularly Central No. 1, which
might reflect the pattern of redundancies in the agricultural run-
down over this period (based on conversation with D.E.P. officials).

18. Sec Statistical Appendix 2.2.
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The estimates of the effect of migration for the 1961-66 period are

further complicated by the fact that the 1966 Census was based on a 10%

sample, which created difficulties in estimating the appropriate

population parameters from which the migration flows could be deduced.18

However, it would seem that¡ over the period¡ there was a net loss

through emigration of over 1,000 persons19 in the age range 15-44, this

loss being concentrated on Alloa D.C., Stirling, and Central No. 1 D.C.20

There is some evidence that the loss which would normally be expected in

this age range was augmented by the series of mining closures in the

21area. There was also a loss of about 400 persons in the "l~5 and over"

age range, but this is not significant statistically. There was no

real gain or loss in the 0-14 age group. Again the more detailed

anaiysis19 supports earlier discussion by showing that the gains over the

period were in Dollar, Dunblane and Bridge of Allan mainly; this time,

however, they were clearly in the Ilunder 45" groups, indicating a commuter

type of residential development rather than immigration to retirement,

although this latter source of inflow was still in evidence.

Overall, the estimates of the effect of migration on the age structure

of the Study Area provide some evidence that the migration pattern in

both periods has been one of a two way flow. To offset the normal

Scottish pattern of loss in the ttunder 40" range¡ there has been an

irn~igration inflow over the period. i~'hile there is no clear-cut nethod

of estimating the gross flows which have occurred, it would seem that

the inflow experienced in the Study Area was of persons in relatively

older/ ...

190 See table 2.8.
20. The net outflows for these districts all lie outside the range of

standard error at a 95% level of confidence.

21. D.E.P. records indicate heavy unemployment in mining¡ which were
relieved more bjr "considerably emigration" to the Yorkshire and
other coålfields than re-employrnent in the area or in its surrounding
coalfields. This would affect the migration patterns for Alloa
D.C.¡ Stirling and Alloa.
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older age groups than those hit by emigration, and their child dependents.

This was particularly true of the 1951-61 period. Secondly, the falling

rate of net loss of population for 1961-66 would seem to have been caused

by an increased inflow to the smaller residential burghs; the model t s

estimates indicate that this inflow was, on average 10-15 years younger

than the inflow recorded for the previous period.

In conclusion, the various aspects of the population of the Study Area

which have been analysed in this chapter have shown that the rate of

population increase in the Study Area has consistently exceeded the rate

for Scotland as a vniole. Overall, the population of the Study Area was

marginally younger than the Scottish pattern, although this appears to

have had little effect on relative birth rates; while the death rate

in the Study Area was slightly lower, this could reflect, in addition to

the younger nature of the population, the predominately rural nature of

the area. Despite the higher rate of population increase, there was a

heavy loss over the period of younger persons from the Study Area.

Finally, to offset emigration losses from the Study Area, the~e has been,

over the period, a significant inflow ef older persons, recently

augmented by the considerable house construction development in the area.
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Table 2.1

I?lstribution of Population within the Study Area, 1951 and 12.~£

Change
1951 1966 1951-66

C1ackmannan Persons % Persons % Persons--
A110a 13,521 15.3 14,046 14.7 + 525
A1va 4,106 If.6 3,996 4.2 - 110
Dollar 1,389 1.6 1,943 2.0 + 554
Ti11icou1 try 3,876 4.4 4,082 4.3 + 206
A110a D.C. 11,377 12.9 15,200 15.9 +3,823
Hi11foots D.e. 3,263 3.7 3,050 3.2 - 213

Perth
Doune 834 0.9 776 0.8 - 58
Dunb1ane 3,017 3.4 3,500 3.7 + 483

Stirlin6
Stirling 27,151 30.8 28,015 29.3 + 864
Brid.ge of A11e,n 3,173 3.6 3,769 3.9 + 596
Central No. 1 D.C. 16,560 18.8 17,200 18.0 + 640

Study Area 88,267 100.0 95,577 100.0 +7,310

Source: Census, Scotland 1951 and Annual Report of the Registrar
General for Scotland, 1966.

Table 2.2

Age Structure of Pop~lation ." by summary áge ß!'ouJ2s

Study Area Scotland--
1951 1961 %

Persons % Persons % 1951 1961

o - 14 22,733 25.8 25,153 27.1 24.6 25.9

15 - 64 57,011f 64.6 58,292 62.8 65.4 63.5

65 and over 8,520 9.7 9,355 10.1 9.9 10.6

88,267 92,800

Table 2.3

Age Index of Populatio~, Study Area and Scot1an~

Study Area Scotland

1951
1961
1966 (sample)

31.3
33.5
33.1

32.4
34.9
35.2
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Table 2.4

POEu1ation by Age GrouE. Study Area and Scot1an~

1951 1961

Study Area Scotland Study Area Scotland-- ---
o - 4 10.0 9,,2 9.3 9.0
5 - 9 8.1 7.8 8.4 8.2

10 - 4 7.7 7.6 9.3 8.6
15 - 9 7.0 7.1 7.3 7.2
20 - 4 ~r .2 7.1 6.2 6.5
25 - 9 7.6 7.5 6.2 6.3
30 - 4 6.9 6.8 6.5 6.5
35 - 9 7.2 7.2 6.8 6.7
40 - 4 7.2 7.3 6.4 6.2
45 - 9 6.7 6.9 6.5 6.7
50 - 4 5.8 6.0 6.4 6.6
55 - 9 4.9 5.1 5.8 6.0
60 - 4 4.2 4.4 4.7 5.0
65 - 9 3.6 3.8 3.7 3.9
70 - 4 2.8 3.0 2.8 3.0
75 and over 3.1 3.2 3.7 3.6

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Census reports 1951 and 1961

'l'ab1e 2.2-

Population by Age Groups, 1951 and 1961

Males Iiiter- Females Inter---
Ag; GroUJs :151 1961 c€msa.1 19?J. 1961 censa1

chan~e change

o - 4 4,536 4,491 - 45 4,273 4,311 + 38
5 - 9 3,629 3,958 + 329 3,532 3,757 + 225

10 - 4 3,406 4,418 +1,012 3,357 4,218 + 861
15 - 9 2,949 3,378 + 429 3,196 3,355 + 159

20 - 4 2,903 2,692 - 211 3,422 3,062 - 360
25 - 9 3,226 2,872 - 354 3,486 2,903 - 583
30 - 4 2,968 2,886 - 82 3,099 3,146 + 47
35 - 9 3,033 3,102 + 69 3,295 3,241 - 54

40 - 4 3,091 2,839 - 252 3,255 3,053 - 202
45 - 9 2,874 2,905 + 31 3,075 3,11~9 + 74
50 - 4 2,377 2,881 + 504 2,760 3,098 + 338
55 - 9 1,885 2,609 + 724 2,400 2, r(95 + 395

60 - 4 1,616 1,924 + 308 2,104 2,402 + 298
65 - 9 1,425 1,378 - 47 1,772 2,005 + 233
70 - 4 1,058 1,036 - 22 1,487 1,565 + 78
75 and over 1,157 1,260 + 103 1,621 2,111 + 490

Total 42,133 44,629 +2,496 46,134 48,171 +2,037

Source: Census 1951 Vol. 1 parts 13, 26, 31, Table 15
Census 1961 Vol. 1 parts 13, 26, 31, Table 6.



Table 2.6

Estimates o~ Migration (1951-1966)

1951-61

Stuq. Area

1961-66

Census population 88,267

Births over period 17,405
Deaths u . n 10,192
Natural increase tl 7,213
Actual ii n 4,533
Higration n _ 2,680

as % base population -3.0%

92,830

9,462
5,396
4,066
3,180

890
-1.0%

Scotland
1951-61

5,096,415
953,652
618,399

335,253
82,075

- 253,178
-5.0%

Source: Statistical Appendix 2.1, tables (a) and (b)
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1961-66

5,178,490
513,209
316,545

196,664
12,310

- 184,354
-3.6%

T~b1e 2.7

Esti~ates o~ E~~ect o~ Migration on Study Area Age Structure 1951-61

Population 1961 G.ain/Los~ As % o~ PoI?ulation

o - 4 8,802 +1,169 +13%

5 .. 9 7,797 ~ 687 - 9%

10 - 4 8,554 + 263 + 3%

15 .. 24 12,487 -1,483 -12%

25 - 34 11,80'r -1,049 - 9%

35 - 44 12,235 - 401 .. 3%

45 - 54 12,033 + 339 + 3%

55 - 64 9,730 + 17 0

65 - 74 5,984 - 530 - 9%

75 and over 3,371 - 1)+8 - 4%

Total 92,800 -2,510 - 3%

Table 2.8

Estimates of E~~ect of ~gration on Study Area Age Structure 1961-66

POJ2ulat i on 1966 Gairi/Lps~ As % o~ Population

o - 14 26,250 - 40 0

15 .. 44 37,980 -1,210 -3
45 and over 31,780 .. 380 -1

Total 96,010 -1,630 -2
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CHAPTER 3

Industrial Structure and Emloyment

This chapter analyses the pattern of industrial structure and employment

in the Study Areal over the period 1961-66.2 The statistics used are

almost entirely employment figures, these being the most detailed,

regular and reliable statistics at a sub-regional level. ìVhile this

approach is not completely satisfactory, 3 its use is permissable on the

grounds that the main importance of industries to a sub-region is their

employment contribution and the income received fram this, rather than

the pattern of their physical output. In any case, there is the

advantage that this approach allows the discussion of industrial

structure and employment opportunities simultaneously.

The chapter analyses, firstly, the pattern of industrial structure in

the Study Area at 1966, for the most part in terms of employment, but

latterly in terms of earnings to provide some comparison of the relative

importance of the various industries. Secondly, it examines the trends

of growth and decline which were experienced over the period, comparing

local to national experience here and assessing the effect of these

changes on male and female employment. Finally, an analysis is made of

the state of the local labour market as measured through unemployment

patterns and activity rates.

1. The local D.E.P. areas of Stirling and Alloa do not coincide with
the local authority boundaries of the Study Area as defined from
the Census reports. For the resultant adjustments to employment
figures, see Statistical Appendix 3.1.

2. Comparison over a longer period, such as 1951-66, is made difficult
by the periodic redefinitions of S.I.C. Orders by the D.E.P. The
1961-66 period was chosen to retain a Census year base and still
avoid the 1959 redefinition of Orders.

3. The main weakness is not so much concerned with analysis of structure
at a given moment of time (although capital-intensive industries
would be understated) as the assessment of change over a period, when
technological changes obscure growth and decline estimates based on
employment figures - see later discussion.
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The Pattern of Industnr

This is analysed, in the first place, in the form of the main sumary

industrial groups of Primary, Manufacturing and Services sectors 4 for

the Study Area and Scotland. In 1961, the employment structure of the

Study Area relied more heavily on the Prinary sector than did the

Scottish one (15.6% as opposed to 8.7% of total employment). Since

there was no great difference in the relative importance of the

Manufacturing sectors, (45.5% of total enploJT.ent in the Study Area as

against 44.6% for Scotland), the imbalance of the Primary sector was

reflected in the Study Area9s much smaller Services sector, (38.8% as

opposed to 46.6% for Scotland as a whole).

By 1966 the changes in employment structure were fairly marked, despite

the snaIl overall increase in the labour force of about 400 persons.

There had been a rll~ down of about 2,000 persons in the Primary sector,

reducing it from 15.6% to 10.3% of total employment, bringing it nearer

the Scottish figure of 6.2%. Partly as a result of this transfer of

labour, there was a gain of over 800 persons in Manufacturing which, by

1966, accounted for 47.3% of total employment in the Study Area. At

the some time there was an increase of about 1,500 persons in the

Services sector, raising this to 42.4% of total employtient, but still

well below the Scottish figure of 48.6%

When the industrial structures are compared in the fuller detail of

S. i. C. Orders, 5 again there were a nUL1ber of differences in the relative

patterns of el'ploynent. Given that the Study Area is relatively small,

it is inevitable that such differences will occur, since some industries,

e.g. Metal Manufacture/...

4. See table 3. i for the figures. Primary industri os cover Orders I
and II, Manufacturing Orders III to XVIII inclusive and Services,
Orders xix to YJCIV, again inclusive.

5. See table 3.2.
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e.g. Metal Manufacture (Order V), or Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering

(Order VII), will be virtually missing, whereas others, such as Mining

(Order II) and Textiles (Order X), being regional specialisms, will play

a rather more important part in the pattern of employment.

The six largest industrial orders in the Study Area at June 1966 were

Textiles, Professional Services, ~fiscellaneous Services, Distributive

Trades, Mining and Construction, which between them accounted for about

60% of total employment in the area as opposed to about 50% in the

Scottish pattern. \ihile these were also the six largest in 1961, there

had been in some cases considerable changes in their ranking position

over the period. Mining was the largest single order in 1961 with

about 14% of total empl~yed (about 5,100 persons) in comparison to its

position of 5th largest in 1966, with about 9% of the labour force (under

3,400 persons). On the other hand Professional Services, the 5th largest

in 1961, (8% of total, about 3,000 persons), rose to 2nd largest by 1966

(11% or about 4,100 persons). There was little change in the ranking

posi tion of the others. Textiles, despite a marginal decline from about

4,300 to 4,200 in persons employed, became the largest order with 11% of

total emploJnnent. Distributive Trades and Miscellaneous Services, each

¡'1 th about 3,700 employees, or 10% of the labour force remained in the

sarae ranking but increased their absolute size marginally. Construction,

in both years the smallest of the six, increased from about 2,900 or 8%

of total employment to about 3,400 or 9%.

In terms of location factors6 in these major industries, Mining (3.30),

Textiles/ . ..

6. Location factors are a more convenient method of comparing the
relative iL~portance of industries between areas; the L.F. for the
Study Area in any industl"J is the percentage employed in that industry
in the Study Area divided by the percentage employed in the sane
industry in Scotland. Where the L.F. value is greater than unity,
it is a more important source of employment in the Study Area than in
Scotland, i.e. it is a regional specialism, and conversely. Its main
advantage is that it not only indicates spccialisms, but gives a
measure of the degree of specialisin.
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Textiles (2.43) and Miscellaneous Services (1.15) were regional specialisms.

vfuile Construction (0.98) and Professional Services (0.91) were about the

same relative size, Distributive Trades (0.73) was a rather less important

source of employment in the Study Area than in the Scottish pattern.

Looking in more detail at these main industries in the Study Area, the

largest, Textiles, was mainly concerned with the manufacture of woollens

and worsteds (M.L.H. 414) and hosiery and knitted goods (M.L.H. 417),

which between then accounted for over 90% of employment in the industry,

the remainder being in textile finishing; given the nature of the

industry, about 75% of the labour force were female. Employment in

Professional Services was mainly in educational services (M.L.H. 872)

and medical and dental services (M.L.H. 874), which again provided over

90% of employment and were also female predominant (about 80% female).

In l1iscellaneous Services, about 40% of the total were amployed in hotels

and catering (M.L.H. 884), 25% in car sales, garages and filling stations

(M.L.H. 887) and 10% in private domestic service (M.L.H. 891); overall,

the female proportion was again predominant at about 60%. Distributive

Trades, predictably, had about 90% of its labour force in retail

distribution (M. L. H. 820) , with the remainder scattered over wholesale

distribution, coal, buildersn and agricultural merchants; again, under

the influence of retail distribution, about 60% was female employment.

Mining, on the other hand, was almost exclusively male employment and

almost entirely (about 95%) concerned with coal mining (M.L.H. 101).

Finally, Construction was again almost exclusively male employment and

was concerned mainly with housebuilding; while civil engineering had

provided several large labour intensive projects in the past, at that

time there was a lull in this type of work.

Analysis of local industrial structure has so far been confined to

employnent figures. While the i:iportance of the various industries to

the Study Area/...
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the Study Area must be judged primarily frol. their employment contribution,

it is useful to convert this to income received from these industries (in

wages, salaries and self-employed earnings in the context of' this

discussion) . Since earnings vary between industries reflecting complex

factors such as product concentration, market conditions, bargaining

structures, company efficiency and policy and since there is a considerable

differential between male and female earnings, it is possible that taken

from this Slightly'l different base, sone changes may to~e place in the

relati ve importance of industries.

The estimates made8 indicate that there was little difference in the

identification of the major industries, whether approached from employment

or income criterion. ~rom income identification the ten largest

industries in the Study Area employed about 78% of the labour force as

against the 79% indicated by the employment analysis. 9 The only

difference in the composition of the group was that the income ranking

excluded Public Administration for Engineering, whereas the employment

ranking did the obverse; in both rankings the industries were marginal

to the group.

Still in general tenns, the ten main industries, by either criterion,

employed about 80% of the Study Area labour force and accounted for about

80% of the total income from the Study Area workplaces. 10

7. In view of the method of calculation (see Statistical Appendix 3.2)
the employment structure remains the prime influence on incor:ie.

8. See table 3.3 for comparison of income and employment rankings.

9. The employment figures given differ from those in previous tables
due to the inclusion of estimated figures for self-employed in the
various industries - see Statistical Appendix 3.2.

10. This must not be confused with the total income of the Study Area;
firstly, the estimates only cover income from employment and self-
employment and, secondly, no allmvance has been made in them for
income earned in employr1ont outside the Study Area.
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Within the table, the criterion used had a considerable effect on the

ranking of the industries, particularly for the six largest. Textiles

and Distribution (equal second in employment ter.s9) dropped to 6th and

4th largest in income terms, reflecting partly the lower earnings levels

of these industries and partly the employraent bias towards lower paid

females in this type of work. On the other hand, Construction and Mining,

5th and 6th in employment terms, rose to 2nd and 3rd respectively in

income rankings, due to higher earnings levels and male predominance in

employment. The other changes in ranked position in the main industries

tended to be of less importance and might well stem from the ass\r1ptions

or the figures underlying the calculations.

Trends of Grmrth and Decline, 1961..66

This section analyses the changes which have taken place in the

industrial structure of the Study Area over the period, with expansion

and contraction measured in terms of numbers emplOyed.ll While, overall,

there was only an increase of about 400 persons in the total labour force,

individual industries experienced considerable changes over the period.12

The main emplo~nent increases were in Professional and Scientific Services

(about 1,100), Miscellaneous Services (about 600), Construction (about

450), Gas, Electricity and Water (about 400), Bricks! Potteries and

Glass (about 300) and Insurance, Banking and Finm1ce (about 250). On

the other hand, the industries suffering the main contraction in employ-

ment were Mining (about 1,750), Public Administration and Defence (about

550), Food, Dri~~ and Tobacco (about 250), Agricult,~e (about 150) and

Textiles (about 150).

11. Employment figures canr.ot give a conwlete measure of growth or decline
since they do not show changes in the technical relationships between
inputs and outputs, e. g. for Scotland over the period, in Chemicals,
enployment fell by 9% but the index of production rose by 18%.
However, for a small area, the importance of gro\nh!decline is in
the repercussions felt on employment.

12. See table 3.2
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Growth or decline in any industry vTÌll refJ.e~~t the inflt'ül1ce 01' both the

national trend over the period and purely local experience. It is

possible to make at least a rough estimate of the extent to which the

changes recorded reflect these two components. To do so, the Scottish

pattern of change over the period was applied to the industrial structure

of the Study Area at the beginning of the period; this provided

estimates of numbers employed by industry for the cnd of the period if

the Dtudy Area had confor&ed to the Scottish experience. When these

estimates were compared to actual numbers employed at the end of the

period, local residuals emerged, i.e. changes which could not be explained

in terms of purely national experience.13

The estimates made show major local residuals of above national trend

growh for the folluwing industries. 14 Professional and Scientific

Services had a residual of over 550 persons for the period~ resulting

from an increase of 38% i~ employment as against the Scottish figure of

19%. Grot~h in this industry was shared evenly between educational and

medical services and was the result of substantial development of capacity

in these parts of the public sector over the period, dûe in part to a.. . . . ., 15 t'l.
C01nC1dence 1n the timing of expend1ture p~ans as well as '28 growing

needs of the area for these services over the 1960' s. The second

largest residual w~s recorded for Bricks, Potteries and Glass; while the

main employment section he:ce was concerned with the manufactiire of glass

containers for the Scottish market, the growth over the period was in the

manufacture of abrasives ~nd building materials to service local and

Central/ .. .

_..--_..__..~-
13. The method has two obvious weaknesses; firstly, it asswnes that thore

is an identical pattern of employ~ont between tho Study Area and
Scotland, i.e. L.F. :t 1 in all industries, and secondly it assumes an
identical pö.ttern of M.L.H. industry groups withiii each S.I.C. Order.

14. See table 3.4.

15. Based on information given by the County planners. Hew ever , grm~th
in this sector has been a little exaggerated by a local rcclassi~
fication of industry ~ see later co~~ents.
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Central belt construction work. The third main residual was of about

300 persons over the national trend in Gas, Electricity and Water; this

reflecteq the expansion of electricity generation capacity at the

Kincardine Power Station. The fourth largest residual was for

Miscellaneous Services, which had a gain of about 250 persons over the

trend; expansion here was almost entirely in the hotels and catering

section, partly as a result of groìrth in the through tourist trade and

partly as a result of the residential developments in the area. 1be

final main residual was for Insurance, Banking and Finance, which

increased employment by over 50% for the period; this was largely

attributable to the siting of the headquarters of a large Scottish

insurance concern at Stirling during the period. In all these cases,

obviously, the location fac~or value for the industry increased over the

period.

Almost all of the negative residuals, i. c. where growth was less than the

national trend, were relatively insignificant. The largest residual

here was for Public Administration and Defence, which had a short-fall

of about 750 persons from the national trend. Hhile to some extent this

was caused by a reduction of manpower in local defence establishments,

a part of the "lossa was the result oJ? local adjustments in industrial

classification during the period, which transferred persons from this

group to, mainly, Professional and Scientific Services. 16 To some

extent, the seine explanation applies to the only other main negative

residual, for Food, Driru~ and Tobacco; part at least of the absolute

decline in persons employed over the period was caused by another

reclassification from this Order to Distributive Trades. l7

16. It has been impossible to get further details on the nunibers or
type of labour involved.

l7. The transfer was from M.L.H. 231 to 810, mainly warehousing of
malted vñ1isky - again no details of nunwers involved available.
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However, this type of approach can tend to apply n national trend

explanation to changes caused by local experiences in an industry. In

mining there was a considerable run-down in manpower over the period of

about 34%, which was reflected exactly in the Study Area, despite the

fact that the latter had been designated as one of the few growth areas

in Scotland for this industry. To some extent, the run-down in the

Study Area was a true reflection of the national trend of closure of

older, less efficient collieries. Despite these closures, in 1960

there were 13 active collieries in the Study Area, most of them recently

opened, employing 4,800 men and producing between them 2 million tons

per annum. Yet by 1963 only three of the smaller mines were producing

al18 . 00co and employing only 1,5 men; since then, the balance of the

labour force in the inuustry have been taken daily to coalfields outside

the area, in Fife and West Lothian. The massive decline in employment

in the industry, which would have caused grave repercussions on an are~

wi th a less well diversified industrial structure, did involve a

considerable flow of emigration to the English coalfields during the

period. This decline in employment was not so much a national trend

effect as the result of an overoptimistic assessment of the quantity and

quality of deposits, a series of mistakes which culminated in the closure

of the new, large Glenochil Mine and the subsequent Public Inquiry.

A. further analysis of' industrial expansion over the period can be made by

regrouping the various industries into two categories, one for regional

specialisms, i.e. where location factors exceeded unity, and one for

industries which were relatively less important to the Study Area i.e.

where the location factors were less than unity.

of the res iduals 
19 / ...

This allows a grouping

18. Coal production was entirely for Kincardine Power Station iii the
surviving collieries. All information here was given by N.C.B.
planners.

19. Sce table 3.5.
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of the residuals to show that the section composed of regional specialisms

expanded at slightl;¡r less than the national pattern had forecast, whereas

the industries which were not important traditionally to the area had a

significantly larger growth in employment than would have been expected

from the national average. 20 Secondly, the above trend growth was

concentrated in S.I.C. Orders XX to XXII; while some of this might

represent a "once and for all" effect, as in the case of Insurances the

other two sectors, Distribution and Professional services should continue

to benefit from both internal and University inspired gro'vGh. The

effects of the changes recorded for 1961-66 were to broaden the

industrial base of the Study Area ands by doing so in the non-Manufacturing

sector, bring the Services sector to nearer the Scottish pattern.

Finally, changes in industrial structure, particularly where they

involved a marked growth in the Services sector relative to Manufacturing,

were unlikely to affect male and female job opportunities equally. The

1.2% increase in total employment over the period was compounded of a 5%

decline in :males employed and a 12% increase in females employed. As a

result of this, the proportion of males in the Study Area labour force

fell from 63% in 1961 to 59% in 1966, with a corresponding rise in the

female proportion from 37% to 41%. Growth of employment over the period

¡ms nainly in fenale employi.ent, partly due to the heavy run-down in male

predominant minings but also partly due to the nature of the growth.

S. I. C. Orders XX to XXIII offered new emplo~rrent to 1,900 females;

female employment in Distribution increased by about 300, in Insurance

by about 200, in Professional and Scientific services by about 850

and in Miscellaneous services by about 550. Over the period, in no less

than 14 Orders, the proportion of females employed relatively to males

rose.

20. The reclassification from Order JlXIV may well have caused the
negative residual in section (a) of the table and inflated the
posi ti ve residual in section (b).
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Th£.ßtat~~he~ur il1arke~ the S~jY Area

To some extent, the previous section of the chapter examined the effect

of changes in the industrial structure over the period on employment in

the Study Area. This section continues the analysis of the repercussions

of these changes, as measured in the unemployment statistics of the

period. This approach also allows an examination of the state of the

local labcur market by showing whether the previously observed trends

resulted in any significant surplus or deficit of labour.

Over the period, the rate of unenloyment in the Study Area varied

between 1.6% and 3.7%, with an average rate of 2.3%; this compared to

the Scottish range of 2.5% to 5.4% and average of 3.6%.21 At all times

the rate of uneuployment in the St~dy Area lay well below the Scottish

figures, being typically about 2/3 of the national rate. In both cases,

the pattern of unemployment showed a steady rise from the beginning of

the period to a peak in the first quarter of 1963, then declined to 1966,

with minor peaks in the third quarter of 1964 and 1965 and a rising

trend towards the end of 1966. The behaviour of the rates would seem

to indicate that the level of about 2% was the equilibrium rate;

disturbances from this were quickly' followed by adjustments back tmrards

this leveL. As such, the Study Ai'ca was obviously one of the more

prosperous regions in Scotland, although the improvements in the

industrial structure of the latter helped to narrow the gap a little

over the period.

The minber of uneripl0:ired persons in the Study Area varied from about 700

in early 1966 to under 1,700 at the 1963 peak; between 3/5 and 4/5 of

22
the total were males. The peak of male unemployment of about i, 300

in 1963/...

21. Sce figure 3.6.

22. See figure 3.7.
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in 1963 was caused by a combination of mining closures cUDuinating with

Glenochil, the effect of a severe winter on the construction industry

and extensive short-time working in the paper industry.23 The recovery

reflected more normal conditions in construction and paper and the

emigration of many of the younger miners from the area.24 The only

other notable peak in male unemployment, in late 1965, while it coincided

wi th the mild Scottish downturn, was exaggerated by an industrial dispute

and strike of mining maintenance workers, with the lay-off of the other

workers under safety legislation. Finally, the rising trend to the end

of 1966 reflected partly the national slowdown, but also was inflated by

the effects of another severe winter on construction.

On the other hand, the volatility of female unemployment over the period

can be traced almost entirely to the Textile industry. All that can be

added here is that the peaks in 1963, 1964 and 1966 all reflected short=

tine working rather than full unemploY1Y1ent, although the latter peak did

contain some genuine unenployr:ient following closures of some smaller

textile firms in the area.

The implication of these figures is that the peaks of male or female

uneniployment did not indicate any real or lasting surplus of labour

supply over labour demand. They were either caused by short-time working,

or unique local disturbances. \ihile the national cycle undoubtedly

exerted some pressure on the local laboti: market, this constituted only

a minor element in unemployment. Relative to the Scottish pattern, the

unellploynent figures indicate that the Study Area had little to offer in

the way of/...

23. Short-time working, where it involves any days of no cr:iployncnt
during a ¡.orking week is designated "temporarily stoppodft by the
D.E.P. and included in the unemployment statistics, although it is
not unemployment in the nornial sense of the word.

24. The minutes of the D.E.P. quarterly meeting for October 1963 indicate
that 75% of the unemployed males ¡.ere unskilled and typically the
older r.en left after emigration.
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the way of labour reserves by 1966.25

This observation is confirmed by an analysis of the duration of unemploy-

ment.26 For males, apart frON the initial year of the period, the

largest proportion of unemployraent was relatively short=term in nature; 27

this was particularly noticeable during the recovery phase from 1963.

The analysis suggests that over half the male uncNployed have been

quickly reabsorbed in the Study Area or surrounding districts. Long-term

unemployed were typically about 1/3 of the total, with a hard core element

of about 150 persons. Ivledi1.-term unemploynent, very nuch the cyclical

buffer, was virtually eliminated from 1964 onwards.

The pattern of female unemployrnent was broadly similar with, as one would

expect, the long-term e:Lement of less iro.portance than for males. With

the medium-term component squeezed even more drastically than for males,

by far the largest component of female unemployment has been of a short-

tern nature. However, for females, there is the complication of the

fringe element of part-time workers, many of whom do not register as

un0mployed when laid off (since in most cases they do not qualify for

benefit) . D.E.P. officials feel that these do not conflict with the

general pattern, in as much as any person wanting regular part-time

employraent is unlikely to suffer prolonged periods of inactivity.

In spite of/...

25. Current recruitment experience of the Uni versi ty confirms this;
while the unskilled posts have drawn large numbers of applications
from typically older local people, clerical and secretarial posts
have been filled, if local, by transfers from other firms in the
area (which have found difficulties in replacing). Few local
applications have boen received for the technical and scientific posts.

26. See table 3.8. Colm1ns (a) and (c) have been obtained from local
duration of unemployment returns ana. colum (b) estimated as the
balance from the Unemployment by S. i. C. return.

27. It nust be remembered that the return does not state the actual
duration of unenployraent. It merely shows that, at end June each
year, this was the analysis of the unemployed on the register.
Since there is no sign of any cumu1ati ve build-Up in the othelA
colums, it suggests a quick turnover.
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In spite of the part-time complication, there is every indication that

the female labour force was already under considerable demand pressure

from expansion in employment over the period. As a final check on this,

since the female labour market only covers females registered as prepared

to work, an estimate has been made of the Female Activity Rate28 for the

vfuile the Scottish female acti vi ty rate for 1966 was 40.3%,29area.

the Study Area rate was 41-44%. Aliuost certainly, a significantly

higher proportion of the female population in the Study Area were

economically active than was the case for Scotland as a whole; indeed,

the rates indicate comparability with Glasgow and West Central and

Tayside30 which had the highest activity rates in Scotland for that year.

At first sight, this confirms that there was little in the way of female

labour reserves in the area, making a constraint for future internal and

University grol~h. However, while there is a constraint , it is not

likely to be a fixed one; it is expected that the national level of

female activity rate will rise in the future, which will be reflected in

the Study Area, as the non-operative type of work expands. This will

be augmented by the infloÌ'T of im.'ligrants to the area as the Uni versi ty

expansion takes place which, in turn, will increase the local female

population and therefore labour force.

In conclusion, the chapter has indicated that, over the period 1961-66

there took place a considerable swing towards employrùent in the Services

sector, which had some effect on the relative importance of the various

industries - tlo:re in terms of employient than incol1e, ovTir"g to the r:ale!

female proportions of the industries affected. The type of growth in

non-trac1i tional industries caused a decline in the nunber of male jobs

and an expansion!...

28. The Acti vi ty Rate is the economically active female labour force
expressed as a percentage of female population 15 and over.

29. Digest of Scottish Statistics, No. 30, October 1967, table 42.

30. See Thc Intermediate Areas, 1969, CMlID 3998, Appendix C, P 214.
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and an expansion in fenales employed. These changes appear to hove had

little effect on male unemployment locally, as a result of emigration and

a switch to coruauting to outside the area. On the other hand, the

growth in female employment placed considerable pressure on labour

res erves , although, in female employment, res erves are nornally greater

than indicated by emplo~1ent figures. Nevertheless, the indications

were that a~y further expansion in tIie area would place real pressure on

local recruitment, wages and conditions ot work.
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Table 3.3

The Ten Most Important Industries in the Study Area (1966)

% of total
,vages & % of total

(a) Income £ ~OOO p.a. salaries employment

1. (XXII) Professional
& Scientific 4,373 13.4 11.0

2. (XVI!) Construction 3,558 10.9 8.9

3. (II) Mining &
quarrying 3,153 9.7 8.5

4. (XX) Distribution 2,854 8.8 10.6

5. (XXIII) Miscellaneous 2,546 7.8 10.2
6. (x) Textiles 2,482 7.6 10.6

7. (III) Food, Drink etc. lii736 5.3 5.4
8. (xix) Transport 1,626 5.0 4.4

9. (VI) Engineering 1,616 5.0 4.1
10. (XIIi) Bricks ete:. 1,563 4.8 4.2

25,507 78.3 77.9

(b) Employment (including % of total Ranking on
self-employment) Persons for S.A. income table

1. (xxii) Professional
& Scientific 4,333 11.0 1

2. (X) Textiles 4,200 10.6 6

2. (XX) Distribution 4,197 10.6 4

4. (XXIII) Miscellaneous 4,025 10.2 5

5. (XVII) Construction 3,515 8.9 2

6. (n) Mining &
quarrying 3,350 8.5 3

7. (ni) Food, Drink etc. 2,129 5.4 7

8. (XXIV) Public Admin. 2,013 5.1 11

9. (xix) Transport 1,748 l~. 4 8

10. (XIII) Bricks etc. 1,667 4.2 10

31,177 78.9

Source: See Statistical Appendix 3.2
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Table 3.5

39

Erùp10yment Changes in Study Area - 1961-66 - by regional specialisation

(a) S.i.C. with L.F. ? 1
1961
L.F.

Mining & quarrying 3.29

Food~ Drink & Tobacco 1.37
Netal Manufacturing 2.31
Textiles etc. 2.39
Leather etc. 1.00
Bricks etc. 3.70
Timber etc. 1.00
Paper & Printing 1.59

Gas, Electricity & Water 1.64

Miscellaneous Ser~ices 1.09
Public Administration 1.38

S.A.
persons
employed
at 1961

5,113
2,339

1.109
4,336

81

1,364

396

1,603
852

3,102
2,563

Residual
from table

3.5

4

-334

- 66

- 3

-745

+137

+ 95

+255

+ 8

+2~(8

+230

Residual for
industries
L.P. ;: 1

22,858 -1152 +1003 -1!l9

(b) S.I.C. with L.F. ~ 1

Agri cult ure

Chemicals

Metal goods

0.40
0.06
0.00

Engineering & Electrical 0.50

Shipbuilding 0.00
Vehicles O.ll
Clothing & Footwear 0.07
Other manufacturing 0.67
Construction 0.98
Transport 0.56
Distribution 0.71
Insurance 0.74
Professional Services 0.78

678

41

13

1,447

17

89

55

235

2,897

1,734

3,513

509

2,975

- 20

- 56

- 90

- 4

+ 2

+ 35

+ 4

+ 4

+ 25

+135

+ 74

+200

+571

Residual for
industries
L.F. .: 1

14,203

Total Residual for
Study Area 1961-66

-170 +1050 +880
-149

+731
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Table 3.8

Duration of Unemployment in the Study Area

Males

less than 8-26 over 26 total wholly less than over 26
8 weeks weeks weeks unenployed 8 weeks as weeks as

( a) (b) (c) *(d) % total % total
d-(a+c)

1961 149 109 151 409 36.4 36.9
1962 310 128 204 642 h8.3 31.8
1963 361 179 287 827 43.6 34.7
1964 351 32 231 614 57.2 37.6
1965 282 40 i6L¡ 486 58.0 33.7
1966 245 51 145 441 55.6 32.9
~~ Total net of temporarily stopped

Females

less than 8-26 over 26 total wholly less than over 26

8 weeks weeks ¡weks unemployed 8 weeks as weeks as
( a) (b) (c) *(d) % total % total

d-(a+c)

1961 111 88 57 256 43.4 22.3
1962 131 62 45 238 55.0 18.9
1963 185 37 78 300 61.7 26.0

1964 185 62 63 310 59.7 20.3
1965 120 33 46 199 60.3 23.1
1966 110 1 41 152 72..4 27.0
* Total net of temporarily stopped

Source: local D. E.P. statistics

Table 3.9

Female Activity Rate Estinates

Female
Population
15 and over

( a)

Econoriically
Acti ve Female
Ponulation

- (b)

Activity
b

Rate (- x 100)a
(c)

95% confidence
level

Clackmannan county 16,06 6,81

Perth county
Doune 36 13 )
Dunblane 1,70 58

Stirling county
Stirling 11,09 4,78
Bridge of Allan 1,70 62 )
Central No. 1 5,96 2,79-

36,87 15,71

Source: Sample Census 1966 data (Census Office)

40% to 45%

28% to 41%

42% to 46%

41% to 44%
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CHAPTER 4

Proj ections of Study Area v s Population and Employment

Previous chapters have analysed the population and industrial structure

of the Study Area in the years up to 1966. This chapter completes Part

I of the thesis by providing a series of estimates of how the area would

have continued to develop ìfÌthout the influence of the neu University.

In Part !I, estimates will be maò.e of the aclditional population and

emplo~nent from the Uni versi ty t S dcvclop1ont roid will be adQed to the

estimates of this chapter to provide overall projections for the Study

Area covering both internal and University inspired groHth.

To smne extent~ the growth from the University does pose a problem for

the estimates of internal groìTch; if the additional employment offered

by the University and its secondary growth depletes the labour reserves

of the area, then this might .1'011 deter other enterprises from expanding

here and have serious repercussions on internal groìñh. Em,rover,

officials from both the local Planning Departments end the D.E.P. feel

that the effect of the University will be to m~~e the local area more

prosperous and attractive to further expansion, as was the case in

Grangemouth. Certainly, on the basis of experience up to 1970/71, over

a period when the influence of the University Ì'TaS fairly H),inimal, the

considerable flow of populo.tion into local housing developments and. the

deMand. pressures on Planning offices for industrial rmd iurther house-

building space to be releas cd over the early 1970' s, both seon to

indico.te strong internal development forces outwith and independont from

the effects of the University. On these grounds, a separate projection

for internal growth ef population and enploJl1nent appears to be ,justified.

The proj ections/ .. .
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The projections made in the course of the Chapter arc to the years which

mark the end of the two main growth phasesl of the University, nanely

1976, when the University will reach its first steady-state size of

3,000 undergraduate students, and 1981, the Phase 3 size for 6,000 under-

graduates.2 The chapter firstly projects the population of the Study

Area to these years; it discusses the type of model to be used, the

information required by it, the migration assumptions on which the

projections are based and the results obtained. Secondly, in proj ecting

the employ~ent pattern of the area, the chapter discusses the use of

national projections adjusted for local factors, and the results obtained

from the model.

The PORulation Projecti0ns

In developing a model for the projections, no attempt was made to adopt

any of the more sophisticated component type projection models, for a

number of reasons. The two main problems of using such nodels are that,

firstly, much of the data required (e.g . fertility rates, duration of

marriage) is not available at sub-regional level, and secondly, again at

sub~regional level, some of the variables excluded (e.g. availability and

cost of housing) are likely to be of more importance than some of the

variables included (e.g. probability of divorce or widowhood and re-

marriage fertility rates). Any model must be a simplification of the

complex relationships of reality and the simplified type of projection

model used here is no less defensible for reason of its 0inplicity;

care has been taken to base it on what are conventionally regarded as

the main variables and relationships.

The model 3 / . . .

l. See Development Plan Report, 1968, pp 20-21.

2. See Chapter 5 for a fuller discussion of the timing of the growth
phases.

3. See Statistical Appendix 4.2 for a full discussion of the model and
its various formulae.
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The model uses four sources of infornation. Firstly, the base

population, classified by five year age group and sex, was taken from the

Census report of 1961,4 rather than the sanple Census of 1966. This

base population was then adjusted over the projection period for births,

deaths and migration. The data for births5 was calculated from age

specific fertility rates based on the average Scottish figues 6 for the

period 1960-67; adjusted to predict total births per annur1 for the

Study Area equal to the annual average for the period. The data for

dcaths5 was calculated froD age specific mortality rates, based on

average Scottish figues, 7 and adjusted to predict annual deaths in the

Study Area equal to the annual average for the period. Finally, the

migration figuxes and age structure used were based on the assumptions

discussed below.

Since population projections are based on fairly rigorous conditions and

fornalised relationships, it is nornal to make a series of projections,

in which sone basic condition is allowed to vary and the effect of these

variations observed. If the direction and volur1e of the Study Area 9 s

migration flow seemed likely to remain constant for the future, the series

of pro.i ections could be made incorporating combinations of rising and

falling rates for births and (leaths, to produce a "band" vd thin which

total population might fall in tho future. However, while the direction

of net migration was a net outflow for the Study Area over the period,

the rate of loss fell from an avorage of 270 persons pe~ ann~~ for 1951-61

to about 180 persons/...

4. This population was adjusted for resident students in the same way as
for Chapter 2. In addition, since it is conventional in population
projections to project from and to end-June, the Census figures for
April were adjusted for births, deaths and migration as estimated
for part of April, May and June.

5. Births, deaths and migration rates are discussed in detail in
Statistical Appendix 4.1.

6. Annual Reports of the Registrar General, table 23.

7. Op. ci t., table T. 37 .
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to about 180 persons per annum for 1961-66~ at a tine when the Scottish

rate was rising narkedly. 8 Indeed~ for the later period, many sections

of the Study Arca showed significant net inflows, vrith only the urban

centrcs rcflecting thc Scottish pattern. It is argued here that there

arc two l.iain reasons why the net migration loss from the Study Area over-

all rright well decline ~ or be replaced by a net gain over the period of

thc projection. Firstly, thc Registrar Gcneral has forecasted9 that

the ratc of migration loss from Scotland "Idll fall ovcr the period to a

lower level than has been experienced since 1951; if this is reflected

in the urban sections of the Study Area, then the continuing expansion

from the other sections could well result in a migration flow balance,

or evcn net gain. Secondly, current road developments from thc Study

Area to the rest of the Central belt and the North, taken with the

apparently growing willingness to cor~~ute greater distances to Glasgow

and Edinburgh, as well as the Falkirk!Grangemouth complex, could result

. . d hI . " . 1 ., th 10in cansi era e reslCLentia mqJansion in e area.

On the grounds that possible changes in the direction and volumc of the

rugration flow arc likely to be more significant than any changes in

birth and death rates over the projection period,ll the forner has been

chosen as the condition allowed to vary in the projections made. Three

projections have been made on the basis of constant birth and mortality

rates over the period to 1981. Projection 1, the lower case, aSSll1es

a continuing net loss of 300 persons per annum, i.e. roughly of the same

magni t ud.e! . . .

8. See Chapter 2, pp and
9. Annual Report of the Registrar General for Scotland, 1967, cor~ents

on table 5, p 88.

lO~ Evidence given by Bradley Hones Ltd. to the Planning Com~ittee for
Stirling County.

11. Confirr1ation of this can be gained from the sensitivity test on the
modelns projections, Statistical Appendix 4.3. However, some
allowance has been uade for the falling birth and death rates over
the 1960's by the method used in estinating fertility and mortality
rates - see Statistical Appendix 4.1.
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magni tude as experienced over the 1950' s by the Study Area; it is

unlikely that net migrat~ ~n loss in the future will be above this level.

Projection 2, on the other hand, assumes that migration flows will

balance throughout the period, i.e. zero net migration. Finally,

Projection 3 assUi"1es that there "Till be a net migration gain annually

of 300 persons for the duration of the period; within the conditions

specified for birth and death rates, it takes the nature of an upper case.

The basic fonnula used12 for the projections can be te~en most easily

from Projection 2, where there is no emigration. Here each five year

age group (p x) is projected over the quinquenniwu (i .e. from year n+l to

n+6) on the basis of the numbers who survive the period, i.e.

n+6p
x+5

= n+lp 51!
x' x (1)

where 5rrx represents the survival factor for that age group over the

quinquenni urn. In Projection 1, where there is a net migration outflow

for each year of the period, then for any age group, migrants (M ) forx

the period must be deducted from the survivors, i. e.

n+6p
x+5

==
n+lp 5rr

x. x
5 (n+rM )
r~l x (2 )

Finally, in the case of Projection 3, where there is a net migration

inflow over the period, the migrants to the age group must be added to

the survivors, 13 i. e .

n+6p
x+5

==
n+lp . 5rr + t (n+rN )

x x r=l x ( 3)

The projections indicate14 that, with a net outward flow of about 300

persons per annum, the population of the Study Area would increase from

its base/...

12. Sce Statistical Appendix 4.2 for the full discussion of the model's
system of equations for the various age groups and births.

13. Sce Statistical Appendix 4.2 for a discussion of the survival of
migrants over the period and the justification for assumng zero
deaths, as in cquati on (3) above.

14. Sce table 4.1 and figure 4.2.
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its base of 92,900 in 1961 to about 100,900 by 1976 (an increase of 8.6%

or about 8,000 pers ons) and about 103,300 by 1981 ( 11 .2% or 10,400 pors ons ) .

For Projection 2, with its zero migration flow, there would be an increase

to about 106,400 by 1976 (14.6% or about 13,500 persons), and about 111,000

(19.5% or 18,100) by 1981. Finally, for Projection 3, with its net

migration inflow of 300 persons per annum, there would be an increase to

about 111,800 by 1976 (20.3% or 18,900 pers ons) and about 118,500 by

1981 (an overall increase of 27.5% or 25,600 persons). These figures

indicate a population band of between 101,000 to 112,000 for 1976, and

103,000 to 118,000 for 1981.

Projection 2, with a zero migration flow, effecti voly estimates the

natural increase of the population of the Study Area over the period.

Comparison with Projection 1 shows that even a relatively mild migration

loss of 300 persons per annum causes a shortfall of 7,700 persons over

a twenty-year period - 1,700 more than the loss of the actual iuigrants,

due to the loss of their potential children over tho period.15 On the

other hand, comparison of Projections 2 and 3 shows the result of an

annual gain of 300 persons, with a surplus of about 7,500 over the natural

increase, again 1,500 more than the actual migrants gained. The

comparison of Projections 1 and 3 provides a fairly clear indication of

the extent to which the more fortunate "migration gainU areas of Scotland

experience an explosive rate of population grovnh relative to the other

areas, since they do not only retain their own natural increase but also

receive a further transfusion of, typically, a younger and more active

population.

The effects/...

15. Most estimated age structuræ of migrants indicate that there is a
heavy concentration on the 20-39 age range, the key reproductive
groups in the community. Therefore loss or gain of migrants
involves the secondary loss or gain of both actual and potential
child dependents.
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The effects of' migration pi:ittc:cns can be seen very ci,,,ar~_y from an

analysis of the relative rates of grov~h. 16 Not only does Projection 1

have a relatively slower rate of grovnh than Proj ection 2 ~ and this in

turn relatively slovrer than P~ejection 3, but there is a significant
s&

cumulati ve effect. OvTing to the drain of net migration loss from

reproducti vc groups ~ a population will increase at 11 more and more

sluggish rate, relative to its rate of ratural increase~ conversely, a

population with a net migration gain will tend to grow at an increasing

rate. Thüs the gap made by different patterns will widen at an

incren,sing rate over time.

If the effects of migratiún patterns are applied to the age structiwe of

the population,17 1 hen over the period to 1976 there would be a natural

increase of about 3,200 persons in the age group 0-14. On the other

hand, the Projection 1 conditions of net migration loss would cause a

shortfall of 1,500 from this figure; i. e. a loss of almost half the

natural increase. Under the Projection 3 conditions, the natural

increase in this age group would be exceeded by a. further i,llOO. A

similar pattern emerges for the other ago groups, with the impact of

migration declining in the higher age groups, partly since these are not

normally effected much by migration and partly because the heavier

mortality rates tend to ev.cn ou~ any differences which do occur. For

the 15-39 age group, there would be a natural increase of about 65900

persons from the base population, with Prvjection 1 losing and Projection

3 gaining about 1/3 of this. For the 4o~64 agc group, the natural

increase of Projection 2 shows only 300 persons more than for the base

year/ ...

16. Sce figure 4.3; by plotting the population figues on semi-log paper,
equal proportionate rates of gro¡.rth would appear as parallel slopes
either along curves over the period5 or between curves for any quin-
quennium. Steeper slopes indicate faster rates of growth and,
convers ely .

17. See tables 4.4 and 4.5. For detailed tables by 5 year age groups
and by sex, see Statistical Appendix 4.2 tables (b) and (c).
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year, due in part to the movement of depleted (by emigration in earlier

years) younger age groups into this section and, in part, the assumption

of a zero migration flow here; 18 Projection 1 conditions indicate a loss

of about 1,400 persons in this age group from the base year total and

Projection 3 a gain of about 2,000. The final age group for "65 and

overit in common '\rith the projections of the Registrar General and others,

increases markedly both in absolute numbers and in relative size under

all projection conditions, to contain about 3,000 persons more than in

1961.

Examination of the projection figures for 1981 offers no contradiction to

the findings for 1976. They show that further natural increases of

about 1,000 in age group 0-14, 3,000 in age group 15-39, about 600 in age

group 65 and over and a loss of about 500 in age group 40-64, have been

estimated. Projection 1 conditions cause a more sluggish rise in all

groups, increasing over the period 1976-81 by 2,500 persons, or 2.3%

compared to the increase overall of 4,600 or 4.3% for Projection 2 and

6,700 or 6% for Projection 3.

The final result, in all cases, is that the assumptions made on the

nature of the age structure of the migration flows causes a transition

to a relatively younger population than the base year, this bias towards

the younger age groups being accelerated towards the end of the period

in the zero migration or net migration inflow figures.

The Employment Projc~tio~~

Forecasting changes in employL1ent, even at national level is a hazardous

bus inoss , involving as it does such diverse variables as internal and

international/ ...

18. vmen, for 1951-66 there had been a steady stream of immigrants for
retiral or in the upper section of this age range. One of the
effects of eliminating this inflow by assuming a nor-al migration
age structure, has been to accelerate the bias towards a youngor
population by understating the 40 and over age groups.
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international pJ~essurcs en demand anü m;,tput ~ changes i¿i t')ChDnJ_og:r and

their rate of acceptance over the period~ and the effects of population

grovrth f3,nd age structure on both denand and supply sides. The

difficulties are c:oripotuided. vihen f'orecas+'s have to be nade for a small

sub-region such as the Stud.y Area~ ,rhcre the changes in its cmploynont

pattern vTill 'be influenced b;r both national and local factors. No area

will reflect co:npletcly '; indnstr~., by indust!"J s the pattern of national

changes ,:.nt,-~r the period; eq:ualJ.y ~ no area will be totally unaffected by

significant changes in the nature and level of the economic activity of

the nation.
. . 1°.ìfuile several approgchcs are available .; W'hi.cb allow the

combination of national and local influences in the forecast, ß fairly

simple appr~ach he"!;; been o.dopted for this chapter. Tl1is ~cthodt developed
')0

fron a technique used ii. Chapter 3, ~ projects the ænplo~inent pattern of

the Study Area or: tho ;)0,8i1o of estimated nation.al changes in industrio,l

st.ructure for the period 1961-76~ as modified for normal local residuals

and adjLl8tl~ents to particular industries.

In estimating the national change in industrial structure over the periodt

use could 11e made of' e:;,ther the National Plan21 or the broadly similar

estimates made by Beckcnian and Associates in "The British Economy in

19751: . Despite the official abandoning of its target, the Plan can stillb 22 . . he used. as a reasormble guide fo:!: future rates of relati vc growt_

1)ctïlCcn industries. Both the Plan and the Beckerman estimates have usedt

broadly ~ the S1?.rC approach for the projcctiont basing this on estimates

of final demancl and total output by industry t with allowances for

producti vity/ . ..

19. E;ee iiHE-gional and Urb;J.n Studies" t ed. Orr and Culling\'1rth, Chapter

9, J 'l IIughes.

20. See tables 3.4 and 3.5.

21. '.rho National Plan~ Septemher 1965, CMND 2764, as updated by' liThe
Task Ahead!? t HMSO for D.E.A. ~ 1969.

22. For exmnplc, in nThe Falkirlt/Grangemouth Regional Survey and Plc~nii,
Chapter 4.
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producti vi ty iuprovements ,md changes i:. the composic:i.on of thc labour

force. However~ for projecting cmployraent in the Study Area~ thc

Beclrcrnan cstil1ates have been taken, partl;¡r because they were more

detailed and partly becauso they cover virtually the same period as the

first st(l,ge in the ei:'1.ployr!lcnt projections for this chapter.23

The explanation for the differences non2ally experienced between national

and local rates of change over a period tends to be found, to a great

extent ~ in the relative composition of the industrial orders. An

increase of 12% in national employment in Engineering and Electrical

Goods, '\?l1ero the employriCnt bias is towards the i!lightll engineering and

electronics s is unlike:.y 'Lo be reflected in nn area \-here enßineering

enploy:m,cnt is r:ainj.y engaged in the manufacture of agricultural machinery.

Given these differences in tJ.~e structure of industry within the S.I.C.

Orders sit can be assumod reasonably that a local area will perform

consistently better or 'l1orse (in terI'lS ')f growth or decline in employment)

th. h h . 2ìl . han the nation as i;, whole, over t e S ort and riediu:m terrs i.c. t ere

will tend to be a steady plus or minus residual froii the national trends

Estimates have been made25 of these rcsidualsof cmplo;yncnt change.

from enèploy:ent data for the U.K. and the Study Area for the period. 1960-

689 anO', correction frctoI';J or modification factor26 calculated for each

industry s to adjust th0 estinat".,d change in employnent from national

factors to the actual figures recorded for the end of the period.

23. See table 4.6, column (b) for the Beckerman estimates of change.

24. The sluggish response of changes in regional industrial structures
to post..tTar attempts at diversification indicates how difficult it
is to change significantly industrial composition over the short
and. i:ediuI!l term.

25. Bee Statistical Appendix 1+.4 for statistical sources and the method
of estimation of both the residuals and the modification factors.

26. Mod.ification factors show the extent to which the actual change in
the study Area will exceed (M.F. greater than one), or fall short
of (M.F. less thnn ono) the national rate of change.
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As the first step in projecting employment for the Study Area to 1976,

the Beckerman estimated changes for the period were applied to the employ-

ment structure of the Study Area at the beginning of the period25 to

provide the national component of estimated employment for 1976. Next,

assuming that the modification factors for 1961-76 would be the same as

for 1960-68, these estimates were corrected for local influences to

provide a preliminary series of estimates of employment by industry for

the Study Area for 1976.

At this stage, there were two main sources of error in the projections;

firstly, the projected national rate of change could be in error and,

secondly, changes could have taken place in the relationship between

nationRl and local trends, i.o. in the modification factors. For

example, in Mining and QuarrJing, there has almost certainly been a

change in the value of the modification factor, which, over the 1960-68

period, reflected the series of closures of collieries and N.C .B. work-

shops. These closures were the last major redundancies27 in mining

locally and, from 1971/72 there will be considerable employment in the

newer collieries opened to serve the Longannet Power Station. For this

industry in the period to 1976, neither the national trend nor the

modification factor will apply; for both 1976 and 1981, it is estimated

that employment will remain constant at about 3,250 men from the Study

Area. Again, in the case of Food, Drink and Tobacco, the national trend

estimate of a 4% decrease in employment over the period compares to a

3% increase in employment nationally to 1968; accordingly the Beckerman

figure has been adjusted to a 4% increase over the period. Also in

this industry, the modification factor for 1960-68 reflects an inter

S.I.C.I.. .

27. This section is based on conversations with the Planning Officer
and the Industrial Relations Officer for the N.C.B. (North) Area.
Some minor redundancies will occur, but these will be more than
offset by the expansion planned for Longannet, and Study Area
employment in mining stabilised.
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S.I.C. Order transfer and has been adjusted to allow for this. 28 Taking

account of both adjustments, the preliminary figure for employr1ent in

this industry has been amended to 2,090 persons for 1976.

Further adjustments to either national trend or local modification

factors have been made29 to Engineering and Electrical Goods, Bricks,

Potteries and Glass, Constructio~ Insurance, Baruting and Finance,

Professional and Scientific Services, and Public Administration and

Defence. When the final projected figures for persons employed by

industry in the Study Area for 1976 are totalled, the total labot~ force

of 39,655 represents an increase over the period of 6%. This compares

to the Beckernan estimated increase in the national labour force over

the period 1960-68 of 6.7% and the implicit increase in the National Plan,

extended for an equivalent period, of over 7%. On past trends, the

relationship between local and national increase seems to be just about

right; in the past, the Study Area labour force has grovm slightly

faster than the Scottish one, which, in turn, has performed rather worse

than the U. K. labour force, in terms of employment growth.

One difficulty in methodology remains. In estimating the pattern of

employment in the Study Area in 1976, sorie of the original Beckernan

estimates of emploJ~ent have been increased, in view of the apparent

di vergence of estimated and actual changes in national employr1ent, or,

when applied to the Study Area adjusted for further changes in modification

factors. ~llile these adjustments seem defensible when t~en individually,

overall they might give rise to inconsistencies. If more people are

employed in a given sector than was originally estimated, then less must

be employed elsewhere than estimated to maintain overall balance in the

changes/ .. .

28. See Chapter 3, section on Trends of Grrn~h and Decline

29. See Statistical Appendix 4.5 for a full account of the adjustments
made to these industries, and table 4.6, COlUMn (f) for the final
projected figures of employment.
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changes estimated for the labour force. In fact ~ comparison of the

actual and Beckernan estimated changes in employment for the mid-point

in the period of the projection~ indicates that there has been a fair

degree of compensation between industry groups. While sono industries

have experienced a considerably greater increase than estimated~ in

others ~ e. g. uining, shipbuilding, the rate of contraction has been

rather greater than anticipated; equally, other industries have expanded

less than forecast, or have even declined. 
30 nius, if adjustments were

made for actual changes by the mid-point of the period, they 'would tend

to compensate, and at least a rough balance would be maintained.

The projected employment figures for 197631 indicate that Mining and

Textiles, the two largest industries at the bcgïnning of the period, will

decline markedly over the period, both in terns of relative importance

and nur.ibers er:ployed. This decline will be more than offset by

increases in cmplo~nent in most of the other industries, particularly,

Professional and Scientific Services, Construction and Distributive

Trades. The projections indicate a fuher shift towards the Services

sector, relative to Primary and Manufacturing sectors.

Projections for employment in the twelve main industries have been made

to 1981, with the remaining industries projected as a single group. The

method of projection used, bearing in mind the problem of falling

accuxacy over a longer period which faces any method, has been to assume

that the relative direction and magnitude of employment "hanges for 1961-

76 will continue to be experienced to 1981; figures for that year have

been extrapolated by straight line trend from the 1961-76 employment

figures!.. .

30. These groups arc relatively small in the Study Area and have been
left unadjusted in the projections., -

31. Sce table 4.7 for comparison of projections in the main industries
for 1976 and 1981.
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figures. As a result of this they merely show a continuation of the

trends in overall structure, as observed for 1976, with a further

increase in the relative importance of the Services sector.

The various cmp~9yment figures for 1976 or 1981 show that, even ignoring

the impact of the University and its secondary growth on the local

pattern of employment, marked changes in the industrial structure of the

Study Area are likely to take place with a continuing decline in the

relative position of the traditionally important industries, a continuation

of the trends experienced for 1951-66. For the future, as for that

earlier period, the most rapidly expanding sectors will be Services

industries, a conclusion supported both by national expectations and by

the type of population increases proj ected earlier in the chapter. The

extent to which the development of the University will accelerate these

trends is eXÐx1ined in Part ir.
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Table 4.1

Proj ected Total Population of the Study Area

Projection I Projection II Projection HI

1961 92,905 92,905 92,905
1966 95,755 97,372 98,973
1971 98,467 101,927 105,327

1976 100,911 106,395 111,770
1981 103,330 110,984 118,485
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Table 4.4

Age Structure of Projected Population (1976)

All Persons 1961 and 1976

1961 1976
Age Persons-% I % rr--% HI %

o - 1).j 25,445 27.4 27,152 26.9 28,654 26.9 30,051 26.9

15 - 39 30,614 33.0 35,358 35.0 37,538 35.3 39,722 35.5

40 - 64 27,603 29.7 26,240 26.0 27,934 26.3 29,623 26.5

65 and over 9,243 9.9 12,161 12.1 12,269 11.5 12,374 11.1

92,905 100,911 106,395 n1,710

Table 4.2-

Age Structure of Projected Population (1981)

1961 1981
Age Persons-% I % n-% in %

o - 14 25,445 27.4 27,636 26.7 29,797 26.8 31,825 26.9

15 - 39 30,614 33.0 38,133 36.9 40,877 36.8 43,608 36.8

40 - 64 27,603 29.7 24,859 24.1 27,403 24.7 29,941 25.3

65 and over 9,243 9.9 12,702 12.3 12,907 11.6 13,111 11.1

92,905 103,330 110,984 118,485
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Table 4.1

Estimates of Employraent Structure in the Study Area

S.I.C. Order 1961 % 1976 % 1981 %

ir Mining 5,044 13.5 3,250 8.2 3,250 7.9
v Textiles 4,346 11.6 3,950 10.0 3,850 9.4A

XX Distribution 3,612 9.7 4,250 10.7 4,450 10.9
XXIII Miscellaneous & other 3,138 8.4 3,450 8.7 3,600 8.8

XXII Professional etc 2,995 8.0 4,900 12.4 5,500 13.4
XVII Construction 2,899 'l . 7 3,650 9.2 3,950 9.6
xxiv Pubii c Administration 2,652 7.1 2,750 6.9 2,800 6.8
ILL Food, Drink etc 2,398 6.4 2,100 5.3 2,000 4.9

xix Transport 1,719 4.6 1,700 4.3 1,650 4.0
xv Paper, printing 1,569 4.2 1,700 4.3 1,750 4.3
VI Engineering etc 1,503 4.0 1,700 4.3 1,750 4.3
XiII Bricks, glass etc 1,340 3.6 1,750 4.4 1,900 4.6

All other industries 4,198 11.2 4,500 11.3 4,600 11.2-
37,413 39,650 41,050
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CHAPTER 5

The ~~sting_ Estimates of the Effect of the University on the Local Are~

Hhereas Part I of the thesis examined the internal aspects of the

population and industrial structUl.e of the Study Area, Part II is

concerned with analysing the effect on the local economy of the establish-

ment of the new University. This chapter provides a survey of the

estimates of the impact of the Uni versi ty which have been made by other

bodies; these estimates can then be compa~ed with the findings of later

chapters. Finally ~ while comments have been made on the effect of the

University over a wide range of matters, economic, social and culturai,

this and subsequent cha?ters will be concerned vi th only the main aspects

of impact, namely on population, employment and income; while effect on

other fields is also an important consequence of tho establishment of a

new University, those topics fall outwith the scope of this research.

The main sources of existing estimates are, firstly, the Dovelopi;icnt Plan

Report, 1968, 1 secondly' the report to a joint Local Authority Land Use

Study Group by a Technical Officers Sub-Cæmni ttee and, thirdly, the"f" " 1" 2relevant sections 0 a 'lra.ffic Study Hoport on the Stir ing area. The

rest of the information on the Uni versi ty tends to be of El fairly super-

ficial nature in the press, i.rith any figures given taken from the above

sourceS.

POJ2uIE:tion Esti~

Analysis of the effect of the University on local population has been made

in three stages!...

1. Prepared by Robert Matthew, Johnson-Harshall and Partners, the Planning
Consultants to the University.

2. Itself part of a 1a,rgcr Transportation Study of East Central Scotland,
by Freeman Fox, Wi1bur Smith and Associates, March 1969.
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in three stages. Firstly s estimates were made of the numbors of students,

University employees and the dependents of these. Secondly s estimates

were made of the nuraber of jobs which would be created indirectly by the

University, with further estimates of dependents for these employees.

Finally, this total population was broken into immigrant and resident

components.

Growth of student numbers has been limited over the period by the

constraint, part financial, part physical, of the Uni versi ty building and

construction programe. In view of this, it was estimated that,3 as the

increased space becm1e available, the annual student inte~e would rise

from 150 per annum for Phase 1, to about 850 per annum for Phase 2 and

about 1,700 per annum for Phase 3. This would. provide a total number of

students (including postgraduates) of about 510 by the end of Phase 1

(1969/70), about 3~40o by the end of Phase 2 (1975/'r6) and about 6,950

by the end of Phase 3 (taken as 19814). This grov~h in student numbers

has been planned against the forecast demand for University places5 in

which, for Scotland alone, demand is expected to rise from below 30,000

per annum in 1966 to over 51,000 por annuri by 1980. Phas e 1 growth

coincides with the plateau in the demand for Scottish places, at about

32 ,000 per annum. Phases 2 and 3 cover the forecast increase of nearly

20s000 places per annum (or 65%) over only 10 years. The obvious strain

that such an increase would place on Scottish Universities was one of the

main considerations in the establishment vf the new University at Stirling

and is probably/...

3. Development Plan Report, revised figures of Appendix, sce table 5.1.

4. Phase 3 size was originally indicated for 1980/81, then left a little

more vague as lithe early 1980 v s ii . While the earlier, more definite
date has been retained for projection purposes, it must be remembered
that it represents only the long-run equilibriwi size of the University,
given the requirements of both the Robbins Report and the physical
construction problems involved.

5. Report on Higher Education, 1963, CMND 2154, Appendix 1, pp 99-128.
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and is probably the source of the planning reference6 that the University

could well be asked to expand to the Phase 3 steady-state by the early

19809s.

The staff figures associated with the various stages of grovñh have been

cstimated3 as 324 for 1969/70, rising to 1,222 by the end of Phase 2 and

2,685 by the end of Phase 3, with academic staff accounting for about

half of these. The figures for the various non-academic staff grades

have been based on the experience of other Universities; for academic

staff, they are based on an assumed staff: student ratio of 1: 7.7.7

The amalgam,ated figures for students and staff give a total population

of about 4,600 persons for 1976 and about 9,600 for 1981. Further

estimates made for 1976 indicate that dependents of students and directly

employed staff will mnount to a further 2,000 by that year.8

So far , it has been estimated that the total population directly

associated with the University will amount to about 6,600 persons by 1976,

imposing additional demands on housing, schools, hospitals, roads,

retailing outlets and other services. To some extent, this increase in

demand can be met by additional productivity from the existing labour

force in the area but, for the most part, it will involve an increase

in the employment in these sectors. Estimates of the magnitude of this

secondary growth in employment have been provided for the Local

Authorities by the Planning Consultants to the University.9 By the end

0:1: Phase 2/...

6. Irrterim Development Plan, paragraph 2.12.

7. Sec tables and corinonts on Development Plan Report, p 21.

8. See Report to Land tJse Study Group, Appendix A.

9. These figures, given to the Land Use Study Group, were apparently based
on estimates frOD other University or Education sources, primarily on
the First Report of the Bristol College of Science and Technology,
1964, on the site at NOrviood, Bath. The ratios used were that two
students would support one service trade worker and all other Uni versi ty
employees one service trade worker each. The dependent ratio was
2. 3: 1 for s ervi ce trade workers.
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of Phase 2, it was estimated, there would be additional employment in

secondarJ growth industries for about 2,950 persons, linked with a

further 6,770 dependents, giving a total population for secondary growth

of 9,700. This provided an overall estimate of a population of about

16,500 by 1976. To m~te further allowance for improvements in producti vi ty

in secondary employment and possible over-allowance for services employ-

ment, this figure was revised downwards to about 15,000, comprised of

3,500 students and, covering all other employees and dependents, 11,500

others.

The final step was to estimate the number of iwnigrants to the area from

this overall population. It was estimated that, of the original 4,695

total for students and directly employed staff, 3,972 of those would be

i~nigrantsiO and that 1,591 dependents would enter the area with them.

This ir~igrant population of 5,563 would generate secondary employment

for about 2,310 persons, on the basis of previous assumptions, who would

in turn have about 5,310 dependents .11 This provided an estimate of an

immigrant population of 13,200 persons for 1976. To obtain rough

estimates of the possible inmigrant population for 1981, the 1976 figures

were doubled, i. e' the estimated imr2igrant population for the later year

was given as 26,500 persons.

The other main estimates made12 were for the combined growth of both the

University and a Survey Area13 population, for the period 1966-86.

Estimates ma.de here suggest a much slower rate of populat:~on build-up,

given that both internal and University growth were included; for the

period/..o

10. See table 5.2.

11. There is an implicit assumption here that all secondary employees
related to imiigrants to the University, would thenselves be immi-
grant to the area.

12. Traffic Study Report, March 1969-

13. The Survey Area for the Report was rather narrower than the Study
Area was defined, excluding, mainly, Clacknannan County, Central No.

1 D.e.
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period 1966-76, it was estimated that there would be a total increase of

11,000 persons (against the previous estimate of 13,000 ii~igra~ts from
:¡

the Uni versi ty influence alone). For the second projection period,

1976=86, there was estimated a larger increase of 17 $800 (against the

cruder 13~000 persons from University growth). No details are given

as to whether the difference arises from a different phasing of the

growh of secondary employLient or merely a different rate of internal

growth. Taking the entire period 1966-86, the estimated joint increase

of 28,700 compares to the previous estimate of 26,500 from University

growth alone. Either a much slower rate of internal growth has been

taken than seems historically justified, or more likel~ a smaller

estimate of secondary growth employees and their dependants has been made.14

Employment

The effect of the Uni versi ty on amploynent has not been given anything

like the sene depth of analysis as its effect on population. At best,

it has been recognised that the University will influence the employment

posi tion of the Study Area at three levels, na.niely the employrent of

construction workers involved in building the University, plus persons

employed directly as staff or workers by the University, plus, finally,

persons employed in the supporting growth in the Services sector.

No figures have been published for persons enployed on the construction

work at the Uni versi ty, dcspi to the fact that this source of employment,

both in numbers employed and in the duration of the period of activity,

is far from insignificant. Figures for direct employment have been taken

from the Development Plan for the university.15 At Phase 2 level, 560

academic/.. .

14. No reply was obtained to requests for further details.

15. These figures were s~~arised in table 5.1; more detailed figures
for the various staff grades can be seen in the Appendix of the
Development Plan Report.
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academic and 620 other staff will be employed, it has been estimated;

the Phase 3 numbers are about 1,350 academic and 1,240 other staff.

lfuile it was hoped that there would be considerable recruitment from local

labour supplies, it was recognised that most of the skilled posts would

be filled from immigration; it was expected that reliance on immigration

would increase for Phase 3, as local reserves were exhausted. 

16

Similarly, the only detailed estimates of the numbers involved in

secondary employment were those discussed previously, which were taken

from the Land Use Report; here, it was estimated, there "1ould be about

2,300 jobs created by 1976 and between 4,500 and 5,000 jobs by 1981.

17
As regards the nature of secondary employment, all sources content

themselves ,.rth the opinion that it "rill be "mainly in the Services

sectorli.18

Income

Estimates here are even more general and vague than for the employment

section. Mostly they take the form of unquantified, but optimistic

comments on the financial stimulus which the local trading community will

recei ve from student and staff income. Indeed, the Traffic Study Report

appears to ignore this effect completely.19 One of the few quantified

estimates20 gives an annual figure of between £1 million and £1.5 millions

for student grants by the mid 1970's and a further figure of about £1.5

for staff salaries/...

16. Land Use Report, Appendix A.

17. Apart from the Land Use Report, see major press articles such as
Glasgow Herald 10.2.66, 11.2.66, 2.12.66 and 3.4.69.

18. The Traffic Study Report makes estimates of employment changes over
~he period, but these have not been accepted by the Local Authorities;
part of the problem appears to be the base employment pattern
suggested for the region (which has been virtually rejected by the
Planning Department and the D.E.P.), and there is also a disagreement
of the growth pattern assumed (which gives a Services sector of 74%)
of total ëmployment (by the 1980' s ) .

19. Paragraph 5.04 assumes normal East Central Scotland growth of incomes.

20. Glasgow Herald 30.1.68
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for staff salaries. A later estimate2l increases this figure by £1

million representing expenditure annually on University construction

Ýrork.

The most detailed estimate22 is that, by the mid 19709s, the University

will give direct employment to about 4,600 persons (including students),

wi th additional indirect employment of between 2,000 and 3,000 persons.

On the basis of an average annual earnings figure of £1,000 (while

students receive less, others earn considerably more), the effect on the

University will be to add income to the extent of about £7 millions per

annum to the local economy.

21. Glasgow Herald 20.4.70

22. Times Educational Supplement, 2.9.66
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Table 5.1

Sumary of Uni vers i ty Working Popu1ati on

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Students (including post-
graduates) 510

Academic staff and technicians 140

Administrati vc staff 93
'Vlork staff and others 76
Visitors 15

834 4~622

6~950

1~352

429

814

90-
9~635

3,)+00

,61
200

416

45

Source: Development Plan Report, 1968

Table 5.s.

Estimates of Immigrant Population from Students and Staff for 1976

Numbers Immigrants Pell~ccnt No. Family Dcpendents
married r:arricd Size

Undergraduates 3,000 2,850 10 285 2.0 285

Postgraduates 500 475 25 119 2.5 179

Academic staff 450 436 85 371 3.5 927

Afuninistrati vc staff 104 10 15 2 3.5 5

Technicians 225 112 50 56 3.5 140

Maintenance 74 22 90 20 3.5 50

Catering 223 22 10 2 3.5 5

Cleaners 74

Visitors 45 45

4,695 3,972 855 1,591

Source: Land Use Report, Appendix A, tables 1-3.
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CHAPTER 6

Construction of the Regional MultiPlier Model,

The estimates of the impact of the University on population, employment

and income which were given in the previous chapter were all constructed

from the viewpoint of physical planning. The purpose of the remainder

of the thesis is to provide an alternative set of estimates, based on

the macro-economic concept of the income multiplier.

At first sight, the most detailed framework against which the impact of

the new University could be measured, would be an Input-Output analysis

of the local econoni~¡-. Ideally, this approach would allow a formal study

to be made of the production and distribution characteristics of the

individual industries (or, more realistically, the main industries) of

the region, as well as their trading inter-relationships between each

other and, particularly where the region is as small as the Study Area,

wi th other regions; against the detail of an input-output table, the

effects and repercussions of the establishment of a new industry, such

as the Uni versi ty, could be traced. 1 However, the construction of such

a table, even for a highl:,i simplified matrix of the main industries,

would involve an immense expenditure of effort and time, due to the

problems of data availability, collection and processing. Even when

constructed, the model would be open to criticism on the set of industries

chosen, the data used, the accuracy and stability of the coefficients

which have been calculated.2 At least/...

1. This type of approach was used by Blake and McDowall (Scottish Journal
of Political Ec~nomy, November 1967) to study the contribution of the
University of St. Andrews to the local economy; more recently, the
Uni versi ty of Aberdeen are using input-output techniques to study the
impact of the aluminium smelter at Invergordon.

2. See Isard, Methods of Regional Analysis, Chapter 8, section C.
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At least one wri ter3 has been moved to cænment that regional input-output

models have all the problems of national models $ plus some additional

ones of their own. The use of the input-output technique for this :ie-

search was rejected, partly for the problems discussed above, but mainly

because it was felt that the objective of this thesis was not to analyse

in depth the economic structure of the region, but to assess only the

economic effect of a new regional project; this study of change at the

margin could be accomplished by the use of an alternative type of model,

the regional income multiplier$ which has rffther less detailed and

voluminous data requirements and involves a less rigorous knowledge of.. . . .. 4
inter-industry and inter-regional rclationships.

The impact of the University on the population of the Study Area will

depend on its impact on employment $ both direct 5 and secondar¡; while

direct employraent will be governed by teaching and other considerations,

the f~Oll1t of indirect emploTilcnt generated will depend upon the income

received and spent within the Study Area by those directly employed. 

6

Effectively, the critical area of impact is the income injected into the

local economy by the University, together with its subsequent expenditure.

It is in the analysis of this aspect of the grmrth of the Uni versi ty that

the regional income multiplier model can be used; once the impact on

income has been quantified, the final estim.ates for employment and

population can follmv.

3. Meyer: Regional Economics, Surveys of Econcriic Theory II, p 255.

4. In fact$ while it is normally, as in Isard and Meyer, presented as an
alternative method of analysis to input-output, the regional multi-
plier approach can be used as 11 simplified input-output system, by
developing the conventional multiplicand; it can be based on selected
data, without having to specify even the main inter-sectoral relation-
ships. This is discussed briefly in my article in the Scottish
Journal of Political Economy, but is developed more fully by M Greig
in his current research thesis.

5. Direct empio~~iont excludes construction workers on the University site.

6. And, of course$ on the L.V.A. component of the UniversityVs
construction expenditure - sec later.
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This chapter is therefore concerned \vi th the development of a multiplier

model to analyse the income effect of the University. Firstly, it

discusses the basic theory of the income nultiplier; next, it surveys

the series of papers which have appeared recently in British journals on

multiplier models, and comments on the results obtained; thirdly, it

attempts to bring together the main suggestions made and develop these

ideas and relationships into a completed model; and, finally, it selects

the multiplier values to be used. for the model and provides further

estimates of some of the main terms in the model.

The Basic Multi~i~~r Form~latio~

The basic theo~J of the income multiplier is simple enough; a money

injection into an econæiic system, whether national or regional, will

cause an increasE' in the level of income in that system by some multiple

of the original injection, i.e. where ~Yr represents the change in the

level of the region l s income, J the injection and kr the value of the

regional multiplier, then,

~Yr krJ (1)

The conventional formulation of the multiplier (kr) aSSUDes that the

le'vel of Investment (I), Government expondi ture (G) and regional exports

(x) will remain constant and autonomous, then makes allowance for the

various leË~ages durir~ the multiplier process, such as the proportion

of the additional income cons~med (c), direct taxation and National

Insurance contributions (td) decline in transfer pa~~ents with the rising

level of regional income (u), imported consurüer goods (m) and indirect

taxation (ti); conventionally, the problen of undistributed profits is

ignored in the simple model. These symbols for the various marginal

propensities, with the usual relationships, provide the basic formulation

towards which all the papers move, despite differences in the approach

taken:

kr = 1
l-c IT-t- -u) (i~m-t. )d i (2 )
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Survey of Current Literature

In recent years there has been a considerable 'Ñave of interest in

fOTIûulating and estimating values for regional income multipliers, to

allow some evaluation to be made both of the usefulness of this analJ~ical

method and, through it, of the consequences of regional stimulation

policies 0 The main contributions on the iaodel have been made by

Professor Archibald,7 Professor Brown and colleagues, 8 Professor Wilson,9

K Allen,lO D B Steelell and M A Greig.12 In all cases, these papers set

up basic models and, in most, use these to provide estimates of the multi-

plier effects of various types of projects; having done so, most then

suggest ways in which the model might be improved. These suggested

modifications fall into two categories, those affecting the basic multi-

plier formulation and those affecting the formulation of the multiplicand.

Generally speaking, the basic multiplier model set up in most of the

papers is either similar to or covers the sane types of leakage as the

model shown in equation (2). The only basic model to differ substantiailyl3

fr~l this is the one developed by Greig 0 This model is particularly

interesting, inasmuch as it deals with the impact of a now project on

a sub-region, whereas the other models relate to standard planning regions.

Secondly, it caters for an inflow of a largo body of immgrants to the

area to work in the new industry and analyses their effect on indirect

enployment/ . 0 .

~~...._-~~..---
7. Regional Multiplier Effects in the U.K., G C Archibald, Oxford

Economic Papers, March 1967.

8. The v Green Paper 9 on Devolopment Areas, Brown, Lind and Bowers,
National Institute Econovic Review, May 1967.

9. The Regional Multiplier, a Critique, T Wilson, Oxford Economic
Papers, November 1968.

10. Regional and Urban Studies, Bd. Orr and Culli~~Torth, pp 80-96.

11. Regional Multipliers in Great Britain, OoE.P. July 1969.

12. The Regional Income and EmploJroent Effects of a Paper Mill,
Scottish Journal of political Econor~, February 1971.

13. The apparent differences of the Steelc model have been caused largely
by his amalgmiated figure for savings and taxation leakages and the
single coefficient value applied to this.
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employment generation in both private and public sectors. This

regional case study is obviously very similar to the study of the impact

of the University.

This iimnigrant inflow situation has given rise to two main nodifications

to the conventional model. Firstly ~ the multiplier process has been

separated into a first round of expenditure (of income received from the

proj oct), and the other r01k~ds of the multiplier. Since the income

received from the project accrues to immigrants to the region, the

important factor becomes the overall expenditure pattern of these; for

this first round, average rather than marginal propensities arc used,

with the normal riarginal propensities reverted to for all other rounds

of the multiplier. The second modification is that an interaction

between aoployment and income multipliers has been identified and is

included in the model; the population grovñh associated with direct and

the generated indirect employment increases the demand for public

services and, therefore, generates further employment here, the incoIDD

from which adds to the nultiplier effects from the initial injection.

Thus, the first round income liultiplier (ka) 'Hill have three components,

namely income frOD the wages of direct employees, plus the proportion of

this accruing to Local Value Added. through expenditure, plus the income

of the additional public employees, i.e.

ka 1 + v +

ÖV(E + -)ewd 9. P
" E w

d d

(3 )

where v is the proportion of the increase in income which is L. V .A., Ed

represents direct employment, ÖV the increase in L. V.A. created by

direct employees, 9. the increase in L. V .A. needed to create an additional

job in the service trades, e the ratio of public service to other

employees, and. "V d and VIp the average earnings of direct enployces and

public service eBployees respectively. For subsequent rounds, the

marginal propensi tics to conSil1C (c*) and tax directly (t*) are used.

The autonomous/...
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The autonomous item for Government expenditure (G) is split into a.n

exogenous component (G') and an endogenous component (G*), where the

latter represents income paid to public service employees and where

G* == ÀY ('with À being the income of public sector employees as a percent-

age of total income). Thus the multiplier for second and subsequent

rounds (kb) becomes:-

l1
i

== i=*rl-t*-uj (i-m'
(4 )

and the overall regional multiplier (k ) can be calculated as:-r

k = I + ~ (k - I)r -0 a (5 )

The remaining category of modifications are all concerned with adjustments

to the formulation of the multiplicand and can be s~marised as:-

a) a modification to include repercussions from inter-regional trade,

b) a modification to take account of leakages from the injection, and

c) a modification to include a feedback effect from induced investment.

The effect of modifying the multiplicand to incorporate repercussions

from inter-regional trade has been analysed by Brown and Steele. The

multiplied rise in the level of income in region A causes a rise in its

level of imports (Ma) through consmnption expenditure (Ca); this

increase in imports to A becomes, for its non-international component? a

rise in the level of exports from other regions in the country (collect-

ively region B), i.e. an injection which raises, through the multiplior,

their level of income (Yb), consmnption (Cb) and imports (~~) in turn.14

Some of this increase in imports will leak back to region A as an increase

in exports, i.e. a further injection causing a further rise in income in

A. If Mob == ~Cb and Cb == cYb(l-td-u), than A's exports will rise by

~cYb(l-td-u), and the effect of any injection on region A's income being:-

ili. From the Brown model, where Yb etc. represent changes in the level
of income etc., and not the absolute levels.
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tJY =a

Ga + ~cYb(l-td-U)

1 - cll-t -u) (l-m -t.)d a i ( 6)

The increase in the level of income in region B (Yb) is generated by the

change in the level of A v s imports from B in the first place. With

similar relationships as before, then, after the multiplier process:-

m cY (l-t -u)Y = a a db 1 - c(l-t -u) (l-m -t.)d a i
so that this can be substituted for Yb in equation (6)15 and the final

(7 )

multiplier for A bccomes:-

Ga (i-c(l-ta-u) (l-~ -ti))

ka = -(l-C(l-td-u)(i-na-t~)) (l-C(l-td-u)(l-r~-ti))~ma(l-td-u)J (~(l-td-u)J (8 )

There is some disagreement as to whether this modification has any

significant effect on the miûtiplier value; Brmvn argues that it only

raises it slightly, from 1.28 to 1.29 for all Developnent Areas, whereas

Steele estimates that it could raise the multiplier value by between

0.06 to 0.16, depending on the region. The clash of opinion seems to

be due more to differences in the type of data used and the resultant

coefficients, than the foruulation of the model.

The second suggested modification to the conventional m1ùtiplicand follows

from a point raised by Wilson, on the problili of injection leakages .16

Conventional theory shows how the effect of an injection on a region's

level of income will depend upon the nature and importance of the various

leakages in the multiplier. Wilson pointed out that the injection

itself ¡vas subject to leakages before tmdergoing multiplier expansion;

if the industrial structure of the region vTaS such that its capital goods

industries were little developed, then it was conceivable that the only

part of the injection to pass through to the multiplier would be the

wages and salaries of construction workers. Thus, following ¡'iilson, the

nodified/.. .

15. The Steclo formulation, given the difficulties of comparison caused
by his combined teru S and its single coefficient value, appears to
be similar to this.

16. Wilson~ op. cit., P 378.
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modified multiplicand can be expressed as (my symbols) ~

~y = k J(l-m*)r r (9 )

where m* is the direct leakage in imported capital goods. The importance

of this modification is that, if the value of m* is teJ~en to be the same

as n (in the muitiplier)~ say O.5~ which is not excessively high, then

~y = k J(l-m*) ~ Jr :r (10 )

In other words, if there is a significant import lew~age in the injection,

then the final multiplied expansion of income could be less than the

original expenditure on investment that gave rise to it.

The final modification to the conventional model, following suggestions

made by both Archibald and i'ilson, is to attet'ipt to incorporate the

multiplier-accelerator relationship of a feedback effect from induced

autonomous.

In the simple model, I and G are assumed to be constant and

Wilson17 argued that, as income and expenditure rise through

investment.

the multiplier, some additional investment is likely to be induced~

particularly if excess capacity is not present. Taken with the type of

formulation suggested by the Greig multiplier model~ where the income

generation process is based on the interaction of income, expenditure and

additional employment generated in both private and public sectors, it is

reasonable to expect induced investment on increased capacity in both

sectors to support the employment thus generated. If induced investment

does occur, its effect is to introduce a further component into the multi-

plicand, with obvious and, it has been argued, considerable effects on

regional income levels.

The only attempt to include induced investment in the forriulation of the

multiplier model was made by Archibald.18 Looking at induced investment

in a situation/...

17. Gp. cit., PP 379-81.

18. Gp. cit., p 37.
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in a situation whe~e the initial injection or multiplicand took the form

of wages and salaries paid to employees in a new project, all of whom

were ir~ligrants to the region, he argued that investment would be induced

by the imnigrants i expenditure; where (my symbols19) ßN represents the

annual indl1cod investment in both private and public sectors and ßZ the

total annual earnings of imnigrants, and where AN is functionally related

t AZ 20 . t'o u, i.e., nen

6i: :: n6Z (11)

Given the context of Archibald9s analysis, his ßZ is identical to the

injection (J) used in the conventional multiplier model, so that he can

elaborate on this simple multiplicand and include induced investment as

AY = k AZ + k ANr r r
and, from equation (11), by substitution and rearrangement,

(12 )

ßYr :: k (1+n 'AZr J (13)

In assessing the results of the various models, taking first of all the

various multiplier formulations, it would seem that despite the variety

of approaches taken, both in algebra and in statistical data used, the

final estimated values for k tend to group in a fairly narrow range.r
Archibald estimated in the preliminary stages of his paper that the value

would lie somewhere between 1.2 and 1.7, depending on a vari ety of factors;

later he made a "best guessVl estimate that the value would be 1.25 for a

typical standard region. BrmTn estimated a value of 1.28 for the

Development/ ...

19. Archibald uses the symbol AI for induced investment, although from
his con~ents elsewhere in the article, he would seem to be including
a AG element of induced public sector capi tal expenditure in it.
I have changed the symbol to indicate that both sectors are involved.

20. Archibald uses the i~~igration situation to avoid the ftmetional
relationship of AN :: n6Y, whore, given the formulation for the
multiplier itself, the denominator may become negative (op. eit.,
p 37, see footnote).
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Development Areas as a whole and about 1.24 for a very snall region.

Allen estimated that the k value for Scotland would be between 1.4 andr
1.5. The Steele estimates of k for the various regions lie, excludingr
the Scottish figure, between 1.19 and 1.41; the Scottish figure, as a

result of a renarlmbly low inport leakage coefficient, 'faS estimgted at

about 1.70 to 1.89. Greig's estimate, for the sub-region around Corpach

gave the range as between 1.44 to 1.54; the relatively higher values for

this small region follow from his modifications to the basic model.

Overall, there would seem to be fairly general agreement that the value

of the regional multiplier is likely to lie within the range 1.24 to 1.54.

The actual value for any given region will depend on a number of factors,

such as size, industrial structure and social characteristics, as these

affect the various multiplier leakages, particularly the important import

leakage.

Taking next the suggested modifications to the multiplicand, the effect

of reforraulating this to include feedback from inter-regional trade is,

as mentioned earlier, somevThat Ui'"der dispute but, at most, would only

increase the range of estimates by 0.16. The other two suggested

modifications WCQld seem to be rather more significant. Allovrancc for

import leclrages in the multiplicand, as in equation (9) could reduce

drastically the final multiplied expansion of incone; on the other hand,

the inclusion of an induced investment effect could increase considerably

t f" . 21he inal income expansion.

p,2velo;ement of the Ì'()del

Gi ven the broad /3,gree:ment on the value for kit would seem that the mostr
profi table/ . . .

21. Archibald argues, from equation (13) that if n = 1 (my syribols),
then the income change is double that estimated by k alone.r
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profitable area of future development would lie in the formulation of

the multiplicand. In view of the relatively small economic base of the

Study Area, it is argued that it is unlilwly to cause or receive

significant repercussions from inter~regional trade; the feedback effects

from this source, as in equation (8), are therefore ignored in building

up a model to analyse the impact of the Uni versi ty. On the other hand,

given the duration of the construction activity on the University campus,

the Wilson leakage modification should be incorporated. Equally, given

the past levels of economic activity in the Study Area22 and taking even

the most pessimistic of the population increases which have been

. t 23. .k 1 h t " "b "" f" tproJec ed, it seems unli e y t at here is or will e any signi ican

underuti1isation of capacity in the area. Thus, following arguments

advanced by both Wi1son and Archiba1d, the gradual and prolonged rise in

the level of income and expenditure associated with the gro,?th of the

U."t 1 d "b "i." "" t. " t d 24ni versi y, coup e wi t. the consideraule inflmT of immigrants an icipa e ,

should induce a significant Dniount of additional investment in the area;

the effects of induced investment must also be incorporated into the

model.

The flodel which can be constructed from the suggestions made in the

current literature would involve bringing together the suggested Wilson

modification, as in equation (9) and the suggested Archibald modification

for induced investment, as in equation (12), but this time in the context

of a more normal situation where, as for the University cmplo~~ent, there

18 some proportion of non-ir~nigrants on the staff of the new project

( i. c. !:Z .: J). Then:-

flYr :" k J(i-m*) + k !:Nr r
and, by substi tutingl . . .

22. Sce Chapter 3.

23. See Chapter 4.
24. See Chapter 5.
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and, by substituting fron equation (11),

6Y = k (J(l-m*) + nòZ)r r (14)

Before attempting to estÍ!iate the values of these new coefficients m'~

and n, it is clear that the ~odifications su~gested need further analysis

and redefinition.

Current literature has treated the multiplicand component for the initial

injection9 as opposed to the component for induced investment, as

representing in some situations, the investnent expenditure on the

construction and equipment of a new project in the region, in other

situations as representing the income received in wages and salaries of

staff eBployed in the continuing operation of the project and, indeed,

in some cases as loosely representing both sources of regional income.

Only Archibald appears to consider the effects of different types of

injection and even he does not eXÐnine the consequences of the

combination of different types of injection. For most new regional

projects, e.g. the Pulp and Paper Mill at Corpach, the new University of

Stirling and the aluminium smelter at Invergordon, the J component of the

multiplicand will have two olc~ents. The first, J l' will represent the

construction expenditure involved in setting up and equipping the project.

lhe second, J2, will represent the continuing flow of income arising from

the employment given by the project. In some circmastances, J 1 will

cover only a year or so of expenditure and, since it will have, in

theory, no pernanent effect on the level of income,25 can be ignored (as

it was by Greig for Corpach, for which his model was effec'dvel~r

6Yr krJ2) . In other circumstances, e.g. the continuing period of

14 years of constructional acti vi ty associated with the development of

the Uni vers i ty / . . .

25. A typical exrunple of this would be the post-war Hydro-Electric
construction progranc in the Highlands.
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the Dni versi ty of Stirling, to exclude it would be to understate the

multiplied income effects of the project. Secondly, it is obvious that

when considering the problen of inj ection leakages, the iifilson modification

should be applied to Ji and not J2, i.e. equation (9) can be rewritten

26as,

~yr k .r (l,-rr*) + k Jr 1 r 2
or, ßYr = kr(Ji (l-n*) + J2) (9 V)

The importance of applying this import leakage to the construction

expenditure component of J is that, since induced investment, as normally

defined, relates to the construction of additional capacity in the

Services sector (e.g. offices, shops, housing in the private sector and

housing, schools, hospitals, roads etc. in the public sector), then a

similar injection leclrage must be applied to the induced investment

cor.ponent. Thus, depending on the value given to ir.port leakages, the

effect of induced invcstment,on regional income generation could be

considerably less than suggested. To restate the model, as given in

equation (14), for these corrections

ßYr k Ji ( l-m*) + k J2 + k 6N ( l-m* )r r _ r
which, by substitution and rearrangement becomes27

ßYr = kr (J2 + (Ji + nßZ) (l-m*)) (14 v)

Estimation of the Values of the New Terms

Equation (14') provides the basic model which will be used to estimate

the income and employment effects of the University on the Study Area.

While!.. .

26. By redefining this cm1ponent, it would seem that it is less likely
that krJ(l-m*) ~ J, given reasonable proportions for Ji and J2.

27. In most cases, where J 1 will be of a temporary nature, unike the
Stirling University case, then

ßY ~ k (J2 + n~Z(l-m*)).r r
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While developed for this purpose, it is nevertheless 0, model which is

open to more general application and is capable of being used to assess

the economic impact of any new project on the income level of the sub~

region in question, e.g. the aluriinium smelter at Invergordon. The

values for J 1 ~ J 2 and 6Z will obviously depend upon the nature of each

individual project, although a further examination of 6Z will be made

later in the chapter in view of the importance of this component of the

multiplicand for regional income generation. However, the effect of

these components on regional income cannot be assessed without some idea

of the possible values for nand m*. wi thout doubt, the more difficult

estimate is for the coefficient of induced investment (n), given the

various problems to be taken into account in the estimation of regional

capi tal-output ratios. 28 The actual induced investment for any new

regional project will depend on factors such as the degree, if any, of

excess capacity in the Services sector mainly, the various lags involved

in consumers v expenditure and suppliers v reaction, and the size and

industrial structure of the region in question. To compound these

problems, there is, predictably, the absence of alinost the full range of

necessary regional statistics, even at standard region level.

In the face of these difficulties, a much more simple approach was taken

in the attempt to estimate a plausible value for n.29 If oN = nOZ, then

OlJn='X' Briefly, on the basic assunption that a figure can be taken

for capital reqiurements per immigrant, and further assQmptions made as

to the period of time over which these capital requirements will be

provided, then an annual value for oN can be estimated for the group of

inirnigrants . Secondly, the annual value of !'Z can be estimated by

calculating the nunbers of the group who will be economically active, and

the average/...

28. Wilson, op. cit., pp 385-87.

29. See Statistical Appendix 6.1.
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the average earnings per person of these. The valu.e estimated for n

was 2.4. Compared to the estimatecl national capital-output ratio of

about 2930 this may seemali ttle high at first sight. However, it is

arßuecl that, ,rhile the estimate is undeniably tentative, in a regionai

situation of a considerable immigration inflow and a reasonable degree

of utilisation of existing capacity, a ratio of this magnitude is not

totally implausible. If this argument is accepted, it can be seen that

both Archibald v sand i'Tilson v s comments on the effect of inducød investment

on a region9s income were justified - given that these cor~ûcnts did not

take account of import leakages from this component of the multiplicand;

indeed, the former commented that ~?(the) multiplier effects of the

migrant v s wage are probably much less important than the multiplied. . . . 31induced investment nis presence leads to. n

. 32. .
The second necessary estimate 18 for the vnlue of the import leakage

coefficient (m*) from construction expenditure in the multiplicand and.,

in the light of the above co~uent, the importance of this leakage is

obvious. Briefly, apart from the problem of obtaining adequate d.ata,

tho main problem is that the magnitude of the leakage varies bett.Toen

the different cost elements in construction; Local Vn.lue Added can

be virtually non-existent in some cost categories, e. g. overheads

and capital equipment, but quite considerable in others, e.g. direct

labour costs. Using data which reflocted national as much as local

. . h' + . d h h U . l' l' 33experiencei it as Deon esuimate t_ at t e value for mw wi ~ ie

in the range 0.7 to 0.8 , although again this must be regarded as a

tel1tnti vel . . .

,~ . iO
30. "Long~~teriJ. grOìrth and short-term policy , li A H Godley & J R

Shepherd~ National Institute Economic Review, August 1964.

31. Ope cit., p 37.

32. See Statistic~ll Appendix 6.2.

33. It must be emphasised that this value relates to a su1)-region
rather than a standard region, where leakages would tend to be less.
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tentati ve first estimate. Despite this, it 'tvould seem probable that

iriport leakages fron construction expenditure components in the multi-

plicand are relatively nore serious than the inport leakages experienced

during the nultiplier process, "There n, for a sinilar size of region

might lie between 0.6 and a lnaximun of about 0.7. A plausible

explanation of this Bight be found in the unique characteristics of the

construction industry, which tend to undermine what are conventionally

regarded as the minimal L. V.A. conponents of nark-up on materials used

and wages paid to construction workers. On the onc hand, this industry

tends to import the bulk of its naterials from central depots to the

region; on the other hand it also inports central teams of key workers

as the core elsnent in the labour force at any given site. By reducing

its reliance on local purchases of naterials and labour, the industry

causes a relatively greater leakage than night be the case for other

industries.

An import leo.kage of this magnitude has obvious and serious effects on

the incone generation potential of induced investment. Since this was

brought into the inodel by the syr1bol ~Z, i. e. annual immigrants earnings,

some benefit can be gained from a further exanination of tIiis multiplicand

component. Basically, three main points can be made. Firstly, only in

extreme cases, e.g. where the labour reserves of the region have been

entirely exhausted. and the manning of new proj ects depends completely on

imniigrant labour, will the Archibald situation, where 6Z = J2 apply.

Nonnally, 6Z will be a proportion of J 2' varying with the dependence on

ir.imigrant labour, which might be minimal in some projects, when only key

managenent and production training posts are filled from i~nigration,

and very close to the Archibald situation in others. In all situations,

~Z = zJ2 (15)
Substituting this into the formulation of the nodel would give

~Yr = kr(Ji (i-m*) + J2(i + nzii-m*))) (i4 it)
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which has tho benefit of specifying DO re clearly the irinigration source

h. h . . t . +' 34 Th d" tw ic induces the invostmen in quos vion. e socon nain poin

concerns the estimation of z for the individual project. It must be

remembered that, given the assumptions on the time pattern of induced

investment made in Statistical Appendix 6.1, the annual total of induced

investment is not relrrted to the final proportion of J2 earned by

iLEiigrants at the end of the period of imnißration but to the total

earnings of anyone yee.r 9 s group of imnigrants to the project. Thus,

if imr:igrants will ultinately make up 50% of the labour force after a

five year period of build-up, z is not O.5J2; if iirrigration is a steady

inflow over the period, then z is 0.lJ2.

the total annual earnings of all ir.li~igrants would be to overstate

To relate induced investment to

seriously the effect on regional income. To conplete the second main

point, since inn~igration to any project will typically be biased towards

the more senior posts, z cannot be taken as the proportion of immigrant

persons in the labour force, but must be weighted to take account of the

higher income received where this is the case. For the purposes of the

University modeL., the value of z will be estimated, along with Ji and J2

in the following chapter.

The third and probably most important point on induced investment is that,

since in the Archibald type of fornulation it has been defined as

constructional expenditure related to i!ll~igration, then, once the period

of imriigration to the project has finished and the capital requirements

of the ir~ûigrants have been met, 6N wilL. drop out from the multiplicapd,35

as would J"i at, presUlably, an earlier stage, Hnd the model ,vill revert

to the simple

6Yr = krJ2 (16)

34. In the situation where J, is of a temporary natlITe and is ignored,then of course -
6Y = k (J2(1 + nztl-m*l)).r r

35. Or, at best, :reduce to the annual depreciation on the additional
capital stock.
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For example, in analysing the impact of the University on regional

incomes, there will be El ste£',dy 1)uild-up of staff and students from 1966

to the early 19809 s, with in~igration being a significant and steady

inflow over the entire period and with there being no evident under~

utilisation of capacity from the start 0 Here, the incone multiplier

effects of the University for any year during the period of growth would

include feedback from induced investment; however, an estinate of income

generation for, se.y 1985, would be made not from the type of formulation

of equation (149 9) but from (16) above, since iramigration will have

ceased by this later yea: and, presumably, the capital requirements of

even the final year 9 s inmigrants finally met.

It would seem that, at least in the context of the Archibald type of

formulation, the effect of including induced investment in the formulation

of the multiplicand is not as great as was expected, even in the short

and medi tun term. Nevertheless, during the period of irlrigration, the

model, as given in equation (14 t 9) does indicate that, despite inport

leakages and the reduced z, the inclusion of an effect for inclucecl invest-

ment can still result in a significantly larger multiplicand than might

have been used in a Dore conventional model; if m* is taken as 0.75,

n as 204 and z as 0.1, then the effect of including induced investment is

to increase the conventional multiplicand J2 by about 20%, with all the

resultant repercussions on income and employninnt generated.

In conclusion, the model developed for use in estimating the effect of

the new University on reGional income and, fron this, emp.;"oyinent and

population, is as given in equation (14tV), i.e.

~Yr = kr(Ji(l-n*) + J2(1 + nztl-m*l))

The values for J l' J 2 and z will be estimated in Chapter 7. The value

of m* has been estimated at 0.75 and n as 2.4. TvTO values will be

taken for k to provide a lower case and an upper case estimate of ther
income/ ...
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incone impact. The lower case value of k will be taken from the Brownr
!iiodel and estimates for a snall region, at 1.24; the upper case value

will be truren from the Greig sub-regional model, with its inmigrant

modifications, at 1.54.
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.QHAPTERi

The Impact of th~ Uniyersit:ir 0p Income and EmploX?ent

The previous chapter developed the regional income multiplier model from

which the estimates of income generation are to be made. It was

suggested that lower case and upper case multiplier values should be

applied to a multiplicand for the University, which included three

components, one for construction expenditure on the University (Ji)' one

for the total income of staff directly employed and students (J2) and

one covering the estimated additional investment in the area induced by

the development of tll0 Uni versi ty ~ this being related to the earnings of

inirigrants to the proj ect (n6Z).

This chapter falls into three mai!l sections; first it computes the

values of Ji' J2 and 6Z, then, from the model, estimates the lower and

upper case values for income generated by the mid 1970' s. Secondly,

from the data gathered for these income figures, further estimates are

ma.de of the indirect employment generated by the University. An a.ttempt

is then made to allocate total cmployrûcnt, direct and indirect, to the

various industries involved, to allow the completion of the employment

projections of Chapter 4. Following this, broad estimates are made of

the impact of the University at its Phaso 3 size, i.e. the early 1980's.

Thirdly, the estimates made in this chapter from the income and employment

models are cæipared to the estimates made from other sources. 1

The Effect of the Unive!~~ti on Inc9il?

The term Ji represents the expenditure of the University on the

construction/ . . .

1. Sce Chapter 5.
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construction of the teaching buildings, residences and the canpus in

general, plus the expenditiu'e involved in the equipping and furnishing

of these preriises, once they have been constructed. vfuile a J 1 component

will be present over all phases of University grovñh, its ronount, as an

annual value, will vary over the period. For construction expenditure

over Phase 2 growth, an average expenditure figure has been calculated

for the period 1966-732 of £1. 37 millioEs per annum, as financed by both

UGC and Appeal Fund sources. Hhile this average includes a downwards

bias as a result of the first tiVO, rather unrepresentative, years l

erpenditure on the Phase 1 Pathfoot buildings, there is, on the other

hand, the possibility of a slight slow-down in construction activity

from 1973-75; in view of this, the average over the period, rather than

for the strict Phase 2 growth, has been retained.3

The second component of Ji represents expenditure on furnishing the

premises. Hhile this iten, as vould be expected, fluctuates with the

building prograFDC and the completion of building sections, it has been

estimated4 that it will &~ount to between £250,000 and £300,000 per annmn

for the mid 1970' s . The actual figure te~en is of little consequence;

since only niinimal purchases have been and will be made from local sources,

the import content accounts for 98%5 of total expendituret i.e. leaves

an annual figure of cbout £7 ~ooo to be added to J l'

The final adjustment to J 1 represents the deduction made froTIi this of an

annual/ .. .

2. Sec table 7.1. Phase 2 construction will cnd by 1973 and be re~
placed by further work on the Phase 3 building progrmmne; as yet,
no estimates have been iJade of the annual expenditure for this ~
although this willt strictly t represent the 1976 income contribution.

3. Gi vcn that m* = 0.75, reasonablc variation around £1.5 millions will
have little effect on income and employment generation.

4. On the basis of discussions with Accounts and Supplies departments.

5. From an analysis of invoices to the Supplies dcpartwßnt and
discussions with the Supplies Officer.
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annual figure for service facilities used by staff and students, vihich

night norrially be cxpccted to be provided as part of the induced invest-

ment total (~N) 36 c.g. staff~studcnt club facilities~ restaurants,

coffee loungcs, shopping faeili tics ete. on the erunpus. Expcl1di ture on

the provision of these facilities by the University averages3 ovcr Phase

1 and Phase 2 growth, at about £66,000 per annil1. Doducteèl from J 1 to

avoid doublc~counting in the multiplicand, it red:iø3S the value of the

forr1er fror:i £1. 37 millions to about £1. 3 millions per annu.n.

The figure for J'2 ¡.lÌii have t1fO separate conponents, naLcly the wages

a.nd salary bill of direct staff (j a) and student incoric (jb). The

value for staff income (j ) can be calculated for 1976 if estimates area

made of staff numbers for the various grades for this year and also of

the average income for these grades. 7 Briefly, if staff figures are

taken from the Developnent Flan estimates for 1976, and adjusted. for

divergencies observed. in sonc grades by 1970/71 and, secondly, for the

inclusion of staff paid by non-University funds, this yields a figure of

about 1,300 cmployees for 1976.8 'raken with the estimates made of the

average incomes of the various staff grades (at 1969/70 constant prices) ~

these c1irect employees will inject a total income of £1.87 millions per

annum into the Study Area economy by that year.

The calculation of the figure for total student income proved to be

rather more complex. 9 Student nuni1x)rs ¡.rere tr,zcn from the DcV'clopmerit

PlanlO as 3,050 undergraduates and 350 postgraduates. The di ffi cult i cs

lay in estimating/...

~_.._.._-~---...---.-...----.
6. Sce Statistical Äpi)cndix 6.1 for fuller discussion of this point.

7. Sec Statistical Appendix 7.1 for detailed estimates and sources.

8. Sce table 7.2.

9. Sec Statistical Appendix 7.2 for detailed esti:tutes and sources.

10. The official vicw is that the Flan targets may well be cxceeded
slightly by 1975/76.
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lay in estinating the average student incone figures. Firstly, the

estinates had to make allmmnce for the threc sourccs fron which the

student might receive incor1e, naricly the grant paying authority, parental

contribution and vacation earnings. Secondly, before total students v

incone could be calculc.tccl, further adjust1'ents had to be nade to allow

for connuting and resident students. Thirdly, in connection with

students resident on the campus, the average incone had to be stated net

of' rent paid to the University. Thero were two reasons for this:

firstly, part of the rent reccii vea. for student residences by the Uni versi ty

is r~li tted directly frOD the Study Area as capital and interest repay~

nents on loans incurred for the construction of the residences; and,

secondly, the rcnainc1er of rent receipts is used by the University to pay

the wages and salaries of st~ff connected with the residences. Thus

all rent tn:S deductecl since, in the former case it leaks from the Study

,/ìrea ancl, in the le.tter case, it has already been counted in the j a

cor.ponent of the' r:iultiplicanc1. After these adjustr.ents ~ it was estinatcd

that the annual total net incor.e of the 3,400 students in 1976 would be

(at 1969/70 constant prices) £1.07 millions. 11

Howeyer, student rent is not the only source of double-counting which has

to be guarded against in the conputation of J 2' since both staff and

students spend part of their incono on catering and other facilities

offered on the ca~pus. Poort of the receipts frOD this expendituro are

used by the Uni versi ty to pay the wages and salaries of staff enployed

to provide these services and is therefore alrcady included, in j a; the

'd f . . c1 f 12remain er leaks 'rom the area in purchases of drink~ foo .stuf s etc,

or is absorbed by the University to cover other operational costs. Thus,

from/ ...

11. Sec table 7.3.

12. Analysis of the accounts of the refectory and staff/student club
shows that only 10% of total purchases arc local goods; gi ven the
weightings for labour and other costs, this anounts to, at most,
3% of total expenditure on these scrvices.
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frOD (j a + jb) nust be deducted (c\ + ëlò)' where the latter represents

the deducted cxpenditm:'e on University sex'vices by staff (c1a) and by

students (c\). The values estinateèL for these deductions ¡'lere £67,000

and ~:313,000 per D.nnurJ. respectively, for 19'6 (again at 1969/70 prices).13

'lhus, since J2 ~ Ua + jb) - (do. -1 ~), where, for 1976, ja has ber;n

estinated as £1.87 millions, jh at £1.07 millions, d, at £67,000 and ~~ a D
at £313,000, the estinated. value for total direct staff and student

incomes for 19/6 is £2.56 nil1ions.

vniile, in sone situations, the Archibaia approach of assuming ~z to be

identical to J2 can be talren, (e.g. the effect of a new project on the

labour reserves), in nost caS8S,

unemployment and virtually exhausted

. th U' . 14 .. f . tas with ,e niversity a signi 'ican
Midlands, vi th their Im. levels of

proportion of direct employees will be non-ir:migrant. For the University,

experience has shown that the actual proportion of inrigrants will vary

bet'íieen the types of staff; some (e.g. cleaning and entering) will be

recruited virtually exclusively fron local labour, whereas others (e.g.

academic and senior ac1riinistration and other staff) ¡viII be ali:iost

entirely i~1igrant.

Briefly, the estinates of total /.Z for each grade of staff and. stuclents15

,-ras based on the current and anticipated future patterns of recruitment

and adnission. For non~acadernic staff, given the bias of ir~,igration

in the past to the Dore senior posts, the nuriber of iriigrants '¡JaS

weighted 1)~r salar:r SCEÙCS to avoid understating earnings. Finally, the

tine pattern of the imriigration was established and. the estimates for

the resultant/...

13. For 11 c1etailecl discussion of the deductions, sec Statistical
Appendices 7.1 and 7.2.

14. Particulari-,f for Development Area pro,jects, which are normally
established to absorb local labour, even if koy technical and
managenent posts have to bo filled ¡'Ti th ini..nigrants.

15. See table 7.4.
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the resultant annual flow of i:crriigrants16 nade; the annuf:ü total

earnings for a yearVs inflow of irrr;¡igrants was estimated at £230,000 (at

constant 1969/70 prices) for 1976. Since ~z ~ zJ 0,17 for the purposes
~

of the model~ the value of z can be estimated at 0.09 J2.

The income multiplier nodel vms developed. in the provious chapter as:-

~yr kr (J 1 ( I-m*) + J 2 (1 + nz r I-m* 1 ) )

As d.iscussed there, a lower case and an upper case value for k will ber
used to provide a ranee within ~niich the additional income attributable

to the University will lie at the end of Phnse 2 growth in 1976.

. . . 1 h' . d 1 18 . t h 1:Filling 1n t le values of t. e various terns iTl the l~lO.e, 1 as )een

estimated that, in the lower case, the increase in regional income

generated by the University will be £3.75 rrillions and the upper case

incree.se £4.66 nillions, both at constant 19691'(0 prices. By 1976,

the effect of the Uni versi ty will be to add between about £4 millions

and £5 millions to the income level of the Study Area.

It is interesting to cor.ipsrc these cstinates to those vThich would hi:we

been made by the other tY1)es of inodel vn1ich were discussed in Chapter 6.

Dropping the cO!",ponent for induced investncnt and taking only

(Jl.ri~tl*:r + J2) as the nuiti:plicand~ i.e. e:x:panc1Ïng the conventional

~ultiplicand to include construction cxpcndit1ire, as adjusted for import

leakages, the estimated range beCODes £3.58 nillions to £4.44 millions;

the exclusion of the component for induced investnent, ï?'akenod as it

is 1)y the assuciption of () tine :nattern for investnent and the heavy

iriport leakages involved, reduces the ostinated. incone ge.ê.cratec1 by

about 5%. vfuilo it still provides a significant boost to the miütip1icand,

the ir~)ortance/...

16. See Chapter 6 and also Statistical AIìpendix 7.3 for a discussion of
the need to apply a tine pattern to imriigrf'otion in orc1er to estiraate
an annual totû,l for inc!ucGcl investricnt.

17. Chapter 69 equation (15).

18. See table 7.5 for El suimn:Lry of the values.
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the importance of induced investment is not nearly of the= :inagnitlJ.le

suggested by :many of the ÝTriters on :multiplier theory. Finally ~ if'

conf3trrt::t:Ion e:xiieriò.iture is also dropped from the multiplicand anü only

the conventional ')"2 sub,jected to the multiplier, the estirnatecl range

becomes £3.17 millions to £3.94 millions.

The above series of estimates underlines the importance of specifying

clearly the multiplicand relating to the proje0t. The effect of

including values for construction expenditure and induced investment,

despite their heavy leakages, is to increase the size of the conventional

multiplicand by, for the University, 18%. Gi ven the range of values

estimated for the multiplier in Chapter 6, the result of the fuller

nJ.J.ltiplicand used here, "rould be to increase the total income generü.ted

by between 22% and 28%.

T~s. E£:r,,:ct ~of tÈe. Dni versi!il on EmIJloy'~nt

As in the previous section, the estimates for the impact of the University

on employnent will be given as a range between lower and upper case

figures. 'rho overall effect of the Uni versi ty on emplo;'r:ment will be made

up of, firstly ~ the enployment in t::e construction of the car:ipus,

secondly the direct e:nployment at the University and, thirdiy~ the

indirect employi:ent generated in the supporting industries. Nut'1bers for

direct eriploynient have been estimated in the previous section; this

leaves estÍliates to be made of' the employment in construction and

indirect employr1ent for 1976.

Total construction expenditure for 1976 has been estinated as about £1. 3

millions and, from data obtained else¡.rhere,19 it can be assuried that 30%

of this/ .. .

19. See Statistic~ü Appendix 6.2, breakdmm of construction costs.
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" n 000" . t" 20
of this ~ or .!v390, wiii represent '(.;ages paid to construc ion wo:rkers.

The average earnings of construction workers in Scotland for 1969 ,vere

about &:1,220 per annuI1.21 Tc"L'ken iiTth the ,.¡ges bill of £390,000 this

¡.¡uld seen to indicate a total labour force in University construction

of about 320 workers by 1976.

The cstination of indirect eLwlo~ent was approached through the type

of formulation given by the Greig enployrent multiplier mOdei,22 as

checked against the l.mch cruder type of approach as used for the" "23construction worker estin~tes. Using the basic info~ation already

gathere1 on emploJ~ent in construction in the University itself, and on

the incorie injection of these enployees and students, coupled with

assumptions on the L. V .iL component of this 'Hhen s:Dcnt locally , it can

be estimated that, by 1976, the lower case figure for direct employr1ent

will be about 850 persons and the upper case about 1,650 persons.

G" 24 b"" .D" .( . . t t" 1i ven a COD ineCl .L igure ¡ or Uni versi ty staff and cons ruc ion emp oyees

of l,596 persons by 1976, the lower case to upper case range of

estinates for indirect e~ploJ~ent of between 850 and 1,650 persons,

'ihen ßdded to this, provides a final estimate the;t the effect of the

University on ernploynent in the Study Area ,.Till be to Ð,dd between 2,450

and 3,250 additional jobs to its employment structure.

The next step is to break dmm these figures for e~ploynent into Ð, S. Le.

order pattern/ ,¡ . .

20. Following the D.E.P. classification systeri of employment, these are
employees at workplaces within the Study Area, although they nay
i¡Teii comnute to the area from outside; the impact on local employ~
ment is not confined to local resiò,ents.

21. D.E.P. Gazette~ March 1970, table 122.

22. Greig, op. cit., pp 33-35.

23. 8ee Statistical Appendix 7.4 for the riodifications to the Greig
model and confi~ation of the results by the sinpler approach.

24. See tuble 7.6.
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order pattern~ to provide some idea of the nature of the denand for labour

stenrJing froD the development of the Uni versi ty and to allow the

aEßlgai;iation of the University impact figures llith the earlier projections

of employrent in the Study Area to 1976.25 The allocation of the

University developnent emplo;ynent to S.Le. orders "TaS nade on the basis

of t'vTO as su.i:pt ions : firstly 9 it ¡.as assuxied the;t the indirect eriploynent

created by the University would follow "the serie S. Le. pattern as the

probable pattern of the expenditure of University incones, s inee the

eririloyment ,,¡ould be generated by this expenditure; secondly, it was

assumed that the expenditlrre pattern of the total income of University

staff, students and construction workers would be siuilar to the

Scottish one, as given l)y the F&'''ily Expenditure Survey, averaged over

26
the years 1967-69. Havin?; established the expencliture pattern by

0'7
S. 1. C. order s'- i this was used to (ülocate the indirect enploynent.

Finally, the constructioii workers were allocated to S. 1. C. order XVII

(Construction) anc. University employees to S.I.C. order XXII (Professional

and Scientific services28) and these added to the breakdown of indirectly

enpioyed.29

As a result, it was estimated that in the lower case, the University

would account for just over half of the total enplo~~ent figure of 2~450,

wi th Distributive Trades (accounting for 18% or 450) and Construction

(16% or 390 persons) as the next two largest industrial groups. In the

upper case allocation, since the figure for University enploYl'Jent is

unchangeò. . . .

25. See Chapter 4, table 4.6.

26. For detailed estišates, sources and discussion, see Statistical
Appendix 7.5.

27. M.L.H. definitions can be used to provide a rough conversion of the
detailed analysis of the expenditure categories to S.I.C. orders -
see Statistical Appendix 7.5.

28. The D.E.P. allocate by workplace, not occupation; all University
employnent is allocated to M.L.H. 872, in Order XXII.

29. See table 7.7.
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unchanged, the Dni varsity proportion falls to about 39% of' the totcü;

the next tiW largest groups remain Distributive Tre.des (2'(% or about 870

persons) and Construction (ih% or 'about 450 persons).

As predicted, the main eriploynent iripact of the University will be felt

by the Services sector, which will, by 1976, account for between 47% and

l.,8% of the labour force of the Study' Area, since about 83% of the employ.~

Dent from the University source has been estimated to fall in this sector.

Hoviever, the analysis does indicate that about rr% of the additional

employment will be in Construction and Manufacturing, Dainly. Equally,

employnent in Services vTÍll not "be exclusively in the Distributive Trades -

a conclusion often explicit, or iriplicit, in the otlier forecasts of

eDployr1ent effect. 30

Finally, this breakò.own of employment f'ron the inpact of the Uni versi ty

was &~algamated with the earlier eriploynent projections for the Study

Area, to provide final estiriates of the enployment pattern of the area,

covering both internal and Uni vers i ty inspired, growth. 31 It vTOuld. seem

that the effect of including employment froD the development of the

University is to raise the earlier projected increase in Gnployment over

the period from about 6% to, in the lower case, 12% and, in the upper

case, to over 14%. Thus the growth of the University could at least

double the rate of grÜIrth in employrüent which could reasonably have been

expected over the period 1961~76.

Again, the impact of the University, ¡.¡hile it does not alter greatly the

projected ranking of the main industries, does tend to exaggerate or

conf'iru/ . . .

30. There is Cl minor reservation here in that the implicit aS8UL~ption
of an average expenditure/job ratio involved in the method of
allocation could cause some understatement of employrient in lower
paid industl'ies such as Distribution; however, it would be unlikely
to raise nur1bers enough to change the conclusion.

31. See table 7.8.
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confirm the importance of the growth sectors. Professional and

Scientific Services, under the iripetus of grmrth from both internal and

University sources, increases from the 5th largest industry in 1961 with

about 3,000 employees, to be the largest industry by 1976, with about

6,200 employees. Another industry which is affected by both sources of

growth is Distributive Trades; from the 3rd largest in 1961 with about

3,600 erip10yees this has been projected to increase to the 2nd largest,

with Eilout 4,700 to 5,100 enployees. Again, Construction, the 6th

largest industrJ in 1961, with about 2,900 employees, has been projected

to increase to over 4$000 employees by 1976 and become the 3rd largest

Order. The other main industries affected by University growth, although

to a much lesser extent, are Public Adriinistration and Miscellaneous

Services; the effect on the other S. I.C. orders is insignificant.

The Inc~i:: and_Enployment Impact by 1981

Finally, estirmtes Dust be made of the inpact of the University on incon8s

and eriployr1ent by the end of the Phase 3 grovith in 1981. 32 By then the

construction work on the University will have l)een conpleted so that the

injection effect of this can "be taken froD the rlultiplicand. In ac1ditiol1,

\'1hile the dnte for the cOlipletion of Phase 3 growth (i.e. 6,000 stuclerits

steady state size) has been taken as 1981, this is intended to represent

the equilibriun situation which should occur in the early or Did 1980vs;

in equilibrium inmigration to en.ploynent in or study at the University

. 11 . 11 th' t t" "' " .. . 't t' 33\u cease, i:1S vTi e J.nves" nen incluceci oy -chis ii:ugration 8i ua ion,

so that this component too must be taken fron the nultipli~anü. The

riodel vTill then revert to the sinple form of equation (16) in Chapter 6

6.Yr krJ2

ivîth Jr/ H'
c:

32. See Statistical Annendix 7.6 for the detailed estinates and
discussion of the" î981 income and employT.ent figures given in this
section.

33. As discussed in Chrrpter 6, this wiii reduce to a replacenent level.
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With J2 for 1981 estimated as £5.19 millions, at constant 1969/70 prices,

the effect of the Uni versi ty on the flow of incone in the Study Area will

be to add betvTcen, in the 10';ver case £6.5 riillions and, in the upper case,

about ,W millions per annur:t to this.

Considering next the effect on enploym.ent in the St.udy Area, t.he

completion of construction will mean t.hnx direct criployment will consist

solely of emplo~lent in the University itself; by 1981 this will anount

34
to about. 2,700. Using again the modified Greig employment multiplier,

it can be estinated thnt indirect enplcyment by 1981 will W10unt to

between 1,600 to 3,100 jobs. Thus, overall, it can be estimat.ed that

the University will add bet.ween 4,300 and 5,800 jobs to the demand for

lal)our in the Study Are'l by 1981. Using the F.E.S. allocation approach

to provide only the broad categories of Priri,ary, Hanufacturing,

Construction and. Public Utilities, and Services employment, it can be

estinatecl that both Prinary and Manufacturing sectors "Will cotitinue to

decline over the period in terDS of relative size. 35 Construction gains

narginally from internal and University sources in nuribers employed, but

declines a little in terms of relative size. Services, gaining employ-

rnent fror:i both sources increases to about 50% to 52% of the total labour

force by 1981. The combination of internal and Uni versi ty growth

will cause a massive shift from the older , traditional sources of

enploym.ent to a new enployment structure ¡-¡here one in every two j aDs

will be in Services and only one in three in Primary and Manufacturing.

Comparison of' JLstinates

If the estinates of enployr:ent made in this chapter are conparecl to the

estimates/ . . .

34. Taken directly fron the Development Plan, Appendix figures, without
adjustment for current experience, on the grounds that current
c:.i vergencies cannot be tf':.en as (1, cuic1e for 1981.

35. See tt\1:ile 'r.9.
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estimates made for the Land Use Gronp~ 36 then apart from a marginal

difference in the figures of University staff for 1976, there is a

considerable difference in the estimates made for the indirect employment

generated by the University; even the upper case University figure falls

short of the Land Use Group estimates by about 1,300 jobs. 37

The estimates provided for the Land Use Study Group were based on the

assiunption that there would be student: direct employees and staff:

indirect employees ratios of 2:1 and 1:1 respectively; these ratios

were supported apparently by the experience of the Bristol College of

Science and Technology, 38 although the Planning Consultants adjusted the

final estimates downwards in their conclusions to bring them more into

line with further figues suggested by the County Planning Officers of

Kent and C~lbridgeshire. 39

It is argued here that both the Bristol-based ratios and the lower ratios

implicit in the revised figures are too high; it may be that they

reflected the experience of areas in yrhich there was a complete absence

of the type of service facilities needed by a new College or University.

The Study Area, before the establisrunent of the University, catered for

a considerable through tourist trade and also provided service facilities

for an extensive catchraent area throughout the year; a developed base

of service facilities does exist and, while this will have to be expanded

to cater for the development of the University, this growth will hardly

be of the magnitude suggested by the above ratios. 40 Secondly, given

the fOTI1ulation/...

36. See Chapter 5.

37. See table 7.10.

38. Land Use Report, 1966, Appendix A, p 2

39. Land Use Report, 1966, Appendix A, pp 1 and 2, also Report, p 1.

40. The student ratio implies that the entire income of two students must
be spent locally and pass, without leakage, entirely into wages of
service sector eriployees to support one additional job (excluding,
&10ng other items, other components in the type of cost per job
calculations performed by Brown and Greig).
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the formulation of both the regional income and employment muitiplier

nodels, it is not defensible to apply directly ratios relating to Bristol

or Kent/Cm1bridgeshire to the Study Area. In the income rnodel alone ~

different; it seems reasonable to

for imports ~ are likely to be quite41 ° °expect rather larger multiplied

the various leakages, particularly

effects for l)oth incone and enployment in such English areas ..There, due

to the lower lea~age coefficient values, more income passes from the

multiplicand to second and subsequent rounds of the Yiultiplierii thus

generating a higher total for expenditure andii through this li indirect

employraent, than could be expected for the Study Area. Apart from the

existence of services facilities then, the estimates based on the multi-

plier models should be more accurate; at least, given the various

leakages, the additional income generated is sufficient to support the

indirect eMployr1er~ as estirinted by the employrient multiplier.42

No detailed estimates of enployment have been l'D,de for 1981, beyond those

iriplicit in the suggestion that the total population attributable to the

Uni versHy 'iwuld probably' double between 1976 and 1981. If the earlier

ratios for indirect staff are applied to the estiriates of direct staff

and students, the result is to approxiriately double the nu.r:ber of jobso ° dO t 37
in in irect eDplo~Jen ; the resultant estimßte of over 6,000 jobs in

indirect employPient is well in excess of the 1,600 to 3,100 estimated

here, for the reasons discussed above.

Conparison ,vi th the estimated figures for incorie 43 shows that the only

other estimates, both of 'which reli:1te to the micl 1970's, '1gain differ

froY'l/ . . .

41. This type of difference in regional multiplier values is suggested
by work such as Steele, op. cit.

42. See Statistical Appendix 7.4 for check on Greig multiplier values.

43. See Chapter 5.
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from those made in this chapter. The range of estinated income

generation of £~" millions to £5 nillions by 19765 as derived from the

incone multiplier9 contrasts to the estiFiates of, in one case, about

£3 millions and9 in the other, about £7 millions.

In conclusion, it has been estimated from the regional income and multi~

plier models used in this chapter that the effect of the Uni versi ty will

be to increase the incone level of the Study Area by between £3.75

millions m1c1 £4.66 millions by 1976 and between £6.5 millions and £8

millions by 1981, all at constant 1969/70 prices. The effect on employ-

ment will be to add a total of between 2,450 to 3,250 jobs to the local

econol"N by 1975 and a total of 4~300 to 5,800 jobs by 1981. These

estinates, particularly those concerning indirect enployrent generation,

differ considerably fron estimates m.ade in earlier years; given the

reliance on ir1L'1igration for at least part of the estimated increase on

emploJnJent, these differences will have further repercussions on the

estiriates of the effect of the University on local population and,

therefore, for Local Authority planning on housing9 schools 5 hospitals,

41rroads etc.

1L4. A recent article in the Stirling Observer~ 20.7.71 indicates that

current planning for housing5 service facilities and industrial
space are still hased on the estimates given in Chapter 5.



Table 7.1

Construction Ex-pencli ture on Uni versì ty

U.G.C.

Year £9000

1966~67
1967-68
1968.-69
1969-r(0

1970~71
).9'(1..72
1972-73
1973-r(4

606
594

1,200
1,138

1,150
1,160
1,120

Appeal
Fund

£1000

944
646

276
41

700

Source: Estates and Buildings plan of expenditure

Jp,ble 7.S

Estinate of ~Tages and Salaries Component of J2 (1975-76)

Staff

Academic
Departmental
Aclrriinistration
Library
Otl.ers

EstÍT:iated
staff

11U11f)erS

453
178
114

53
478

Estinated
average wage/

salary

£2,328
1,182
1,372
1,435

771

105

Total

£9000

606
594

2,144
1,784

1,1+26
1,201
1,820

Estinated
total wage/
salary (£ 9000)

1,055
210
156

76
369

.1,8661,276



Table 7.3. .
Estinates of Students 9 Incorie 1975-'76

Students

Undergra.duates
University residents
Pri yate lodgings
Hone:

wi thin Study Area
outside Study Area

Post gracluat es
Uni vel'sity residents
Pri vate 10d.gings

Home:
wi thin Study Area
outsid.e Study l\.rea

Nur"lbers

2,044
396

305
305

234
46

35
35

3~400

Vacation e8.rnings (per student) £25

Source: Statistical Appendix 7.2

l.ble 7.4

:Net Incorie
from grant
1975-76

(per stucì.ent)
.£

266
364

294
221

360
550

550
413

Estinates of Earnings of ILmigrants for 1975.~76

Students

Staff
Academic
Departmental
Ad.ministration
Library
Others

Estimatecl
net income

( £n)

0.757

1.022
0.197
0.148
0.72
0.358

EstinÐ.ted
share for
1975-76

irmi grant s

10.6%

11.1
7.2
6.7
8.9
2.1

Estimated
I:Z for
1975-76

ç:80 ~242

113,442
14518l¡
9,016
6,ì.J8
7,518

£231,'710

106

Total net
student
income
(£: VOOO)

543.7
144.1

89. '7
67.4

84.2
25.3

19.3
14.5

988.2

85.0

1,073.2



'l'ab1e 7.5

The Value of the Terms in the Mocle1 for 1975-r(6

J1 Jt:J. 30 tl.

J2 £2Q56 m.

6Z £0.232 Y:1.

k (10\,¡e1') 1.21L
l'

k (uimer) 1.54r .-
n* 0.75
n 2.)+3
z 0.09

6Y (loitTer) £3.75 ni11ions (at 1969/70 prices)

I:Y (upper) £4.66 ni11ions (at 1969/70 prices)

Table 6

Estimated limp1o;ynient Effect of Univel'sit;"r (1975-76)

Uni vel'sity staff

AcadeLiic
Departr:enta1
fldininistration
Library
Others

453
178
114

53
478

Construction workers on University site

nDirect emp10yr;ient?!

Lower Q:ø;ier
1,650

1,600
Indirect enp10yrnent

Direct emp1oYEent, s~ý

850

1,600

2,450 3,250Total enployrent

10'(

1,276

0.. .~?9.

1,596
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!able '7.9

Brea1"dovm of 1981 Employment Effect into Broad Groups

1981

1961 % lovTer ut upper Of
fl 70

Primary 5) 725 15.3 3,700 8.2 3) 700 7.9
Marmfact uring 13~291 35.5 13,207 29.2 13,252 28.4
Construction etc 3,779 10.1 5)517 12.2 5,682 12.2
Services 14,618 39.1 22,811 50.4 24,101 51.6-

37,4J.3 45)235 46,735

Table 7.10 (a)

Comparison of estimates (1976)

Existing
estimates

Uni versi ty model
estimates

1 o¡.r er ~J?er

Total 7,567

3,400
1,596

850

5)846

3,400
1,596
1,650

6,646

Students
University staff
Indirect employment

3)400
1)222
2,945

Table 7.10 (b)

Comparison of Estimates (1981)

Existing
estimates

Uni versity model
estimates

lower ,gE er 

Students
University staff
Indirect emp10yraent

6~950
2,685
6t160

6,950
2)685
1)600

6,950
2,685
3,100

Total 15,795 11,235 12,735
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CHAP'lER 8

:£11e Ir'!act of. the Univ:~.!s:ity on POJ2y.lation

'l'he impact. of the Dni ve:J:sity on the population of the Study Area ,.rll

depend on the llmDer of ir:nigrants to the aren "iho will be associnted

vTÎ th the developrient of the Uni versi ty. The purpose of this chapter is

to provide estinates of the additione,l population directly attributable

to the University at the cor.pletion of its tiïO ¡-:iain grO":ith phases, i.e.

for 1976 and 1981.

The ir::iigrants ifho ¡.ill form the basis of the population effect of the

Uni versity will consist of non-local students, acaderiic, afu1inistrative

u41d other directly enployed staff, plus iDTIigrants to the aren for employ-

raent in the jobs generated in the secondary grcwth industries as EL

result of the Uni versi ty. The final Ìlm:-igrant population will be made

up of these persons plus their dependents.

One ¡'iTt;,' of estinating these mi.ribers would be to use a questionnaire of

staff and students to establish the patterns of age, sex, narried

proportions and f&lily size, then take this as a 1970/71 population base

for the population projection nod.el developed in Chapter 4, to project

for 1976 and 1981; a.ssunptions of the timing of grmrth in numbers of

students, staff nnd depend.ents, could be incorporated as the nigration

inflovr datn.. This approach was not taken since, firstly, the existing

age structures of students and staff are badly distorted towards the

1
younger age groups I...

1. The current age structure for students is distorted by the bui1d=up
from snaIl initial intak,es of 1967/68 and 1968/69, fOllOt,red by the
larger Phase II inta.kes of 1970/71 omfards. For staff', recruitment
and senior appointi;ients in the early years of the University have also
resulted in a considerable divergence froD the 2xerage pattern -
Uni versi ty Court Papers.
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younger age groups and would. not provid.e a satisfactory population l:iase

and~ secondly, the tiDing of the questionnaire~ during the period of

settle:ment into the ne:,T perrianent buildi~igs, would have caused a great

deal of inconvenience~ no natter how sir~)ly the for~ was constructed.

Accordingly, the aiiproach adopted "raG to take the population age stru~ture

and sex figures t.\S being the sane as the pattern for Scottish universities

as a whole , with dependents also calculated froD. average Scot tish figures,

as estimated by the Registrar General for Scotland, or as shown in the

Sar'lple Census of 1966? for Scotland. Since, over the period of its

growth, the new University will Vle,ge" tmmrë.s the average pattern for

all Scottish universities, the nethod is fairly defensible.

The chapter firstly estimates the total irnmigrant population attributable

to the University for 1976, and com.pares this to the existing estimates

given in Chapter 5. Next, a similar exercise is performed for 1981.

Finally~ the University population is adc1ecl to the earlier projections

of Chapter 4 and the general implications for the Study Area of the

overall population and its age pattern discussed.

Estimat.es of Ir:inigrant Students, Direct Staff and their Dependents for197?. .--.'. --
The figures fer undergraduate and postgraduate students have been taken

from the Development Plan 02 From these figures have been deducted the. . .. 3 .
estimated ni:ber of students already resiclerr1j in the area, to proyide

final estimated figures for stud.cnts ini.nigrant to the Study Area in 1976

of 2,898 undergraduates and 334 postgraduates. If the ag8 and sex

distribution of these follows the Scottish pattern then it can be

expected that 93% of undergraduates and about 51% of postgraduates will

faiii.. .

20 Development Plan, Appendix C.

3. Statistical Appendix 7.3, pp 1,2 and table (a).
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fall into the age range l5-2h, and that there ",vill be 2,221 male and

ll
l~Oll female students.

The next stage is to provide estinates of the nunber of dependents

brought into the Study Area by these imnigrent students. In the absence

of official stl.itistics, locel and S.F:.D. grant sources suggest that

about L07'j of undergraduate and 50~& of postgraduate students ,rill l)e

narried. Making allmmnces for fenale students narriec1 to nale
i:

students, " both at the University of Stirling, or nerried to persons

already resident in the area, or to persons resident vrithin cOYJ.r11xi.ing

distance of the Study Area, it has been estiriated that there will be

326 vTÌ ves brought into the Study Area who have not been incluèted in any

other population estimate for 1976. Next, to estimate the nuriber of

child dependents of these married st~dents, use has been made of Sll~ple

Census (1966) material on household composition by socio-economic group; 6

from this it has been estino.tec1 that there ¡.;rll be a further 313 child

c1ependents, giYing a total ii:,igJ:'ant population of about 3,900 students

and dependents. 7

Next, the mmiber of acaclel'ic ste,ff ~ covering all full tine teaching and

research personnel, has been estimated earlier8 as 453 persons by 1976;

if these fOllOYT the average sex pattern for all universities, 90% "rill

be male staff anc1 10% fer:iale staff. All staff will be irøigrants to the

area.91...

It. See Statistical Appendix 8.1. In fact there ma;'l well. be fewer

female stud.ents than suggestec1 by the Scottish pattern due to the
bias at Stirling towards sciences and technology in the subjects
offerecl.

5. These feriale students hrwe been counted as inriigrant depenclents rather
than seperately as i~nigrant students - see Statistical Appendix 8.1.

6. Srn~ple Census, 1966, Household Conposi tion tÐ~les, table 23, P 80.

7. See table 8.1.

8. Statistical Appendix 7.1, table (a).

9. Statistical Appendix 7.3.
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e.reD,,, To provide estirmtes of the riUT:ib8I' of c1epentlents it has been

assmec1 thc,t fer:iale strd'f yrill either be :Liarried to nale staff (acaclenic

.th ... ,.) . 11 't. c . le.' 
,,'.1 'I '" ;1 r,,, '1. ,tor 0 eL or w:i.. ue ",i:ng ~ anI., ne.ve nO.ceJ:en,.eli S. Hence adult

d.epenc1ents vTill be wives of' narriet1 nale staff¡, to obtain figures for

these, it has been assul1ec1 that there will be the St1l1e proportion of

l1ô,rried r:ales per age group f1S for all professiomü enp10Jrees in

Scotland.10 VJith the resultant figure of 331 w:1rried households in

ê1cac1ex:iic staff, again, given the professional employee pattern, it has

been estiliatec1 that there ,,,'iii l-".: 621 chil(l c1epen(~8nts, 318 1:1ale end

Thus, vrith the )+39 ste.ffll there ,-rill be a iiopulation J.n303 fenale.

19'''6 of about 950 c1epenclents. Even takinê the slightly older age

pattern for all Scottish l.mi versi tieB, this ir:nir:rai:rt J)oJ:ulatiol1 section

will be relatively ;jioung; ü))out 80% of this poimlation will be aged

under ltO. 10

Non~academi c st aff have been estimated in two com~onents ~ firstly ~

effectively non~.r:anual workers, i.e. departnental, acministrative and

lïbrary staff, where there is a fair proportion of imnigrants; secondly~

estil'ates have been Y".ade for all other directly enployed staff,

effecti vely l"anual \'Ïrkers, i. e. vTOrl\: staff, l'aintenance ~ porters,

groundsmen, cleaners and caterers, where tliere is a rather snaller

, . .. 12
~ropor~ion of innigrants. Of the original estinated total13 of 823

staff in these va:d.ou3 grades, it hus been estinixted that only 104 male

anc1 1'"(8 fer:ale staff, a total of 282, "Till be ir...igrant to the crea and

therefore/ . ..

10. See Statistical Appendix 8.2 for detailed working and sources.

11. The shortfall is clue to the exclusion of narriecl female staff, v¡ho
\'iii appenr E'lS c1ependents here, or else'viliere. See Statistical

Appendix 8.2
12. See Statistical Appendix 8.3 for sources ßnd detailed working.

13. Statistical Appendix 7.1.
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therefore be part of the impact of the University on local population. . t

It has been estimated that there will be a fiirther 181 dependents of

these employees ~ consisting of 84 vii ves and 97 children. 15

'1'hus the totfÜ irrmiigrant population in 19'T6 of students, direct staff

and dependent a can be estimated at about 5 ~ 'TOO, consisting of abou's

l~,OOO staff and students and about 1,700 dependents, 1,000 of these

b. h' ~ 15eing c. iluren.

~:~!:t(lüte~~f Pop~j2EJr~E_Sec-9ndai-:%: GE.sv¡th_ b3~127~

To complete the eßtimates for population impact, the irimigraî1't population

attributable to the gro;¡ith of secondary employment generated by the

University must be ca1cii1ated., . ' 16
'l\TO figures for secondary er:plo;yment have been estimated earlJ,er 9

giving a range from a lower to an upper case. The lower case estiu2vte

was based on a lovT value for the regional incone multiplier and a high

value for the necess2,ry 8rflOunt of L. V .A. neeëLed to create an additional

job. 'rho upper case estimate Í'ias based on a higher value for the

regional l'lUlt:ipJ.ier o,nd a lower ratio of 1. V .ft.: employment creation.

It was estir1atedl'7 that the figures for secondary grmrth employment

generation would lie between the 850 of the lower case and the 1,650 of

the upper case, for 1976.

14. To what extent local residents employed by the University might have
emigrated if there had been no employnent of this nature (e. g.. the
younger age groups identified as losing population L. Chapter 2),
is problematic. Here it has been assuned that none of the local
residents ff:Ùl into this category. To the extent thnt employnent
at the University or in secondary grovrth industries has halted
emigrr~tion, the population impact estirmtes of this chapter have
been understated; stopped emigrants are effectively irir:igrants.

15. See table 8.1.

16. Statistical Appendix 7.4.

17. Talüe 706.
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T . t 18. . h . -' . h J.he first s ,ep in naking t e esti:c.ates ior this c apter was GO make

a.llovance for the enploynent of' any persons Lùready resident in the

Stu~::y Area,14 on the grounds thet the direct inpact of' the University

would be measured iii tei'Y:S of additional ÌI)I'iigrants to the area. 'lhen9

on the basis of previous estinc,tes19 of nale/femi:úe proportions in the

S.Le. orùer structure of this type of enployn.ent9 it "Ta:: estiI:,ated thnt

55% of the enploynent in seeondar.f grm.rth industries vrill be for males

and 45% for fenales. It was then Ð.ssuried that no feriale employees woulù

be ir~iigrants to the Study Area in their mvn right; they would be

recruited fror: persons already irnriigrant to the St;udjr Area, e.g. as

depen¿ents of other er1.ployees, or persons already resident in the Study

Area, ~r would be comrnuters from outside the Study Area bO'J.ndaries.

The basis of the assUL~tion is that no fru~ily will Dove to the Study

20
Area purely for female en~ioyment. On the other hand, it I'TaS assul1ed

that all Dale employIient in the secondary grmrth will be filled by

ÌI:in,igrants, or 'by residents vrho 'íould hf1ve to be rerilaced else¡.¡here by

.. t 20i:nr0.igran JS 0 Fl'O'i these assunptions, it has been estinated thi::t there

will be betvreen 11,65 anc1 900 i:miigrant employees in the Im.¡er and upper

cases, respectively. If it is then taken that these males will be aged

between 20=64 and that, vi thin this range, they will have the SaDG age

structure as is typicr\l for Scottish nigrants, 21 then estinates can be

made of adult dependents, and , in turn, the nuriler and age/sex

structure/ . . .

18. See Statistical Appendix 8.4 for statistical sources and. detailed
vlOrking estillates.

19. Statistical Appendix 7.5, tnbles (b) and (c).

20. Both assunptions are obviously rather extreT'te. There may be some
(very !llinor - see Stati sti cal Appendix 8.3, where the calculation
has been nade) conponent of widoweò./ di vorced wonen vTi th fariilies.
Equally, there nay well be sone recruit:cient to secondary grmrth
enployment of unemployed males (again, in view of the findings of
Chapter 3 on the industrial structure and duration of unenplo~~ent,
this will tend to be a very r2Ìnor influence). In total nll1bers,
there will tend to be some offset, but in age and sex structuTe,
there ¡-¡ill be only ¡;iinor inaccuracies added as a result of the
assunptions.

21. Statistical Appendix 4.1, table (c).
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structure of child dependents. In the lower case it was estiriated that

there Vloulè. be 3~,1 D.dult and 227 child depenc1ents; in the upper case~

this viL.l be 659 adi.ùt und 443 child dependentB. 22

Novr all the various cor.ponents of' imr1ig:rc,nt population to the Study Area

aB n result of the estab1ishr.ent of the University ~ have been estiriated..

By 1976, it has been Qstino.ted that iiniigrants to direct employrient and

stuc1:y at the University "fill atl0unt to about 3~950 and that these will

add to the local pOIJulation a further l~ 800 of their deperident8. Further

irwigrants to the Study Area as a result of the jobs generated by the

Uni versi ty in indirect enployüent ~ have been estimated to mxr:iber betvTeen

lt50 and 900 persons, who vIi11 bring ¡,rith then bet"iieen 550 and L~LOO

dependents. In total~ it has been estino.ted. that the existence of the

Uni versi ty "Till acld~ by i9'6~ beti,reen 6,700 and. 7 ~ 700 persons to the
22

population of' the Stud;y Area.

Finally ~ the estimated age and sex structure of this new i!nnigrant

°3
population is given in tarJle 8.3; '- about 90% of the population in both

lower and upper caser: is under 40 ;)-ears of age. The largest proportion,

due to the influence of the stud.ent popule.tion~ is in the 10 year age

range of l5-2)~ (effectively 18-24), which accounts for bet¡Teen 43;'~ and

48%, or about 3~300 of the irrriigrants. Again, in 1976, since the

ümiigration has been to study and er.'lployr.ent, there is no population

conponent aged 65 and over. The effect of such an age structure in the

irriigrant popule,tion is cliscusseè'c later in the chapter.

Cor1pai:i~scp.:c:f Pol?ulntlon ~tinates for 1976

The existing/...

22. See table 8.2.

23. See o.lso figure 8. ~ for cOlipD.rison "ivith existing population. The
data is taken frcu Statistical Appendix 8.1 to 8.5 inclusive.
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The existing estimates of the impact of the University on population,

employment ana income have been suin.mariseëJ earlier. 24 'dhile the

estimates made in this chapter indicate that there will be a total

immigrant population of between 63700 £.md r(, 7003 it was estimci;l;ed b;y

the Planning Consultants to runOi)nt to 133000, effectively double.25

There is no significant difference between the sets of estimates for

immigrant populo:tion to direct employment. '1'11e estimates iiiade here

shoH marginally fewer immigrant staff and students but use of the

Sample Census and Registrar General figures in the estimation of

dependents has resulted in a slightly higher ratio of dependents to

staff and st:udents, 0.1.¡'5:l us against the 0.40:1 assumed by the Planning
26Consü.ltants.

The real difference arises in the estimates of iTI~~igr~l;ion from the

generation of indirect employn~nt. There would seem to be three main

reasons for the divergence of the estimates here. Firstly, as argued

before~ 2'( insufficient al101rance 'VTaS m.ade by the Planning Consultants

fo~ the existing capacity in the Services sector of the Study Area econæny

and for expenditure leakages from the sub~region; thus their estimate of

indirect employment of 2,9l.,5 persons by 1976 lies viell above the range

of 850 to 1,650 estimated from the basis of income generation. Secondly,
r:A

the Planning Consultants have assUTeclc.v that all persons employed indirectly

as a result of the University, will be ilKmigrants; in view of the bias

of this indirect employment tOl'lards the Services sector, 29 ¡.i th its

us age/ . ..

.._~...._""~..-
24. See Chapter 5.

25. See table 8.5.

26. This is the weighted average of the assumed ratios of table 5.4(a).

2'( . See Chapter 7.
28. See table 3, Appendix A, Report by Land iYse Study Group Technical

Sub~Corn1ittee, January 1966.

29. Statistic8~ Appendix 7.53 tables (b) and (c).
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usage of feuale labour ~ this is unlikely. This second reduction for

resident indirect er"ployees has resulted in an estÌriate of immigrant

employeeS in this section of betvTeen ~,65 and 900 rather than the 2,310

teJ.';:en by the Planning Consultmits. Thirdly, and finally, there is a

difference in the ratio of dependents to errp10yees in this section.

The Planning Consultants have taken the ratio of 2.3: 1 for their

est il'at es ~ against the ratio of 1.2: 1 derived from Sample Census and

Registrar General figu:ees. In terms of the Sample Census, the higher

rat.io vould effectively need all irnmigrant employees to be narried and

to have slightly nore children per f'n:ciily than indicated by the CeJ.sus 0

While the Registrar General figures for f'anily size30 are nearer the

ratio '~;8ken by the Planning Consultants, these are based on completed

fauilies; since migrants typically have a rather younger age structure

than the population as El vThole~ it is likely that at least many of the

irl"tigrants ¡,rill not have completed their fcnilies, so that the dependent

ratio is likely to be lower than 2.3:1.

Thpse points, ifhen tiiken together~ provide sone explanation for the

rather J.ovrer figure estimated in this thesis for direct pcpule.tion impact.

Hevertheless, while it does indicate nn il'i:iigrnnt. population of

considerably less than was previously estimated, it still represents a

massive and ir:portant injection into the population of ths Study Arec;, by'

the cæipletion of the second phase of the growth of the University.

The Yrii.Y2.rsi tJ: Vs Irr,tact on PopulatiC2!l t';Y~_.l981

It is necessary to nake S01:1e estiriate of the ir:ipact of the University on

the local population by the completion of its growth towards its

equilibrium size for Phase 3. By 1981, the irinigrant population directly

attributable/ . . .

30. See Annual Report, 1969, table 8.1.9.
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attributable to the University ¡viii consist of the earlier staff and

indirect employment irmigrants for 19'''6, adjusted for deaths and births

over the quinquenniuii, plus ne'¡'T irriligro..nts to enployment at the

University and s econc1cry gl'mith industri es, plus the nev!, lc.rger body

d cl. 31of stu ents an their dependents.

Applying the model developed for population projection of the Study Area

population to the 1976 innigrant population? then assuming a cO~1tinuation

of the saBe type of pattern for age/sex structure, narriage and fanily

size for students and new employees at the University and secondary

gro¡~h industries, provides estimates that, by 1981, the population impact

fro1' the University- will amount to behr:en 14,500 and 16,500.32 Over

the period 1976=81, it has been estinn.ted33 that the nornal increase in

fæjily size of the earlier irinigrants will increase slightly the relative

size of the O~llf age group; equally, there ,vill be a slight :movement

onwards through the age stnJ.cture ¡.¡hieh ,.rilL. increase slightly the

relati ve size of the 40=60 age group. Nevertheless, the mGin impact

remains in the 1'id 15~,39 group, vThich .Tiii still account for about 66%

to 68% of the total, or 12 ~ 500 to 14,00 persons.

Comparison with existing estirnates shows that here the ii~~igrant

population for 1981 has been estirw.ted to be 26,500 as against the 14,500

to 16,500 range fore cast here. The reQsons for the divergence are

obviously the sC.ne c.s for the J.976 comparison of figures. In one sense,

however, the assumptions of the Planning Consultants nay be better suited

to this/...

---_..,-.;_--~....~..~----
31. See StQtistical Appendix 8.5 for statistical sources and detailed

estimates.
32. The point raised. in footnote lll l)ecomes relevent Ð.gain here. If the

considerabJ.e grovTth ftßsociated with the Uni versi ty by J.981 plays any

part in halting the enigr~tion outflow in the younger age range or
elsewhere, then these figures will have been understated.

33. See table 8.6.
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to this later year; the family size of previous immigrants "riii tend to

have moved nearer to their assm:ied :i:9.tio and, secondly, the inevitable

depletion of the labour reserves of the Studs Area by the gl'ol'Tth to the

later year will tend to have increaseèt the d.ependence on immigrants for

employrnent, particularly in secondary growth industries, rathe:c than the

fairly specific work associated with much of the University employment.

In the estimates made for this chapter, both points have been taken into

accoù.nt; the use of the proj ection model hr~s covered the increase in

family size of existing irrmigrants and, for secondary groy~h, the ratio

of ir!iinigrants: . . 31
residents has been increased.

The Estima~..d .'E0t8.l, PO~1~ltE,tioI!..._th~2.9Y"l:~~:..,!97~_a~sL8:L

Finally, an estimate must be made of the overall population of the Study

Area for these years, taking account of both the internal grovrth of the

area and Uni versi ty inspired grovith. This involves, for 1976, adding

population to the projected totals for

6,758 to 7,727 of the University

the Study Area for this year. 34

the ImJer and upper cuse estimates of

Given the population size of the Study Area, as defined, the overall

effect of including the Uriiversity in total population is to increase the

projected. totals by about 7% in the lower and 8% in the upper case.

Depending upon the assumptions on migration patterns over the period and

the level of employ1nent generated by the University~ it has the effect of

raising the projected total population to between 108,000 and 119,000

persons.35 Since 70% of the Uni versi ty based population lies in the

age group 15-39, as against the 33% in this age group at the time of the

1961 Census/o..

34. See Chapter 4, table 4.4.

35. See table 8.7: since the objective is to indicate a range wH.hin
which population night fall, Projection II (zero migration ease
has been ignored.
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1961 Census3 the additional 53000 persons in this age group increases

the relative size of this group by a further 2%, reducing slightly' the

o 0, 0 th 0 0 1 . 0 t 0 3D,.
relati ve size of the o~her groups, as shown in . e origina proJee ions.

"76For 1981, - adding the lü"Ter case to upper case range of lll~ 392 to

163585 persons to the various population projections, increases these

projected totals by a further 15% in the lower and 18% in the upper case.

Again3 depending on assumptions of nigration pattern and the size of the

regional multiplier~ this provides a range of estimated populations by

1981 of between 118,000 and 135,000 persons. This time about 68% of

the additional population will be in the 15~39 age group, raising its

relative size by a further 4% frOD 1976. Comparison of 1981 figures to

the 1961 population baS8 figures of' the Census, shmTs that 40it of the

estir:ated populc.ion .Till be in this age group as against the 1961

figure of 33%

'I'he size e,nd nature of such a population increase could have far
3'"

reaching effects on -both private end public sectors of the local economy. !

The private sector has already received and. "rill continue to receive a

considerc.ble incrense in overall turnover, concei.trated. on the goocls and

services derio,nded by a larger and younger population. County Planning

Offices have already made additional provision for this in their estipates

for spatial denrmds for pd'late house construction, retail distribution

and other types of services; they have already identified a rapid

grmrth in the area occuIJiecl with predictable outlets like house

furnishing, car sales and servicing, entertej.rmients, bookptores, supe:c~

markets/ . . .

36. See table 8.8.

37. In this case, the upper Greig value of the income multiplier and
the modification of the multiplicand for induced investment, would
both be fully justified.
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'i8
superuo,rlwts etc.- In the public secto:r~ current pressures and

expectation of even more severe pressure in the future have ti~iggeretl

off Et high leveL. of acti vi ty in the inprovericnt of existing capacity

and the provision of additional capacity throughout the Study Area for

education~ hospitals~ roads and housing facilities 0

These changes, in turn will alter significantly the attraction of the

Study .i\ree. as a possible site for the location of new industrial e.ctivity,

in both l'anufact'tU'ing and Services sectors. Local D.E.Po as well as

Planning Officials have gradually come to consider the possibility of a

third. wave of developnent, along the pattern of the Granger:outh experience.

As a result of the establishnent of the University and the initial

-:9
coi:nuting developments in housing estates, ~ the final population could

be considerably greater than as proj ected here. Debatably nt least,

the indirect effects of establishing the University could 'be far greater

than the direct effects, as estimated in this chapter.

38. Based on correspondence 2,nd conversations viÌth County Planning
officials. Sone of the changes can be attributed directly to the
University, e.g. road works and new naternity unit erGension;
others have stenneò. fror: internal clevelopnents e.g. the wave of
school extensions/construction froLl the present corar ,ter population
inflow; some are related to both sets of pressure, e.g. Stirling's
attenpts to extend its boundaries for house construction.

39. It would seen that the initial private housing developnents which
started the wave of cornnuters, were in many cases themselves
triggerecl off by the announcel'1ent of the coming of the nm.r
Uni versi ty (be.sed on both press reports and sor~e correspondence
with the i:ain builders). To ¡"hat extent the ann01Ulcei:ent merely
affected timing rather than the volur1e of construction, is an open
question.
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Table 8.1

Estimates of Total Immigrant Population for Students and Staff (1976)

Total

Male Penl.ale Total--- ---
2,221 1,011 3,232

326 326
160 153 3:i3_..- ..~

2,381 1,1+90 3,871-- -- ---
408 31 439

331 331
318 303 621..- -- --
726 665 1,391---.. --
101~ llß 282

84 84

50 47 97--- ---.
154 309 463~~

Students
aduit c1e~pendents

child dependents

Academic staff
aduit depondents
child depenc1ents

Other staff
aduit dependents
child dependents

'Iable 8.2- -
Estimated Impact of the Universit;;r on Population of the Study Area (1976)

Lm.¡er case .2~E.cas e

Male Female Total~1ale Female Total

"Direct E:ployr~ntii

Students and staff
Depenclents:

Adult
Child

2,733 1,220 3,953

741 741
528 503 1,031--~.----..- - .~""~

3,261 2 ,h6lt 5,725 3,261 2,464 5, '725

!tlnò_irect,_~pl~yn1ent 11

Employees 465 465 900 900
Dependents :

Adult 3)+1 341 659 659

Child. 117 110 227 227 216 443
- _...... -
3,843 2,915 6,758 4,388 3,339 7,727-_..-
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Table 8.3

Total Immigrant Population by Age and Sex (1976)

a) Lover case .!Jpper cas~
Age Bale Female Total et Male Female Total 01.

i' 10

o - 4 232 219 451 6.7 270 255 525 6.8
5 ~ 0 242 232 474 7.0 283 271 55Lf 7.2./

10 - 14 143 137 280 4.1 169 163 332 4.3
15 - 19 '(68 521 1,289 19.1 772 525 1,297 16.8

20 - 24 1,231 648 1,929 28.5 1,365 679 2,044 26.5
25 - 29 383 308 691 10.2 47'4 37'5 849 11.0
30 - 34 253 249 502 7' . 4 349 328 67'7' 8.8
35 - 39 177 198 37'5 5.5 23)+ 247 481 6.2
40 - 41f 149 182 331 4.9 19'( 223 420 5.4
45 - 49 83 87' 170 2.5 113 113 226 2.9
50 - 51f 65 68 133 2.0 82 83 165 2.1
55 - 59 62 62 121.f 1.8 7'1 7'0 141 1.8
60 - 64 5 4 0 0.1 9 7' 16 0.2~"---_.

3,843 2,915 6,758 4,388 3,339 7' , 727'

b) L01Ver Upper--
Persons % Persons %

o - 11f 1,205 17.8 1,411 18.3
15 - 39 ~" 7'86 70.8 5,348 69.2
40 - 61+ 767 11.3 968 12.5-

6,758 7' ,7'27'
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Table 8.5

Comparison of Population Estimates for 1976

Existing Lover case Upper case
estimates'" estimatest estimatest

Immi~rants to
ii direct IV erglo;yrient

Students and staff 3~972 3~953 3~953
Dependents 1~591 1~772 1~ 772-- "-

5~563 5,725 5~ 725

to tlinclirectll
~oymel1t

Employees
Dependents

2~310
5~313

1.~65 900
7,623 568 1~033 1,102 2,002-

13,186 6~ 753 7 ~ 727-- --- --
Sources: * Chapter 5

t table 8.2

'rab1e 8.6

Estimate of Total Population Impact by 1981

Lower case QPI?er ca~~
Persons % Persons %

0-14 2~672 18.6 3~182 19.2
15 - 39 9,831 68.3 10,984 66.2
40 - 64 1,889 13.1 2,419 1).L.6

1)+,392 16,585......_---,
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Table 8.7

Estimated Population of the Study A.rea, including University (1976)

a) Louer case

1961
1976

Pro.i ection I Projection in
Age Persons t1 Persons of Persons %,? lJ

o - 14 25,445 27.4 28,357 26.3 31,256 26.4
15 - 39 30,6ii~ 33.0 40,144 37,3 41L,508 37.6
40 - 64 27,603 29.7 27,007 25.1 30,390 25.6
65 and over 9,2h3 9.9 12,161 11.3 12,374 10.11.

92,905 107,669 113,528

b) Upper case
1976

Age

o - 14
15 - 39
40 - 64
65 and over

Proj ection I
Persons %

Proj ection in
Persons %

28,563 26.3 31,462 26.3
40,706 37.5 45,070 37.7
27,208 25.0 30,591 25.6
12,161 11.2 12, 37J.t 10.1~...---

108,63ß 119,ll97

TabL.e 8.8

Estimated Popu18~ion of the Study A.rea, including University (1981)

a) IJ01-jCT casc~

196l
logJ~

Age Persons %

Proj Gction I
Persons :t

Pro.i ection LII
PGrsons %

o - 14
15 ~ 39
1+0 - 61L

65 and over

25,445
30,614
27,603

9,2)1.3

33.0
29.7
9.9

23.9
9.9

27 oh 30,308
1a ,964
26,740
12,710

25. 'T
40.7
22.7
10.8

34,497
53,439
3L.,822
13,119

26.0
40.2

92,905 117,722 132,ßTí

b) Uppor case
1981

Projection i Proj ection HI
Persons r1 Persons %¡g

30,818 25.7 35,007 25.9
49,117 41.0 54,592 40.h
27,264 22.7 32,346 23.9
12,716 10.6 13,125 9.7--~...

119,915 135,070

Ago

o - 11~

15 - 39
40 - 64
65 and over
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CHAPTER 9

Conclusions

This chapter falls into three sections. Firstly, the overall

objectives of the thesis and the method.s used to achieve these are

discus sed. Secondly, thB results contained' in the various chapters

are sumarised and conclusions drawn on the effect of the combined

forces of internal and Uni versi ty growth on the Study Area. Thirdly,

and finally, some of the more general aspects of the application of the

regional income multiplier as a tool of analysis are discussed, and

some of the problems inherent in this tTpe of approach considered.

09lecti ~~and Methode.

The purose of the thesis has been to attempt to predict the situation

in the Study Area, both in the course of and at the cnd of the develop-

ment of the Uni versi ty of Stirling. This involved two main obj ecti ves ,

firstly, the ffialysis of recent and current internal characteristics of

the Study Area economy, to allow proj ections to be made covering the

aspect of internal growth and, secondly, the analysis of the extent of

the economic impact of the growth of the University on the local area.

The anslysis of internal characteristics and gro~nh forces was based on

a study of recent population, industrial structure and employment trends

for the Study Area. For population, this involved the examination of

its overall size and geographical distribution, its age structure, its

rate of increase and the direction and volume of its net migration flow.

For industrial structure and employment it involved an analysis of the

type of industrial activity in the region, its degree of diversification

and specialisation/...
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and specialisation and the patterns of grow'ih D.nd decline in the years

prior to the establis~Bent of the new Uni vers i ty; secondly , it involved

an analysis of the state of the local labour market, of its response

to the forces of change in industrial structure, as these were reflected

in unemployment data.

The method of proj ection used for population was to construct a

component type projection model based on the main population variables

and using Scottish data, modified in the light of past local trends.

Since these trends seemed to indicate that the net migration flow was

changing in volume and possibly direction, the nodel was used to project

a series of population figures on the basis of different migration

assur1ptions. The proj ections of employm,ent structure were made by a

simpler type of model using anticipated national rates of employment

change by industry, again being modified for both local experience of

change in the past and current knowledge of future local developments.

The completion of this series of projections allowed the fulfillment of

the first main obj ecti ve of the thesis, i. e. the prediction of the

situation in the Study Area for 1976 and 1981, in so far as this stems

from internal - as divorced from Uni vers i ty expansion - forces. These

years were chosen to represent the situation both in the middle and at

the end of the planned development of the Uni vorsi ty.

As the second main objective of the thesis, the economic impact of the

development of the University on the three main aspects of the local

economy of income, employment and population had to be estimated.

Firstly, a regional income multiplier nodel was constructed to provide

estimates of income generation within the Study Area from the çxpenditure

of staff and student incomes, and construction expenditure on the c~pus

and on capacity extensions induced elsewhere. From the additional

income/.. .
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income generated, further estimates were made, by the use of an employ-

ment multiplier model, of the number of secondary or indirect jobs

created in the supporting industrial sectors as a result of University

development. To these figures for indirect employment, based on the

estimated volwne and pattern of expenditure of incomes, were then added

the figures for direct ~nployment at the University and, where

applicable, on the construction of the campus, these, in turn, being

governed by teaching and other physical requirements. Finally, the

numbers estimated for students and persons employed were analysed and

further estimates made of the resultant number of i1~igrants and their

dependents, who between them would constitute the additional population

introduced to the Study Plea as a restùt of the development of the

Uni versi ty.

Having completed this series of estimates then, by amalgamating the

projections for internal and Universit~ inspired growth, the population

and employment situation in the Study Area by 1976 and 1981 could be

predicted.

Conclusions for the Stu~~ Area

a) Internal growth to 1976 and 198~

Examination of past trends in population and employment indicated

that the Study Area was one of the more prosperous sub-regions in

Scotland. In terms of population, its faster rate of increase in

population was due not to any marked difference in birth rates and

death rates compered to the Scottish pattern but to a significantly

lower rate of net loss of population through emigration. Given

the typical bias in the age structure of migrants towards the younger

age groups, this also tetlded to give the Study Area a marginally

younger age structure than the Scottish one. There was also some

indication that the migration inflow to the area was increasing

over the period/...
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over the period~ vhich, with the continuing COY':l11Jter d.c::velopmerrt in

the area, raised the possibility of a zero or possibly even a

positive net migration flm? for the future.

In terms of employment, while the industrial struc-lure was biased

a little towards the Primary sector, it \Vas nevertheless fairly well

diversified, although the largest industrial groups in terms of

employment tended to be in the fff1ale predominant Services rather

than the male predoninant Manufacturing sector. The savage run-

down in Primary sector employment in the years preceding the

University was offset by a significant expansion of employment in

many of the Services sector industries. This swing from the more

traditional industries towards employment in Services caused an over-

all increase in the labour force, but this as a result of a marked

increase in female emplo~nent; male employment, influenced mainly

by the decline in mining, fell both in relative and absolute tenus.

Nevertheless, due to the diversified industrial structure, the

accessibility of adjoining grov~h areas such as Falkirk/Grangemouth

and Cumbernauld and, to some extent, emigration to employment else-

where, these harsh changes in male employment were absorbed without

lasting effects on 1h'"employment rates or duration of unemployment

in the Study Area. Despite the changes, the area fared well

relative to most regions in Scotland, with an unemployment rate

fluctuating at around 2% of the labour force, well below the average

for Scotland and only a little higher than the national average for

the U.K.

It might seen that, to some extent, the growth in employment at the

University and in its supporting industries might be com~è~itive to

continuing grmrth from internal forces in the Study Area. However,

current experience sem1S to reflect the pattern of developnent of

the nearby / . . .
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the nearby Falkirk/Grangenouth area~ in that., :far :1'1'01' deterring

expansion by other fims, the existence of the University appears to

act as a stimulus to this. In location and expansion decisions

the ll1quantifiable variable of the ethos of the area can play an

important part; nothing makes an area more attractive than apparent

prosperity and successful industrial expansion.

Gi yen this argument, the type of employment expansion forecast at

national level, conbined with the local weighting fer industrial

structure and experience, indicates that a further marked expansion

of the Services sector to 1976 and 1981 is probable; the proj ections

indicate an overall increase of about 6% in einplo~nent by 1976 and

about 10% by 1981. At the same time, the projected figtæes for

population indicate that, by 1976, this could increase from its 1961

base figure of 93,000 to between 101,000 and 112,000 persons,

depending upon the migration assum?tions made. By 1981, the

population range has been projected to between 103,000 and 118,000.

Taking the 1976 figures, the comparison of a 6% increase in local

emplo~Jent with the projected increase of between 9% and 20% in

population does not indicate that the local activity rate will fall.

The sets of proj ections are compatible, in that much of the additional

population will be co~nuters and thus not interested in local employ-

ment, while ouch of the additional ellplo;ynent locally will be drawn

either fron natural increase or from female dependents of the

cot'imuter inflmr.

b) The econonic effects of the Uni versi ty on the local economy

The effect of the development of the University on the level of

local incomes has been estimated as a range by using lower case and

upper case values for the regional incorie multiplier. By 1976,

the University will add per annum, from construction expenditure on

the campus / . . .
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the CaJûpUS, earnings of staff and students and oth(~:r investment

induced locally to support it s development, between £3.75 millions

and £4.66 millions, at 1969/70 constant prices ~ to the income level

of the Study Area economy. By 1981, even allowing for the

completion of construction work on the campus and on capacity

extensions elsewhere, the University will still add an estimated

£6.5 millions to £8.0 millions to local income, again at 1969/70

prices.

The University impact figures for employment generation, based as

they are partly on the income estinates made above and partly on the

ass~ption of different ratios for income:employnent generation,

have also been estimated as a range. It has been estimated that

the total of all f0r1X1S of employment associated 'iTÍ th the development

of the University would amount to, by 1976, between 2,450 and 3,250

jobs. By 1981, even with the completion of the construction work

on the campus, it has been estimated that there will be between

4,300 and 5,800 jobs. This was compos ed of, in 1976, cmployment

at the University for about 1,600 persons, with between 850 and 1,650

persons employed indirectly; for 1981, direct employment at the

University has been estimated at about 2,700 persons, wiih a further

1,600 to 3,100 persons employed in secondary gro'~h.

Finally, the effect of the University on the population of the Study

Area will depend upon the number of additional persons, i. e. non-

residents, brought to the area to study or to employment, both

direct and indirect, together with the dependents of all these. It

has been estimated that, for 1976, there will be an immigrant

population of aboiit 4,000 students and staff and a futher 1,800

dependents of these. With the estimates for inriigrant indirect

employees and their dependents, the overall additional population

attributable!.. .
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attributable to the University becomes bctveen 6)300 and 7 ~'7ao

persons. For 1981~ takin¡: account of the increases in tho family

size of previous iw_migrants us vell as the additional immigrants to

study and employPiont, with their dependents, the total immigrant

population attributable to the University has been estimated at

bet',reen ilL, 500 and 16,500 persons.

Returning to the original estimates of income generation~ which

provide the basis for part of the emplo~r.ent and therefore population

estimates, it can be argued that the upper case multiplier value used

of k ~ 1.54 is likely to be more relevant to the situation in ther
Study Area than the lower case value of k = 1.24.r The explanation

for this is that tho upper case value was estimated from a model

which 'Tas constructed specifically to deal with the income! employment

interaction of the type of iL~~igration situation likely to occur in

the Study Area; the lower case value is based on a simple, conventional

multiplier model which ignores immigration effects. Thus, ,¡hile its

use to provide a lower case income figure cán be justified, it is

nevertheless likely that the actual income figure will tend to lie

towards the upper end of the range estimated. If this is so, then

the type of situation prevailing in the Study Area will tend to push

the estimates for indirect and therefore total employrient, in their

turn, towards the upper end of the ranges estimated. Given the

influence of the income estimates on employnent, it can then be argued

that the estimates for iTIigrant population to the University and

secondary grot~h sectors will also tend to lie towards the upper end

of the range estimated.

c) The overall situation in the Study ftxea for 1976 and 1981

knalga~mating the two series of projections for population growth,

i. e. covering both internal and Uni versi ty based forces, raises the

overall!.. .
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overall estimated figures for population in the Study Area to between

108 ~ 000 and 119,000 persons by 1976 and between 118,000 and 135,000

persons by 1981. Fror1 the base population of 93,000 in 1961 this

represents an increase of bet'\Jeen 16;$ and 28% by 1976 and between

27% and 45% by 1981, depending on the assumptions made on migration~

income and employr1ent generation. vfuile any figure within these

ranges would represent a considerable population increase over only

a 15 or 20 year period, it must also be r~leibered that such an

increase is likely to be biased towards the younger age groups.

Certainly, this would apply to the University component as it would

probably to any other source of Ì;'l'7igration contained in the increase.

If, as is likely, there results a markedly younger aGe structure,

not only would this carry its own implications for housing and

educational å.emands in particular, but as a result of the concentration

of migrants typically in the key reproductive age groups, it tmuld

suggest an even faster rate of grmvth of population in the years

following the period which has been eX~lined.

l~en the employment proj ections are amalgamated for internal and

University growth, the effect of the inclusion of the latter is to

at least double the rate of aiploynent expansion previously estimated

for the Study Area. Secondly, since apart from some employment in

Construction, University-based employment is virtually entirely in

the Services sector, the effect of this is to accelerate the already

considerable swing froE the older, tradi tional ind.ustries to a

situation where only 1 job in 3 will be in Prinary and r1anufactiwing

sectors combined, with 1 job in 2 in the Services sector. This

continuinß expansion in f~~ale predominant employment, in view of

the already high female ~ctivity Rate for the area, might seem to

suggest a possible constraint on grov~h as a result of a shortage in,

nainly/.. .
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mainly ~ female labour. HOvlever, it is likely that the female

Activity Rate will rise as more socially acceptsble jobs appear in

the Services sector, as opposed to the operative type of work in

Manufacturing; secondl;,', the female labour supply "I'Till 1)0 augmented

over the period by the inflow of female dependents from the Uni versi ty

and other imigration sources.

All of this serves to indicate the possibility of still further

development along the lines of the Grangemouth e~!erience, as a

resiùt of the interaction of gro~~h in employment, population, income

and expenditure. At the end of the period of expansion shown by

the proj ections, the Study Area will be an extremely prosperous and

dynamic sub-region relative to many other Scottish locations. Given

the~ at the moment, blanket Development l1rea status of this section

of the East C0ntral belt, the Study Area might well come into location

decisions of firms seeking an attractive area for expansion; failing

this, its situation as a green belt University district for industrial

development around the Ct~1bernauld/South bank Forth axis is expected

to provide long-term residential construction activity. In either

case, it is at least possible that the boost given to population and

employra~nt by the establishnent of the University of Stirling could

well exceed the direct impact which has been estimated in this thesis.

Conclusions for Similar Stu.dies

Both at the local and central government level, some 'work has been and

is being done to ~~fùyse the repercussions of various projects in terms

of regional input-output models; while the information gathered into

such t~)les iùtimately provides valuable data on regional industrial

relationships for planners, ìn ffÐA1Y cases the main economic questions

could be answered by the type of multiplier model used in this thesis.

i.¡i th its more moclest dato. requirements , it is quicker to cm.plcte e.nd

probably/.. .
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probably simpler to operate; fron its eBtinates of incone Generation,

further estinates of indirect om~loyrJent can be nade and, with further

information on direct enplo~1ont and reliance on inmigrntion, total

enploynent and population effects of the project can then be estimated.

The developnent of the incone nodel for the University impact study

includes three nain innovations to the conventional application of the

J~ultiplier analysis. Firstly, the multiplier is essentially a macro-

economic concept and its for.mulation for an econony of standard region

size may well have seemed a translation to a sufficiently micro level -

especially in view of the non-availability of adequate regional

statistics. Yet, for example, the impact at full Scottish level of

even major new projects such as the pulp mill ~t Corpach, the University

of Stirling, or the aluminil~1 smelter at Invergordon, will be relatively

insignificant, whereas the local impact on income, employment and

population will be considerable. For practical planning purposes, surely

the ultimate objective of both input-output and multiplier analysis, the

relevant economic base would seem to be the sub-region, i.e. the local

area around the proj Gct . At first sight, it might be felt that the

application of a multiplier model to a smaller base, would reduce the

multiplier effects of the project. Ýllile some regional variation would

be experienced in all leakages ~ the onc most affected would be the impört

le&~age; nOTIüally the snaller the economic base, the more likely the

dependence of the region on imported goods. Hhile Steele has pointed

out that there is no clear cut relationship between the size of the

region and its i.raport leakage coefficient, there is little doubt that,

for both the multiplier and the nultiplicand, the smaller econoJ".ic base

of the sub-region is likely to raise its import leakage coefficients.

Nevertheles s, for the reasons that follow , it is this snaller base which

should be used.

Secondly/.. .
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Secondly, the decision to base the analysis on the sub~region increases

the probability of immigration to the project, both from other standard

regions and from othor parts of the standard region in which the proj eet

is situated, e.g. the attraction of Fort William, Stirling and Invergordon

as areas of prosperity and employment opportunity, at least in the early

years following the siting of new projects thore. ìvnore there does

result a significant flow of immigrants to the local economy, then the

effects of the volume and pattern of their expenditure and the indirect

employment generated by this from existing capacity in the region,

necessitates the use of the Greig type of fornulation rather than the

conventional one for the multiplier. The consequence of this is,

despite the higher import lea1rage in the multiplier, to raise the value

of the multiplier itself; the use of the conventional model would under~

state the economic effects of a project in this type of situation.

Thirdly, the inflow of ~nigrants to a sub-region has further important

implicati.ons for the formulation of the multiplicand. The rising income

and expenditure from the new proj Gct, coupled with the pres sures from

the additional population in the area, will place considerable strain on

existing capacity in both private and public sectors. In the lor.al area,

the pressures generated by the multiplied expansion of incomes are

likely to induce capacity extensions in both sectors, so that there is

no longer any justification for excluding a term for induced investment

from the multiplicand. On a broader level, the main theoretical

contribution of the model is to draw attention to the need for the care~~

and complete fonuulation of the multiplicand for the project in question.

In most of the multiplier publications, only wages and salaries fron the

operation of the project have been taken as the multiplicand; for the

University and possibly for many more projects, this multiplicand must

be increased to include components for the construction expenditure on

the proj ect /. . .
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the project and on the capacity extensions induced by the existence of

the project. Despite the heavy leakages involved, the inclusion of

these terms in the multiplicand has the effect of increasing the multi-

plied expansion of income by between 25% and 30%, with all its reper-

cussions on indirect employraent and population. This does not imply

however that only these three components are relevant to the multiplicand;

it only underlines the need for including all the items which are

import ant to Et given proj ect .

However, there are t¡W i:iain serious problem e.reas involved in the use of

the regional income multiplier model as contained in this thesis.

Firstly, the model will operate smoothly only in Et situation where

capacity in the local economy is fairly well utilised, i.e. there is no

significant degree of slack. In such a situation the generation of

both additional a~ploJ~ent for existing capacity and induced investment

in capacity extension is likely. On the other hand, if the project is

sited in an area where there exists a considerable degree of underutilised

capacity in both labour and capital, then it becomes difficult to estimate

clearly the full incor.e and employment effects of the new proj ect. Here

it is likely that sor.e, possibly most of the employment in the project

vTÍll be taken from local labour, thus removing or reducing the inflow of

immigrants to the area; in turn, the generation of additional indirect

er.ployment and induced investment seems less likely. In such a

situation, the establisbrient of a new project might seem only to maintain

existing ei:iployrnent, income, services and employment, without any

improvement to the area. In fact there is a counter argument to this

in that where employment is replaced and held, emigration from the sub-

region is halted or reduced; the retention of a potential emi~rant,

in strict multiplier terBs, is equivalent to the attraction of an

immigrant, i. e. the income and emplojrment effects of the proj eet should

be r.ieasured/...
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be measured not merely against past levels, where employrjer~ is replaced,

but against the possible levels which would have resulted if the run-

down had not been stopped or the spare capacity taken up. Both

Archibald and Broim argue that such a run-dmTl would be clLaulative and

considerable and there exists ri.ch prima facie evidence in Scotland to

support this claim. Yet, while in theo!~ the retention of indirect

employment and capacity can be attributed to the project, in reality

to Ì'ihat extent can this be quantified by the sub-regional nodel?

Secondly, there is tJ18 whole problem of timing in the multiplier process,

an aspect of the analysis which seai:s to be, as yet, untouched in terms

of pul)lication. Even aSSUMing a reasonable degree of capacity

utilisation, it is difficult to estimate how quickly the various multi-

plier lags will operate and the income, expenditure, employment

generation and income cycle be completed. Equally, in the multiplicand,

it is difficult to estimate with certainty how quickly construction on

the proj ect and on induced investment will take effect on income levels,

or for how long, after its completion, it will continue to influence

incomes. In particular, where the project is relatively large, as at

Fort Willi&fr, or Stirling, or Invergordon, the prolonged and considerable

activity in construction is likely to cause an expansion in the m1ployment

and size of many construction or construction servicing fir.ms locally;

while, in theory, the completion of this work will cause lay-offs and

the return to the previous "equilibrium" levels, to ¡.,hat extent in

reality might it not stimulate continuing groÌ'~h in these firms, or at

least the desire to hold the firms at their expanded size? And,

finally, in relation to induced investment, how quickly will this be

induced by expenditure pressures and to what extent ¡fill the decision

to provide extended capacity and the time-path of its provision be

undermined by nqueuing"? In a alacIt capacity situation, the problems of

lagged/.. e
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lagged response will multiply; equally, the difficiuties in the

assessnent of the tining of the run-down and contraction in the region

are obvious and considerable.

Despite these problems however - and any method of analysis of the

complex of economic, sociological, historical and political forces of

regional economics will encounter problems - the analysis of the impact

effect of a new project on its local sub-region by the tyi)e of nodel

used in this thesis is possible and, hopefully, capable of producing

sufficiently accurate results for its main purpose of assisting decisions

in local planning for the proj ect.
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Statj..._~Î;9_al ApEendi~_2.d

Estimates of migration flows for 1951 - 66

The method chosen to estimate the direction and size of the net

migration flows for the Study Area and its component parts
\

consists of taking the statistics for births and deaths, as

published by the Registrar General for Scotlandl to compute the

natural increase over the period and comparing this to the actual

increase, as calculated from the Census r~turns for the beginning

and the end of the period. ~~ere the natural increase exceeds the

actual increase there has been net migration outwards; where the

actual increase exceeds the natural increase, there has been net

migration inwards. Only the net balance of migration can be

estimated by this method2.

The period 1951 - 61

Data for births and deaths for this period were taken from the

Annual Reports of the Registrar General 3; the actual interc ensal

increase was taken from the Census Reports for 1951 and 1961.

Since both of the Census reports relate to the month of April,

a110~~nce has to be made for this in calculating the natural

increase figures for the period; only 2/3 of the births and

deaths for 1951 have been taken and a compensating 1/3 of the

births and deaths for 1961 included. A further problem was

that no separate figures were available for Central No. 1 D.C.

until 1962; however, the average figures for 1962 - 66

showed that births in Central No. 1 were 23% of the total for

all landward districts and deaths 16% of the total. It was

assumed that!...

1. both births and deaths were adjusted for normal residence.
2. in Stat. App. 2.2 the model used shows the effect of the

gross flows but cannot, of course, estimate the actual
numbers involved.

3. table 47 in all reports.
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assumed that the same proportions applied to the period

1951 - 61.

The estimated figures for births, deaths, natural incre~se and

migration for the various sections of the Study Area for 1951 -

61 are given in table (a) to this appendix.

The period 1961 - 66

These estimates were made by the same method as for the previous

period. The intercensal change figures were taken from the

Census returns of 1961 and 1966, with figures from the former

rounded to the nearest ten for comparison with the latter. The

figures for births and deaths have again been adjusted to allow

for the April dates of both Census returns. The Central No. 1

figures were estimated as for the previous period, but were

taken from the Annual Reports for each of the years from 1962

onwards.
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Statistical Alæendix 2~~

Estimates of the effects of migration on age structur~

Previous migration estimates related to the net balance of

migration. ìihile there is no satisfactory method of estimating

the totals of the gross flo¡.rs inwards and outwards, the model

developed in the University of Glasgow work "The Lothians

,
Regional Survey and Plan"'" gives some indication of the effect

of the gross flows on the age structure of the area. The model

itself is quite simple. The base year population age structure

is taken from Census data; at the end of that year births2 are

added to the population aged 0 - 4, deaths2 are deducted by age

group and the survivors, who are assumed to be evenly spread over

the age group, (as in fact are the deaths recorded for each group),

"aged" by one year. The process is repeated for each year of the

period and the resulting population is compared by age group to

the Census report for that year. Where the estimated population

for any age group exceeds the Census population, there has been

a net inflow to that age group, and conversely. While each group

is still analysed by its net flow, the overall migration pattern

for the area, or better still for its component parts, can be

traced where there is an age difference between the outflow and

the inflow.

The period 1951 - 61

The base population was taken from the 1951 Census and adjusted

for births and deaths as described above; the norma adjustment

was made/...

1. see chapter 3, "Population", by B.I'iI. Swift and appen''ix A to
that Chapter.

2. tables 7 and 7a in the reports.
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was made for the April dates of the Census reports for 1951

and 1961. For the "ageing" adjustment it "ias assumed that

the population's ages were distributed evenly within any given

age group up to the age of 54. Thus, for the age group 25 -

34, one tenth of the total were assumed to be aged 34 and were

aged into the following age group each year. However, for the

age groups 55 - 64 and 65 - 74 an attempt was made to take

account of the heavier mortality rates at higher ages in this

section of the population. Based on the Scottish statistics

published3 9% of the 55 - 64 group and 8% of the 65 - 74

group were aged into the following groups each year. Finally,

similar assQmptions for the births and deaths for Central No.

1 were made as in the previous statistical appendix.

From these assumptions, a hypothetical population was estimated

by age group for 1961. In table A, row (a) shows the Census

figures for 1961; row (b) shows by how much this was greater

than or less than the hypothetical population, i.e. the net

balance of migration by age group; row (c) expresses the net

flow as a percentage of the 1961 figures to which they relate.

The table can give only broad, general guidance on the strength

of the flows and on the actual age of the migrants; a gain

in the 45 - 54 group could include a migrant aged 36 in 1952

or 53 in 1960, or again, an immigrant aged 50 in 1955 would

appear as 55 - 64 by the Census date.

The estimates for the period 1951 - 61 for the various sections

of the Study Area are given in table A to this appendix.

The period/...

3. see the General Tables for Scotland, table 21.
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The period 1961 - 6~

The methods of estimation used were the same as for table A.

ifriile separate births were given for Central No. 1 from 1962

onwards, separate deaths by age group were still not provided;

the usual figure of 16% of Stirling landward districts was

applied to each age group of this total set of figures.

In calculating the migration flows for the period to 1966,

the Sample Census data for that year was taken; therefore the

migration figures must be treated with more than the ususal degree

of reservation. For example, the Census showed that 27% of the

population of Doune were in the age group 15 - 44; this was

based on 84 observations and, when correction is made for

standard error of population, at the 95% confidence level

the true population iu ~hat age group could be expected to lie

in the range 27% :: 2 ( 4 .8), i. e. 17% to 37%, or between 140

and 310 persons. The estimated net outflow of 70 persons from

this age group is meaningless. For Dunblane, on the other

hand (376 observations) the sample census proportion of 39%

of the population in this age group, when corrected for standard

error, becomes the narrower range of 34% - 44%, i. e. 800 - 1,150

persons, so that the net inflow of about 500 persons is significant.

Since, as the number of observations is increased, the standard

error of the proportion is reduced, the migration flow estimates

for 1961 - 66 have been sumarised into three main age groups and

are discussed mainly in terms of the Study Area as a whole.
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Table B
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ESTI~ffTES OF EFFECT OF MIGRATION ON STUDY AREA AGE STRUCTURE

Clackmnnan County (a)

(b)

(c)

Doune (a)
(b)
(c)

Dunblane (a)
(b)
(c)

Stirling (a)
(b)
(c)

Bridge of' Allan (a)
(b)

(c)

Central No. 1 (a)
(b)
(c)

Total (a)
(b)

(c)

1961-6

4 ¡ i -I44~ ~5 & over Total
,.

11,720 17,210 f 13,500 42,430
- 240 - 620 - 600
- 2 - 4 - 4 :~

210 230 400
- 40 - 70 + 80
- 19 - 30 20

t 980 1,480 1,300 3,760 l

+ 290 + 500 + 10

30 34 1

7,320 10,500 10,210 28,030
- 80 - 740 + 280
- 1 - 7 3

880 1,260 1,670 3,810
+ 110 + 60 + 250

13 5 15~
5,140 7,300 ' 4,700 17,140

- 80 - 340 - 400
- 2 - 4 - 9i

1-

26,250 37,980 31,780 96,010
- 40

i - 1,210
- 380 - 1,630

0 I
3 1 i - 2¡ -

-
I ~ j

Sources: Census reports 1961 and 1966

Annual Reports of' Registrar General Tables 7 and 56.
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The adjustment of the D.E.P. Exchange areas to the Study Area
boundaries

The area covered by the Stirling and Al10a D.E.P. offices

exceeds the boundaries of the Study Area by, in Stirling County,

all of Western No. 1 D. C. and a series of parishes accounting

for about 80% of the population of Western No. 2; in Perth

County the D.E.P. area includes Callander and parishes covering

a further 50% of the Western D.C.; finally, the D.E.P. area

includes Kincardine, in Fife County. The Census of 1961' s

sample (10%) of Occupation and Industry, was used to estimate

the numbers employed in the various industries for these

excess areas, with the figures being deducted from the D.E.P.

employment returns to bring these into conformance with the

Study Area l s boundaries.

Firstly, in the area adjustment, only part of the employment

figures for some of the excess areas could be adjusted; while

all Stirling Western No. 1 employees could be deducted, only

80% of Western No. 2 were covered by the D.E.P. figures, so

that, on this population basis, only 80% was the employment

figues for the latter were deducted from the D.E.P. returns.

Secondly, the full S.I.C. order breakdown was not published

for the area in question and the unpublished figues at the

Census office grouped the industries together for Production

(Orders III to À~III) and Services (Orders xix to XXiV). After

the area adjustment, it was estimated that 1,620 persons

had to be deducted from Production and 3,750 from Services"

To allocate this adjustment within the groups, it was

assumed that these excess areas had the same pattern of

employment as / . . .



employment as the total D.E.P. areas; thust Order Xt which

accounted for 26% of employment within the Production group

had 26% of 1,620 persons, i.e. 275 persons deducted. This

type of adjustment was made for all industries in the

Production and Services groups.

While the method of working, without correction for standard

error, from the sample in the Census, and the allocation of

employment totals on a population basis, or indeed the

allocation system vi thin the broad employment groups,

involves rather arbitrary assumptions, the adjustments

made appear to have given, in the opinion of the local D.E.P.

officials, a broadly accurate account of employment within

the boundaries of the Study Area.

151
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Sta:tistical Appendix 3.2

Esti~ates of income paid by SoI.C. Order in the Study Area

The afproach taken was to estimate components for persons

employed, including self employed, and average income by S.I.C.

order. Broadly, since the D.E.P. employment figules give only

employees, the number of self employed in the various industries

had to be estimated and added to these. In estimating

earnings, a number of serious difficulties had to be overcome.

In the absence of sub-regional earnings figues, Scottish

regional figures were used wherever possible; where these were

not available, Great Britain or U.K. figures were taken and

adjusted to Scottish levels.

The figures in table (a) were estimated as follows. Firstly,

persons employed in Study fdea workplaces were taken from

local D.E.P. statistics for June 1966. Secondly, average

weekly earnings were estimated by industry from a number of

sources. Scottish male earnings figures for 1966 were taken

from the M.O.L. Gazette for August of that year (table 22).

Industries not covered in this survey were taken from other

sourcesl and adjusted from G.B. to Scottish levels2. No

female earnings figures were available on a regional basis,

therefore U.K. weekly figures were taken for wages and salaries3.

To calculate a figure for average earnings, it was assumed that

the proportion of non-manual to manual workers was 2 : 14.

Female earnings/...

1. Agriculture from Statistics on Incomes, Prices and Productivity,
Dec. 1966, table B.IO, Distribution from M.O.L. Gazette, Dec.
1966, sample survey, derived from table 8, Insurance from
D.E.P. Gazette, March 1969, special enquiry, p.220, with
Professional and Scientific taken from the same source.

2. reduced to 96.4% of the G.B. figures on the basis of the
Regional Survey, D.E.P. Gazette, March 1969, table 3, p.234.

3. M.O.L. Gazette, April 1967, tables 122 and 123.
4. Based on the sample proportion in the Government Special Survey

on Women l s EmploJrment, by Audrey Hunt.
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Female earnings figures for the industries covered in footnote

1 were taken directly from these sources and adjusted to

Scottish levels on the assumption that there was the same

relationship between regions for females as for males. The

total weekly income figures by S. i. C. order could then be

estimated for employees by multiplying persons employed and

average income for the industry.

The next stage was to estimate the numbers and average income

of self employed by industry. Since no figures for self

employed locally were available from the D.E.P., the 1966

Sample Census was used5. From this it was estimated that

6there were 1,700 male and 300 female self employed. These

were allocated to S.L.C. orders on the same pattern as for

G.B. as a whole 7. In the complete absence of earnings

figures for self employed, it was assUlied that these would,

on average, earn a premium of 30% over average income for

employees in all industries 8. Weekly income from self

employed was then estimated and added to income from employees;

the final income figures were then converted from weekly to an

annual basis and are shown in table (a). They have been

sumarised for the ten main industries in table 3.3.

5. Data on Economic Activity, some published in table 3 of the
County tables, but mostly taken from the unpublished
data at the Census Office.

6. These figures have only been rounded and are not corrected
to any confidence level.

7. Economic Activity Tables, Sample Census 1966, Great Britain
Part I, table 4, pp. 80 - 82.

8. the premium of 30% is quite arbitrary and likely to
understate.
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rlabl~

Estimates of income received from Study Area workElaces

1966

PERSONS (incl. S lE)
¡

INCO~ff per annum (£' 000 )i

M F T u,1

I

M F T %/.

1 Agric. etc 815 97 912 2.3 630 36 666 2.0

2 Mining 3,161 189 3,350 8.5 3,041 112 3,153 9.7

3 Food 1,422 707 2,129 5.4 1,372 36~. 1,736 5.3
4 Chemical 11 6 17 0.0 12 3 15 0.0

5 Metal 45 2 47 0.1 48 1 40 0.2--

6 Engineering 1,229 409 1,638 4.1 1,382 234 1,616 5.0

7 S/building 17 - 17 0.0 18 - 18 0.1

8 Vehicles 11 3 14 0.0 12 2 14 0.0

9 Metal gds. 516 730 1,246 3.2 541 376 917 2.8

10 Textiles 1,190 3,010 4,200 10.6 1,049 1,433 2,482 'r .6

11 Leather 24 3 27 0.1 26 2 28 0.1

12 Clothing 22 67 89 0.2 25 39 64 0.2

13 Bricks 1,493 174 1,667 4.2 1,479 84 1,563 4.8

14 Timber 386 44 430 1.1 368 22 390 1.2
15 Paper etc 940 697 1,637 4.1 1,011 368 1,385 4.3

16 Other man. 173 63 236 0.6 170 33 203 0.6
17 Constr. 3,384 131 3,515 8.9 3,492 66 3,558 10.9

18 Gas 1,046 198 1,244 3.1 965 122 1,087 3.3
19 Transport 1,345 403 1,748 4.4 1,356 270 1,626 5.0

20 Distrib. 1,840 2,351 4,197 10.6 1,770 1,084 2,854 8.8

21 Ins. etc 323 444 761 1.9 432 267 699 2.1

22 Prof. & scient. 1,211 3,122 4,333 11.0 1,103 2,610 4,373 13.4

23 Mi sc ellaneous 1,642 2,383 4,025 10.2 1,488 1,058 2,546 1.8
24 Pub. adnin. 1,469 544 2,013 5.1 1,119 368 1,487 4.6

23,715 15,783 39,498 23,515 9,014 32,529
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Statistical ~~nd~x 3.3

Estimates of female Activity Rates for the Study Area

Regional A.R. i s when available, normally relate to large areas,

such as Scotland as a whole. The rates are difficult to

estimate for smaller regions for a number of reascns. Since

they relate female working populations (D.E.P. National

Insurance card count) to the female population aged 15 and

over (Census returns, based on local authority areas),

there is the possibility of a clash between geographical

bases, as in the case of the Study P~ea. A further sub-

regional problem is that the D.E.P. figures, even if corrected

for area, relate to employnient at local workplaces and, by

ignoring in/out commutor flows, may well provide an inaccurate

estimate of the relationship between the local labour force

and the resident population.

The standard region most closely corresponding to the Study

Area is Falkirk/Stirling. A recent estimatel of the female

A.R. for this region was 38% against the Scottish figure of

40%. On the grounds that the Study Area, with its female

predominant industries was likely to show a greater female A.R.

than thi s, the figure 1.¡as not used.

To avoid the geographical clash between D.E.P. and Census

returns, the estimates made were based entirely on figures

taken from the Sample Census, 1966, corrected for standard

2
error to a 95% confidence level . The results are given

in table/...

1. The Intermediate Areas, CMND 3998, Appendix C, p. 214.
2. Claclunannan County data from the County tables for Economic

Activity, with Perth and Stirling county sections taken
from unpublished data at the Census office.



in table 3.9, with the economically active female population

expressed as a percentage of the resident female population

aged 15 and over
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(1) Fertility rates for Births projection

In forecasting births, projection models of the component

type, give some weighting to variables such as proportion

of women married~ duration of marriage (since birth is

likeliest in the earlier years of marriage), the likely

incidence of divorce and widowhood over the period, with an

adjustment for probability cf remarriage during the period and,

probable trends in illegitimate births. Because of the

difficulties involved in collecting and using at sub-regional

level much of the statistics concerned with these variables,

I have simplified the relationship between women of fertile

age and births. If it is assumed that, over the period

1961-1981, there are no significant changes in the proportion

of women marriedl, that the duration of marriage pattern

remains constant, that, at sub-region level, divorce and

widowhood with possible remariage have an insignificant

effect on births and resultant population, then a fertility

rate can be calculated and applied to all women of

reproductive age, married and unarried (thus covering

illegitimacy), to obtain a total of live births for any

year.

At sub-regional level, however, the Registrar General

statistics provide no age breakdown of women giving birth.

From the/.

1. effectively the proportion chosen is not that ruling at the
beginning of the period, but the average proportion for
1960 - 67.
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From the statistics for all Scotland2 for the period

1960 -67 inclusive, average age specific fertility rates

for all women were calculated. These rates were then

applied to female population in the Study Area aged

15 - 49 and total births calculated. Next, total births

in the Study Area were averaged over the period and this total

compared to the figure derived from the age specific fertility

rates. The forecast for total annual births fell 68 short of

the average for the period. This shortfall was added to

forecast births in the same proportions as the original

forecast. New adjusted A.S.F.R. for the Study Area were

calculated yielding a revised total of births equal to the

average of actual births. The adjusted forecast of total

births was then converted to a total fertility rate (Ft)'

which, when applied to all women aged 15 - 49 (p ) yielded
y

the average annual total of births. 3

The formula for birth estimation and its adjustment for the

. t' . 1 4effects of deaths and migra ion are discussed at er .

(2 ) Mortality rates and survival factors

Since a population projection provides not merely a possible

total population figure for some date in the future but also

a possible sex and age structure breakdown of the figure, the

incidence of death must be calculated not for total population,

but by sex and age group.

Again it / . . .

2. Annual Reports of the Registrar General, table 23.
3. See table (a).
4. See Statistical Appendix 4.2.
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Again it is impossible to obtain all the necessary da,ta by

sex and age at sub-regional level to eilmJ' the calculation of

local age specific mortaJ.ity rates). Once again the rates

used had to be calculated from figures relating to the whole of

6Scotland. Even using this best available (in terms of age and

sex breakdown) source, age specific mortality rates for all age

groups over 15 years of age, are given in ten year age groups,

with an open-ended age group for "85 and over 11 . For the

purposes of the projection, it was necessary to estimate

A.S.M.R. for 5 year age groups.

The method adopted was toplot the average Scottish A.S .M.R. for

the period 1960 - 67 on semi-log graphs and fit curves by eye.

The A.S.M.R. for male and female 5 year age groups were then

estimated by interpolation. The resultant mortality rates

were then applied to the base population to estimate a figue

for total deaths per anum for the Study Area. An annual

average of actual deaths for the period was then calculated 7

and compared to the estimate; actual deaths exceeded the

estimated figure by 40 deaths. To adjust for this and allow

mortality rates to predict total deaths for the Study Area

accurately for the first part of the projection period, the

A.S.M.R. for both sexes were all increased by 3.95% (the ~xcess

of actual over estimated).

A final/...

5. 1be most detailed set of local statistics in the Reports
(table 55) does not cover many parts of the Study Area.
Other tables do not attempt a sex breakdovff and, in any case,
still omit Central D.C. No.l

6. Annual Reports of Registrar General, table T37, averaged 1960 - 67
7. .8out'ce data. from ¡mnual Repol'tso' tables 7 and 7a.
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A final comment on the use of A.S .M.R. fo~ this projection

model is that, while conventionally A. S. M. R. are represented by

the symbol III (crude central mortality rates for age group x,x
based on a three year average) and, for survival factor purposes,

are refined to a death probability factor per thousand of

population, ~ 8 the method of calculation of A.S .M.R. in this

projection has tended to make mx :: ~. Thus, for projection

purposes, since m estimates probable deaths for any given year
x

(as does ~ in other models) the A.S .M.R. values will be used

as ~.

In any year, the population in age group x will either survive

or die, (1Tx + ~ :: 1), thus the surival factor per thousand

of population for any age group x, is 7T :: 1 _ ~. 9
Thex

survival factors for the quinquennium are given in table (B).

(3) Migration: sex and age assumptions for the projection

'lhe basic assumptions on direction and volume of the net

migration flows have been discussed in the chapter; this section

is only concerned with the sex and age pattern composition of

the net flows.

There is no satisfactory method of breaking down migration flows

into gross out/in directions, sexes or age groups. From the start,

only the net balance of the flows can b~ lIanalysedii. Several

alternative souroes/...

8. a typical adjustment process is discussed in IIStatistics if by
Ilers ic, 12th edition, pp. 303 - 311

9. see later discussion on calculation of quinquennial surival
factors in Statistical Appendix 4.2.
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alternative sources of information were available from which

assumptions on the Study Area's migrat.ion pattern over the

projection period could have been made, such as New Town studies,

Census (1961) Migration tables, or Glasgow overspill statistics.

However for a number of reasons, it was decided to use the

unpublished net migration estimates of the Registrar General for

Scotland. Firstly, while their age and sex pattern is based

on the sample surveys on migration in the Census Reports for 1961

and 1966, it has been broken down from the rather broad age

groups of the Census to the 5 year age groups used for the rest

of the projection. Secondly, the Registrar's office have

further adjusted the Census figures in the light of results

from their own series of samples for migration by air and

sea and also in light of their experience or, for example, age

errors in survey returns. Thirdly, the pattern is based on all

Scotland, has been computed and checked annually, so far as is

possible, has been used over a fair period of time and has

tended to shOvT a steady, confirmed (by their various surveys)

pattern, uninf1uenced by minor., sub-regional quirks.

. 1 .,. 10. b . fvlli e the Registrar s figues provide a reasonable asis or

studying the effect of migration on population over the

projection period, they cannot hope to be completely satisfactory.

Thus if/...

10. see quinquennial figues for migration in table (c)
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i:'hus ~ if the two "Tay flow. of younger persons out and older

persons into the Study Area continues over the projection period~

a net outflow assumption for all age groups ~ even if it is of

the same magnitude as the net loss experienced~ will tend to

underestimate the younger persons lost, and indicate a net loss

ul . 11for older persons where there sho d be a net gain. Given

the concentration of migration flOvTS on the low mortality age

groups ~ the effect of this known weakess will tend to be on

the age composition rather than the final total of the

projected population.

11. the effects of this can be seen in the various proj ections
made in the Chapter.
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Age specific and t~ta1 fertility rates for S.A.

age
192.0:.

:r~:r~i~&

15 - 19

20 - !i
25 - 9
30 - 4
35 - 9
40 -4
45 - 9

335h
3060
2901
3143
3239
3051
3146

fertility re.te

(per '000)

hO.02
186.48
197.51
117.52
57.65
15.57
0.99

2189~ (n+ip )
y 86.11 (Ft)

Statistical Appendix 4.1 table (b)

Mortality and survival factors for the S.A.

One year

¡

QuinquennialMortality rates Surval fact('rs~-----'~-.- ~
Age Male

r
Female Mae

r
Female

0 0.03056 0.02328
1 - 4 .00114 .00094 0.9943 0.9953
5 - 9 .00062 .00031 .9969 .9984
10 - 4 .00052 .00031 .9974 .9984
15 - 9 .00072 .00042 .9964 .997920 -,4 .00104 .00052 .9948 .9974
25 - 9 .00125 .00073 .9937 .9963
30 -4 .00177 .00114 .9912 .9943
35 - 9 .00260 .00177 .9870 .9911
40 - 4 .00437 .00291 .9782 .985445 ;.' 9 .00728 .00457 .9637 .977150 -;4 .01206

j

.00707 .9401 .964655 -'9 .02037 .01091 .8992 .945460 --4 .02547 .01819

1

.8743 .909065 -'9 .04886 .02911 .7615 .854470 -'4 .07640 .04802 .6321 5 .7599 575 -,9 .11279 .07900

I

(0.8872)5 (0.9210)580 -,4 .16840

l

.12214 (0.8316)5 (0.8779)5
85 & over .23129 .18971 (0.7687) (0.8103)

1
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Quinquennial migretion totals by age~for 300
persons per annum net flow

persons.
§:~ male female

0 29 28
1 - 4 40 38
5 - 9 51 51
10 _. lL 51 51
15 - 9 54 51
20 - 4 111 93
25 - 9 120 108
30 - 4 126 99
35 - 9 75 66
40 _. 4 66 42
45 - 9 42 27
50 - 4 24 21
55 - 9 9 12
60 -- 4 3 6
65 - 9 3 3- -

804 696
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Th(€ Pmmlation Proj i?ction Model--: -
Tclting the 1961 Census population ~ adjusted to bring it to

30th June, 1961, as its base population, the model projects the

five year age groups over a series of quinquennial steps from

1961 to 1981; this base population is subject to the three main

adjustments of deaths, births and migration.

(a) Deaths

The probability of death in any year for a person in the 5 year

age group x is given by the value of Cl (given the method of

estimation of A.S.H.H. for the Study Area, the, m , arex
identical to ~). The probability of survival, or simply the

survi va1 factor is therefore 7T = 1 - a .x "' Since the probability of

death over a quinquennium for a given age group will be five times

the probability of death in one year, or 5~, then the survival

factor over the five years is
57T = 1 - 5 qx

x (l)

Thus, where there is no net migration flow to be taken into

account, the numbers of the population of age group x,(p ), surviving
x

the quinquennium can be calculated as P .57T .X X

Use is made of tvro types of modified survival factors. In the

case of the final two age groups for ¡¡80 - 4" and 1185 and over",

adjustment for death via a straightforward survival factor of

57Tx (i.e. 1 - 5~) results in too severe a reduction of population

of this age. Here the device of applying ~ to survivors of

successive years/...
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successive years has been used, i.e. a one year survival factor

of TIx is applied to the survivors of the first year of the quin-

quennium, namely, P TI , as (p TI )TI , and becomes P (TI )2; thus thexx xx x x x
modified survival factor for these age groups for the quinquennium

becomes P (TI )5.x x The second type of modification used is where

births, or in-migrants, are under consideration; both of these

sources of population must be treated not only as annual flows during

each quinquenni ur but also as flows during or within each year i tseir .

This implies that for, say, iimnigrants, the total coming into the

Study Area in year one of the period are exposed, on average, to

only half of the probability of death for that year, (i. e. some of

the migrants arrive at the beginning, some in the middle and some at

the end of the period, each with a different time of exposure to

death - so that only the first migrants are exposed to the full q ).
x

Thus, for those exposed to only half the annual probability of death,

a separate survival factor of TI l x = i - lqx is calculated and applied;

for simplicity, it is assumed that, for the remainder of the quin-

quennium foilowing their first year of entry, survivors are exposed

to the full probability of death for each year, so that the full

adjustment for first year of the g~inquennium entrants becomes, for

.. M' 4inmigrants, . TI . TI .X X x
M .TIt .3TI and so on.)x x x

(For second year entrants it would become

The same type of survival factor is used

for births, i. e. a double adjustment for survival of first then

subsequent years of life during the quinquennittm in question.

(b) Bi:ths

Total births for any single year of the projection period can be

estimated by app ying the~total fertility ratel to all women of

reproduct i ve age alive in that year, i. e . Ft' P y' vllen estimating/...

1. See Statistical Appendix 4.1.
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When estimating births over a quinquennium~ however, given

no migration net fiow2 to complicate the issue, r will decline
y

under the incidence of death, as it affects each age group within

the range 15 - 49 years. The survivors of the original

'5 5P iT (where iTy Y Y
group

of women of reproductive age, P becomes
y

is merely

a sumary expression for all the quinquennial survival factors for

each age group of this section of the population). As a result of

this, given a constant fertility rate Ft' total births will fall

in successive years as the q~inquennium progresses. To simplify,

it has been assumed that there is a constant annual flow of births

(B ), which is made up of half the births from women alive at theo

beginning of the period (n+l) and half the births from women alive

at the end of the quinquennium (n+6), i.e.

., F (n+ip + n+6p 57f)t y y Y
(2 )B =

0 2

(c) Migration

The Registrar General's estimates of net migration flow for

Scotland allow the calculation of the number of persons3, male and

female of the net flow of the Study Area for any year, or over the

quinquennium. Net migrants for any single year are denoted by the

symbol M , where x is again the five year age group of the migrant.x

For Projection I, it is assumed that there is a net annual outflow

of 300 persons from the Study Area. For the purposes of the

projection formulae, it is also assumed that this figure for emigration,

when taken over the qui nquenn i um (giving a total of 1,500 emigrants),

is net of death. The emigration total represents those who have

actually left the Study Area, not merely those intending to emigrate

(some of whom are likely to have died over the quinquennium). Thus,

in Projection/...

2. for correction of formula for migration effect, see later section

(c) of this StatisticaJ. Appenàix.
3. see Statistical Appendix 4.1, table (c)
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in Projection I, the emigration adjustment 1S:-

5
- E
r""l

n+r M
,x (3 )

For Projection IlI, it is assruued that there is a net inflow

of migrants to the Study Pxea of 300 persons per annum. In this

case, however, the inflow enters the Study Area during each year of

the quinquennium, thus experiencing a modified probability of4 , . , n'death. Thus a dual survival factor must be used, with its ~irst

component relating to the ye-=r of entry into the Study Area and its

second component relating to subsequent years of the quinquennium,

when, for simplicity, it is assumed that immigrants face the full

annual probability of death. For this proj ect ion, the formula

adjustment for immigration becomes:-

5
l n+l"u ,5-r

+ ~l L'i. 7T 7Tr= x x x (h)

However, in the actual computation of the projection by

quinquennium, the fairly complex survival adjustments for

immigrants have an insignificant effect on the migration figure

for most age ~roups; if migration inflow over the quinquennium

into any given age group (apart from "under 1 ¡¡5) is taken as net of

death, in no case is there a difference of more than one person

per age group per quinquennium. The reasons for this are fairly

obvious, given the age structure of the migration flow. Migration

is at its heaviest in younger age groups, where ~ is at an

extremely low value, so that ignoring the latter entirely, including

its modified/...

h. see section (a) of this Appendix.

5. see section (d) of this Statistical Appendix.
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its modified first year, has little effect on the M total.
x

Equally, where ~ rises to a more significant level, i. e. in

the older age groups, migration flow is either a trickle, or even

zero, over the quinquennium; again the effect on M is negligible.
x

Thus, for all practical purposes, the net inflow, as with the net

outflow', can be taken as net of death and the formula simplified

to:-
5

+r~l
n+rM

x (ll' )

Finally, the formulae for estimating births can be adjusted to

take account of nugration effects. Projection ri, with zero net

migration remains as in section (b) of this Appendix. Proj ect ion I,

with net outflovT becomes:-

5
F (n+ip + (n+ip . 57T _ ¿ n+rM)t y Y Y r=l y)B :: 2

o (2 t )

Projection iri, with a net migration inflow, becomes:-

13 ::
o

rn+lFt L P +
y (n+iP .

Y

2-

5
57T + ¿

Y r=l
n+1" M ))

y
(2' ? )

(d) The Final Projection formulae

The model projects the male and female population by five year age

group in quinquennial steps from 1961 (n+l) to 1981.

( i ) For all/...
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F'or all age groups other than nO - 4;1, "80 - 4 ¡¡ and tiC5 and over;;

in 1966 (year n+6), the projection formula for zero net migration

( .. )' n+6 n+l 5 ( )ProJection II is:- P x+5 = p x ITx 5

For Projection I the formula is:-

n+6p = n+lp .5IT _ ~x+5 x x r=l n+ru
J,',i

'J'...
(5' )

For Projection III the formula is:-

n+6p
x+5

n+l r.
=: P :'ITx x

r."
+ ¿:
r=l

n+rM
x (5" )

(ii) In projecting for age group 
1'0 "." 4;1, account must be taken

of the variation in death rates between the first year of life

and the remainder of the age range ¡'l ,- 4'¡. v'!hile several

possible approaches exist . it has been decided to calculate

two separate survival factors, one for the first year of

li fe (IT 0) and one covering any year in the range 1 - 4 (IT ~) .

Further, the first survival factor must be modified, as. . 6 i
discussed previousiy , to ~ .

o

The formula for Projection II in this age group becomes:-

n+6p = t n+rB . ~ 5 - r ( 6).T . ~a0.,4 riil 0 o 1
For Projection I, the formula takes account of net emigration :..,

n+61" = f.I 0-4 r=l n+rB ïiv.
o' 0

Cj5-rïi _. ~l
'Cl r

n+r11
o

(6 l )

Fnr Projection ILL, the formula takes account of net immigration

dld is the only age group where the survival factor for

migrants is modified as discussed previously (since both

migration flow and q are significant here).
x

n+6 5 (n+rB + n+rH ). ~' . 5-rP = ¿: ~a0-4 rr.l o 0 0

It becomes:-

(6" )

6. see section (a) of this Appendix
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Formulae for age groups Vl80 - 411 and ¡¡85 a~d overH

The adjustment to the quinquennial survival factor has been

discussed earlier 7 and the modified survival factor is used

for both age groups. For age group ii80 - 411 the projection

formula is:-

n+6 n+l ( )5F 80-4 = P75-9 TI75-9 (7 )

In the case of the older age group, li85 and overl1, there are

tW'o sources of population by year n+6, namely survivors over

the quinquennium from age group !l80 - 411 and survivors of the

population aged 1185 and overH of year n+i. 'l"'us :-

n+6 n+1 ( ) 5 n+1 ( 5P85- = P80-4 TI80-4 + P85- TI85-)' (8 )

In neither case are there any migration adjustments for inflow

or outflow. The formuae are the same fOi. Project:i,::ns I, IT and IH.

The projected population totals for each quinquennium are given

in table (a) of the appendix. The 1976 projections by 5 year

age group and sex are given in tables (b) and (c) and, for 1981,

tables (d) and (e).

7. see section (a) of this Appendix.
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Statistical Appendix 4.3

Projection iv: sensitivity of results to changing birth and
death rr:,tes

The main projections I - lIT were based on the assiuuption that

I'ortality rates (and therefore 1T ) and birth rates remained, x
constant over the projection period at levels based on averages,

for Scotland, 0f 1960-67 inclusive. Against these consta~t rates,

the direction and level of migration Ì'l9.S varied and its results

a~alysed.

It cannot be expected that birth and death rates 'will remain

constant over the period; obviously they are expected to exhibit

certain trends in the direction and volume of their changes. Some

idea must be gained of their effects on previous projections results.

To do this, there has been no attempt to use a series of possible

combinations held constant over the period to yield a nev series of

projected. results; the sensitivity test has been to V'try rates

according to the Registrar General's forecast behaviour for Scottish

. 1
rates over the se~e period.

For births, the Registrar General forecasts that for all Scotland, the

total vill fall to about 95,000 (from an average of 103,000 for

1960-67) per annum for 1967-69, rising to about 100,000 per annum

for 1977-78 and again, s10vrly to 110,000 per annum by 1987-88.

This he,s/...

1. See table 5 comments in Annual Reports 1960-67.
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This has been converted for the sensitivity test to the following

changes in fertility:

a) a fall for 1966'''71 to 92.23% pf level for 1961-66

i.e. Ft = 0.07942

b) a rise for 1971-76 to 94.66% of 1961-66 level

i.e. Ft = 0.08151

c) a rise to 99.52% of 1961-66 level for final quinquennium of 1976-81

i.e. Ft = 0.08570

For deaths, the Registrar General forecasts that, Hat younger ages

decline to about one half of current (1967) rates after 20 years.

At higher ages the rates of decline become progressively smaller

2
as age advances. 11 Miss B M Swift in Vol. I of th~ Lothians

Regional Survey and Plan has estimated the effect of these forecasts

on falling mortality rates for a period similar to my own projection

period. 
3

tfuile her data relates to a sub'-region other than the

Study Area, her base figures are reasonably near the 1961 StudY ftlea

rates and, for the purposes of testing the sensitivity of the model,

can be taken as an approximate guide to the behaviour of ïf for the
x

Study Area over the period.4

The varying mortality and fertility rates as adapted from the

Scottish forecasts are applied to the zero net migration Projection ir

for th~ purpose of comparing results and therefore the effect of

changes in the rates. 1~e projection indicates that the Study Area's

natural increase, / . . .

2. Op. cit. 1967 volume, p.88
3. Lothians Survey, Apr. B, pp. 256-8
4. Se~ tables (a) and (b)
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natural increase, given the forecast changes in birth and death

rates ¡lQuld be from about 92,900 in 1961 to about 106,OGO in 1976

and about 111,600 in 1981. This exceeds the Projection ir total

by only 0.6%, due to the compensation of improved mortality rates

by a much lower level of births over the period. Comparison by sex

and age group5 of the tivO projections suggests thB.t variation of

death rates have no significant effect on population, male or

female between the ages of 15 - 59. The effect of forecast mortality

improvements becomes more marked for females for each successive age

group 60 and over. For men, the improvement is less marked but this is

likely to have been caused by the using of mortality rates for the

Lothians area; male mortality rates for these ages were significantly

heavier for the Lothians than for the Study Area, so that the

improvement of the rates tends to understate the improvement likely. 6 f
for the Study Area. At the other extreme 0 the age range,

o -- 14, the effects of falling total births per annum can be seen

particularly over the ages 5 - 14; 0 - 4 show little difference

between the projections, since the forecast rise in births to nearly the

1961-66 level by the last quinquennium of the projection period, is

supplemented by improvements in mortality rates (especially for

"less than in) resulting in a marginal excess of iv over 11.

Overall, it is not likely that actual changes in the level of birth

and death rates, if these conform to the expected trends for Scotland,

will have any significant effect on total population figures as given

by the Projections.

5. See table (c)
6. Given the level of difference for females between Projection iv

~nd II, even if separate rates for the Study Area had been used, it
would not have widened significantly the gap between the Projections.
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Revised Survi va1 Factors" i'1a1es and Females_._--------_....-.-..__.__.--_._..------_.
Statistical Appendix 4.3(a) Statistical Appendix 4.3(b)

Males Females -
1966-71 1971-76 1976-81 lSt6C"71 1971-76 1976-81

!f.f 57fX \TX 5~ age )7fX 5nx 5nx

0 .8624 .8748 .8859 0 .9017 .9131 .9231
1 .9958 .9971 .9979 1 .9971 .9979 .9994
5 .9975 .9980 .9984 ) .9984 .9988 .9991
10 .9979 .9983 .9986 10 .9988 .9991 .9993
15 .9967 .9970 .9976 15 .9986 .9988 .9990
20 .9956 .9958 .9963 20 .9979 .9981 .9981
25 .9949 .9953 .9959 25 .9971 .9974 .9975
30 .9935 .9945 .9951 30 .9956 .9960 .9966
35 .9910 .9920 .9930 35 .9930 .9940 .9948
40 .9840 .9858 .9880 40 .9885 .9900 .9914
45 .9675 .9700 .9730 45 .9820 .9840 .9855
50 .9435 .9475 .9510 50 .9720 .9745 .9765
55 .9075 .9125 .9175 55 .9565 .9600 .9630
60 .8500 .8600 .8645 60 .9260 .9325 .9355
65 .7650 .7750 .7850 65 .8675 .8750 .8795
70 .6550 5 .6750 5 .6900 i: 70 .7850 .7900 .8000
75 (.9020) 5 ( .9080) 5 (.9120) 5 75 .6625 .6785 .6850
80 (.8550)5 ( .8600) 5 (.8650) 5 80 .4575 .4685 .4825
85 (.7483) (.7529) (.7573) 85 (.7610)5 (.7642)5 (.7672)5
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Sensitivity test

a"e_.:!

o
1
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85+

Males

.Proj II

1069
4264
5060
4906
4691
4574
3901
4339
3298
2602
2728
2659
2710
2260
2066
1618

984
443
196

.Pro.; iv

1073
4288
4839
4562
4709
4586
3910
4355
3318
2628
2775
2716
2777
2333
2080
1656
1063

546
263

IV-ii

. diff

+ 4
+ 24
.- 221
- 344
+ 18
+ 12
., 9
+ 16
+ 20
+ 26
+ 47
+ 57
+ 67 i
+ 73
+ 14
+ 38
+ 79
+ 103
+ 6'7

%!..2 .Pro.i II

1012
4038
4792
4656
lt456
4411
3726
!tl74
3307
2997

I 2806
t 2982i 2981

I 26782548

I 2191

I 1557
855

1 4h9

Females

. Pro.; iv

1015
4057
4583
4322
4470
4419
3736
4186
3320
3015
2835
3027
3049
2771
2683
2340
1710
1022

563
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. dif'f . ~~

+ 31'l .
+ 19
- 209 1
- 334
+ 14
+ 8
+ 10
+ 12
+ 13
., 18
+ 29
+ 45
+ 68
+ 93
+ 135
+ 149
+ 153
+ 167
+ 114

54368 5441.7 + 109 0.2;';
1

~ 56616 57123 + 507 l + 0.9%
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Statistical Appendix 4.4

Estimation .o~ local modification factors for 1961-76

The :lethod chosen to project the enplo:yment pattern of the

Stue1.y Area applies a series of national estil;;:lted. rates of change

to the emriloyment structure of the local area at the beginning of

the period and then corrects these prelininary estimates for local

influences. The figures chosen for the national estimates are

discussed in the chapter. 'I'tiis nppendix is concerned with the

estint1tion of the local residuc,l component, as based on the

conparison of national and local changes in eri,ployment over the

period 1961-68. A str",ightfor'¥2rd comparison of the figures for

these years could result in residuals of false E1E',gnitude, partly

reflecting regional differences in the impact of cyclical trends and

pnrtly t)'s the result of, say, a coincidence of !:n industrial dispute

Ì'Tith the June count figures for persons in e1'ployr:ient; ,'There one of

the ar,~as to be conrpoTed is rather small, lü:.e the Study Area, local

disturbances cnn distort employr1ent figures significantly. To

2,void. this, the figures for employment by S. 1. C. Order for the

beginning of the period ,.rere talcen 0.8 the average of the persons

oriployed in CD,ch industry for 1960-62, '\nd the end of the period

figures as the aver~ge of 1966-68.

'The first st(;P in the calculation "TeS to find the na,tional rate of. . 1
change by industry for the period . This was then E',pplied to the

Stud~T Pi.ree,/...

1. see cOlil~D (c) to table A for this appendix.
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. . , 2Study Area employment structure for the beginning of the period

to estimate persons employed by the end of the period solely on

national trends3. These figures were then compared to the4 .
actual numbers of persons employed, and the difference expressed

as a modification or correction factor from the national change

. 5figues . (The value for the modification factor was calculated

by dividing the actual numbers by estimated numbers employed in the

industry. ) The modification factor for Bricks, Potteries, and Glass,

of 1.229 shows that, fo~ the period 1960-68, the actual numbers employed

were 22.9% greater than forecast by national t~ends. AI t ernat i vely

the modification factor of 0.839 for Food, Drink and Tobacco were

16.1% less than estimated by the national trend, i.e. 83.9% of the

national figure.

2. see colum (d) - the average figures for 1960-62.
3. see colum (f).
4. the actual figures are given in colum (e).
5. see coluinn (g).
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Statistical Appendix 4.5

Adjustments to employment estim~tes

'lhese adjustments have been made '\¡here, on the basis of employment

statistics up to 1968, it seems that either the Beckerman

estimates of national change were in error, or where the

modìfication factors estimated for 1960 - 68 were distorted

by events over this period. "'lining, and Food Drink and 'l'obacco

were dealt with in the chapter and will not be discussed further

here. 'lhe other adjustments referred to were as folloviS.

In Engineering and Electrical Goods, it seems that the estimated

increase of 12;0 for the fifteen year period "ias too 10'\l; by

the mid year of the period, an increa.se of about 1170 had already

been recorded. 1'he employment trend nationally for the period

has therefore been extrapolated to yield an estimated increase

of 19.2% by 1976; this figure has been applied to the Study

Area and, after local modification yields an estimate of 1,686

persons employed by that year.

A similar adj ustment was made to Bricks, Potteries and Glass, where

the experienced rate of increase ap~ears to be rather higher

than that estimated; the extrapolated increase of about 7%

for the period, given the fairly high local modification factor,

raises the employment estimate to 1,759.

For Construction, a correction ¡vas made to the modification

factor. Over the earlier period, grok~h in this industry was

considerably in excess of the national trend, reflecting a

number of factors, including, for the average of the later years,

some of the early construction work on the University and its

surrounds. v'¡hile local Planning and D.E.P. sources expect that

this industry/...
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this industry will continue to operate at a high level, in view

of the completion of part, at least of its activities,

particularl3r in roadworks, the modification factor ,.,as reduced

from the original 20.0J.t% to 10;:;' greater than the national trend,

giving a final estimate of 3,663 persons in employraent in this

industry by 1976.

'i'he next series of corrections relate to the S.A.M. industry

group 31 used b;y Beckerman, covering S.I.C. orders for

Insurance, Protessional, and Hiscellaneous services; the

collective estimated increase of just over 10% for this

group appears to be reasonable only for ¡Oiiscellaneous services.

The increase experienced by Insurance, Banking and Finance,

at national level, by the mid point of the period was jus+;,

under 18%; even allowing a considerable flattening of the

trend, an extrapolated figure of an increase of about 281:'

does not see~ unreasonable. A further porblem here is

related to the effect on the local modification factor of the

opening of the Scottish Amicable L.Q. during the period. Even

when the modification factor is reduced to 30;:' above the national

trend, the resultant estimate of 815 persons employed by 1976,

is already well supported by curren~ employment statistics.

Finally, for Professional and Scientific services, by mid point

these had increased in employnient nationally by 27%; again assuming

a marked flattening of the trend, an increased national estimate

of growth of 37%, "Then corrected for local influence, raises

the estimated number employed here to 4,896, a figure vrhich, again,

lies not too distant from current employment figures, even when

the latter are adjusted for University employment by the end of

1968.

Finally, the S.Le. transfer and the defence closures effect on

local civilian employment for 1960 - 68 has di storted the

residual for / . . .
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residual for Public l\dministration and Defence. 'lhe decline

indicated by the low modification factor will not continue

over the period; indeed from 1967 onwards employment in this

industry was increasing at about the national rate. Accordingly,

the iuodification factor has been changed to 15~ below national

trends (to allow for the closures and transfers which have taken

place) to provide an estimate of 2,757 persons employed by 1976.
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Stat~stical _£umendix 6.1

Estimation for the value of the induced investment coefficient

'l'his estimate can onlJT 'be made on tiTO basic assuiiptions, firstly

that existing Service capacity in the rec;ion is alrei:,dy fairly

fully utilised and, secondly that iMnigrants to tIie region will

have the same relative capital requirements as the population for

the U.K. as a whole. Ideally, estimates of capital requirements

should be based on data gathered from each region. llOï.¡ever since

the full range of statistics needed for even as simplistic an

approach as this, is available at only U.K. level, rather than

mix nationalvTith particular local statisticE!, the former have been

used throughout although o'bviously items such as activity rates,

earnings and s:pec ific tYIJe and quantity of capital required will

vary behTeen any region and the nation as a ",hole. In Ci¿fence,

it is argued that the purpose of the estimate iB not to provide

a definitive value for induced investment but only a plausible

value which will give some idea of the importance of this

additional component of An in the multiplicand.

Capital required per inrraigrant is calculated in table (a) to this

Appendix. Tbe estimates of total U.K. population and of net

capital stock at current replacement costl are given for 1964-66,

permitting the estimation of the net capital stock per person in

the U.K. - a :far from perfect, but nevertheless usable proxy for

capital requirements per iùuuigrant. The figures given for this

are comparable/...

1. Net of accrued capital conslL'1IJtion, sources given at foot of
table; see also National Account Statistics, Sources and
lÆethods :pp 383-4.



are comparable to the Mishan/!~eedleman2 estimate of capital

requirements per iminigrant household.

Uiile the provision of these capital requirements in the

receiving region involves induced investment in both private

and public sectors (i.e. /11 + I1G) unlike Hishan and ~Jeedleman,

no attempt ¡.rill be made to allocate l1lJ between these sectors,

on the grounds that any' allocative device would be arbitrary

and that such a distinction is quite unnecessary for analysing

the effect on total income of induced investment feedback.

Having estimated the total figure for capital requirements/induced

investment per immigrant the next stage is to estimate the annual

total for capital provision for a group, of say- i~()Oo immigrants

to allO\.r its inclusion in the multiplicand. It is unlikely that

the capital requirements of an immigrant will be met in full

'iTithin his first year of residence in an area. i\'ìishan and

Heedleman assume that the provision .rill take place over a "tro

year period; Archibald, having considered this period appears

to opt for a three year period. If this larger period is taken

and it is further assUiiied that the capital is provided in an

even floVl over the period, then for any given inmiigrant, or

group of immigrants, 1/3 of their capital ,-rll be provided in

any year. If, hovever , it is further assumed that there is an

even flow of immigrants for each year of the period over which

the immigration takes place, then after a three year build-up,

the total for capital provided levels off at a figure equal to

the total capital requirements for any single year's group of

immigrants. Thus I1N, as an annual figure for any year after

the first/...

2. L.B.I., July 1966 - although their capital requirements figure
1-TaS used for a different purpose.
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the first three of the period of im.inigration is not 1/3 of the

estimate in table (a) but is the full amount. If one take a

group of, say 1,000 inmiigrants to an;y region, then using U.K.

rather than local statistics for that group, the estimated

annual figure for ~N are given in the first col~~n of table

(b) .

The second main stage in the calculation is to estimate the

total annual earnings for that group of iuunigrants over the

same period. To estimate uZ, a calculation must be made of

the number of that group likely to be in paid emplo;yment and

a further calculation made of how much, on average, each will

earn in a given year. Keeping to U.K. statistics ~ it would

be possible to estimate the number employed by ai:plying U,K.

activity rates to the iUll'1igrants. This Hould be unsatisfactory;

research work on migration flows indicates tLat the typical

age structure of migrants is rather younger than that of the

nation as a "Thole. The application of normal U.K. activity

rates would therefore under-state total earnings. To avoid

this, it ..ras assumed that the migrants have the same age and sex

characteristics as ind.icated by the 1966 Sample Census returns;

the resultant breakdovtn is given in table (c). ;1'0 this

breakdOlm were applied age and sex specific activity rates for

the U.K.3 to give a total activity rate for the immigrant group

for each year of the period, as shown in table (d) and, from

tlie nuinbers employed.

n1i"' /.l ie .iigure ...

3. Abstract of Hegional Statistics, 1968, table 9; 1969 table
11.
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'rhe figure for average earnings has been taken from the Blue

Book statistics of Personal Incomes before 'l'ax,4 rather than

the Survey of Personal Incomes in the Al)stract of Regional

r;tatistics in vietT of some of the technical difficulties involved

in use of the latter. The average income can be estimated from

dividing the total number of j.ncomes into the figure for total

personal income before tax, for each year. If it is assQmed

that the employed irimiigrant in any year received this U.K.

average income figure, then average earnings per irr~igrant

for 1964/67 (latest figures available) can be estimated as

in column 3 of the table (d). Column 2 multiplied by column

3 gives the total estimated ì)Z for the group of 1,000 innigrants

for each year of the period.

having estimated for this group /:1\ and t: over the period, the

final step is to compute the estimated value of the coefficient

for induced investraent over the period (v-There n = /:N/ /:Z).

'l'hese estimates are given in column 3 of table (b) and range

from 2.40 to 2.48, with a mean value of 2.43.

II;hus it has been estimated that n = 2.4. L.:ince this is based on

average U.K. statistics which will v' t relate to any single

region '!Tth its mm figures for existing Cai)acity, its mm

industrial structure, its o'Vm particular needs for additional

capital provision, its o.m age and sex struct~e of migrants,

its Oln1 level of earnings~ it is obvious that this value can

only be taken as a tentative first estimate of a plausible value

for a regional capital and output ratio in the circunistances of

irmnigration to/...

4. 1965, table 26; 1969 table 23.
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immigration to a neT:! major project in the region.

A final point relates to methodology. Given the method used

to est imate tiN, the capital requirements of immigrants to the

University, it might be argued that this involves an element

of double-counting, in that the construction of the University

represents the provision of part of these capital requirements.

Firstly, since I\N was estimated by dividing the net capital

stock of the U.K. by the estimated population of the U.K. to

obtain a net capital stock per capita figure, the construction

of the University adds to capital stock and is therefore part

of "111. ßecondly, induced investment represents an increasing

of capacity in private and public sectors; the University

provides not only educational services, but also campus shops,

restaurants, and social clubs and, in doing so, must

substitute to some extent for increased capacity in induced

investment.

It is argued that, in the first case, whereas a school 1vould

service a small local area and would qualify entirely for

capital provision under tin, a University services not so much

a local community as the nation as e, whole (only 5~~ of students

are expected to be local by the end of Phase 2). Thus, the

construction expenditure on the University cannot be allocated

entirely to the local community, but must be shared nationally -

when tte annual per capita figure becomes £0.27; such an

adjustment to a per capita figure of about £1,500 per annum

would be insignificant. The second argument advanced. is far

more important; the extent to ~tiiich staff and students use

the service facilities provided by the University will reduce

the pressure on capacity elsewhere and therefore the need for

induced investment in sectors outside the University. Hat her

than adjust/. . .
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than adjust the value for ff1 ~ or n, since the University

situation is unique and 'Would not normally be experienced

in the impact from a project. the method of adjustment chosen

has been to establish the share of Ji ,.¡-riich represent the

average annual expenditure by the University on the

provision of these services and deduct it from Ji, The

multiplier effects of the construction of this capacity

on campus will then be applied to the induced investment

component, i. e. is included in the values estimated for

this. By stating Ji net of this deduction, double-counting

has been avoid.ed; the adjustment is made in Chapter 7.



Table (a)

Estiir:ates of capital needs of iirU1iigrants

'", . t' flßstima ion 0
population

in U K

(1".).,.'.,

Net capital stock2
at current replace-

ment cost

lIet capital
stock etc

per capital
£.£M

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

54.01

54.36

5)+.65

54.98

55.28

69,700

76,700
82,400
87,400

93,300

1290.5

1411.0

1507.8
1589.7

16J7.8

Sources:

1. Annual Abstract of Statistics, 1969, table 6.
2. National Income and Expenditure, 1969, table 62.

Table (b)

Æst~matiol1":_9!_ir_~lu~ of ...eff.icient for ind.uced investment

Estimate of Estimate l';stimate
annual capital

of annual of inducedrequirement earnings coefficientprovision
(6N) (li ) ( = DN)n t,z

£riI £'000

1964 1.291 536,4 2.1+1

1965 1.1+11 583.3 2.42
1966 1.508 627.3 2.40

1967 1.590 6lfl.l 2.lt8

1968 1.688 N A 11 A
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'l'able (c)

193

Age and sex structure of immigrant group of 1. ,000.

Male Female

under 15 114 112

15 - 24 110 96

25 - 44 258 210

45 - 64 52 44

65 and over " 2c:- .--

536 464

rl'a~_~" (d)

Estimates of Ð.Z

Activity
Ea,tes for
irnmigrant

group
(f
¡o

1964 53.3
1965 53.5
1966 54.2
1967 53.1
1968

Immigrants Average Total earnine.s

earnings of immigrantemployed
per person group of 1,000

£ (l\Z)

533 1,006.3 £536,358

535 1,090.3 583,311

542 1,157.4 627,311

531 1,207.4 641,129

N A ú A
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§tatistical Appendix G. 2

*
Estimation of_ the value of import leakages (m ) from the multiplicand

'lli'¡O components of the multip~_icand \,¡ill be affected by import

leakages, firstly, and more 0 Lviously, J 1 eXl:Jendi ture i. e. the

original construction expenditure on the new project, and secondly

the construction expenditure involved in the induced investment

component (61'). Hhile there is some reason to expect that the

import coefficients might vary bet'ífeen the t"io components,

(e.g. Ji may involve the construction ofbighly specialist industrial

premises, with L'~,¡ involving mainly additional capacity in retail

distribution etc, schools, hospitals, housing, roads), as a first

approximation, it is assumed that a "general" import leal.age

coefficient can be applied to both components.

Obviously, the type and volume of this type of constructional

imports will vary between regions, reflecting in particular the

type of industrial structure in the rebion and the geographical

location of the region in relation to constructional supplies.

*
Ideally the value for TIi applicable to any region should be based

on local data for that region ¡ s construction industry on the

various cost elements of direct material, direct labour, plant

etc. Once again, however, for the' ê€a around the University of

stirling at least, difficulty in collecting or even obtaining

access to lociü data has resulted in 'basing the estimates as much

on "average~1 national data as on local figures and experience.

While this is unsatisfactory, it does provide an offset in that

*
the value of m estimated will be capable of more general

application since it i;-rill not be completely distorted by any

uniquely local characteristics. The statistics used are u

~ombination of national cost structure figures for the industry

and local data of both formal and confidential, and informal

nature. Again/ . . .



" Í'r'-'.:; )

Again, the remarkably .7ìël,:; spread of cOlist.ri,ctiol1a.l activity

in the region, covering construction of University premises,

housing (private and public sector), S:10PS and office premises,

schools, roads etc does help to provide a fairl,1f plausible
*

general value for m. Since no att~npt, as yet, seems to have

-d
been made to estimate any empirical va.lue for m , even this type

of general approach is not without interest.

'.(,he ll=thod used "ras to break dOlm construction expenditure/receipts

into the various cost components and attempt to estimate the

L. V .A. content of each of these, gathering the latter together into
*

a final estimate of (l-m ). The avera.ge cost breakdown used by

the industry and based on national experienc e is:-

Direct materials 30%
Direct labour 30Plant etc 30
Overhead and profit 10

100

'lhe practice apparently is that these "rule of thumb" proportions

are then adjusted in the light of the type of construction worl:.

to be completed, e.g. industrial premises or housing, if the

latter ,..¡hether high-rise or Im,¡-level etc. In vieiv of the vid.e

range of activity around the University, it .JaS felt 'by civil

engineers Q.nd others involved in the industry, that the overall

Ì"reakdo'i!U would 'be fairly close to these average proportions (in

fact, for this particular area and type of '''(.1'1.., they suggested

that materials "Tould account for slightly more (alJout 35:. at most)

and capital equipment slightly less (about 25% at least) than

t.he average breakdown). If the average :figures are taken then

it Hill tend to reduc e the effect of' unique local activity on

the import estimate.

Taking materials/...



'I'aking materials first, L. V .A. here will cover materials used

1.rhich vere purchased or manufactured locally. If the area

around the University is taken as a typical sub'"region then the

only local manufactures 1,vould. seem to be the hir;h-volUliie

Imf-volume purchases of shale and quarry materials for grounding

viork. It ,.,uld seem from local construction firms that this

accounts for viell under 5~:; of total material costs; say about

3;'~ . As regard local purchases, it is obvious that there is

a marked difference in policy beb.,een main contractors and

sub-contractors; the former have central depots and import

virtually' all materials into the sub-region from these, \.rhereas

the latter, being typicall;,r more local-resident in nature, seem

to rely much more on local purchases. For the construction \.iork

in general in the district, there appears to be a 60: 40

'breakdovm betvTeen main and sub-contractors. 'l'aking main

contractors first (and excluding expenditure on local sand,

gravel etc which has already been counted) it \-Tould seem that

about 10% of their total direct material costs are from local

purchases; but since these local purchases are of goods held

locally but already imported to the sub-region, only the margin,

say 20% is L.V.A. i.e. only 2% of the direct material costs of

the main contractors is L.V.A. Fur-' her, using the 60:1+0 breakdown

as a weighting device, this \vill then account for only i.2;:~ of

the total direct material cOßts for the industry. Sub--contractors,

on the other hand, appear to purchase about 2/3 of their materials

within the sub-region: apply'ing the same margin to this, only about

13% of their direct material costs are L. V .A, vreighted for the

60:40 breakdO\m, this becomes 5.4;;: for the direct material costs

at industry level. r.L'hus, taking manufactures and purchases

together, the L. V .A. component accounts for only about 10% of d.irect

materials costs i.e. about 3% of total construction expenditure.

Much the!...
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I/uch the same problems of differing behaviour bet¡.ee:' main and

sub-contractors apply to direct labour costs. ;'Iain contractors

have a central core of permanent .lorters in a district and move

teams from this central pool into the various sites; these "coret!

teams are then aug1nented t;¡ local labour vhile they themselves

commute daily to the site from often quite considerably distances

(a round tl'i:p of 50/60 miles daily is not uncommon to the area

around the University). T¡Jliile practice varies bet.ieen firms ~

a fair average would seem to be that main contractors recruit

about 60% of their men locally (including the local element

in the t!coreli teams); this will account for about 36~;;: of total

direct labour costs for the industry. Sub-contractors employ

about 75% of their labour force from local sources ~ bearing

in mind that some of these smaller firms are highly specia.'.ist

and may be hired from considerable distances ou~side the area;

given 60:40 breakdovn this will account for about 30% of total

direct labour costs. Thus ~ in total about 66% of direct labour

costs are L. V .A. or about 20% of total construction expenditure.

Plant and equipmeræ costs are relatively sDnple to deal with from

the point of vie"i of estimating L.V.ß,.. content. From local

evidence~ all plant and equipment u:d in site preparation or

construction generally is either hired from firms outside the

area or brought into the sub-region from outside depots by both

main and su',-contractors. Thus this cost element has a zero

L.V.A. content.

The most unsatisfactory data obviously concerns the L. V .A. content

of overhead and profit. 1"01' main contractors ~ there is a total

:i eakage of both from the area. For sub"contractors~ it has been

impossible to gather any information directly and the only

guidance has/...
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guid.ance has been received second"hand from civil engineers and

main contractors. On the basis of it, it would appear that, at

best, about 50;0 (possibly as 10\. as 40%) of overhead and profit

receipts remain in the area as L. V .A. If the guestimate of

5CX L.V.A. is taken, then for the entire inaustry, this amounts

to 20/; of the total of this cost element, or 2% of total

construction expenditure.

, *Thus to sumarise, the L.V.A. content tl-m ) for the various

types of construction costs vJOuld seem to be

Direct materials 3%
Direct labour 20Plant etc 0
Overhead and profit 2

,
25/;

.i.From this it can be seen that ni can be estimated at 0 .'r5.

Obviously the more developed is the construction industry in

the sub-region i s industrial structure, the lovrer "'Till be the
*

value for m ; conversely tüe more J 1 expenditure relates to

specialist capital equipment or L'N to specialist civil engineering

the less likely it vrill be that any sub-region" or even

standard region - can supply this from ivithin and the greater

will be the value of li. A "normal" range, allovTing on the
~¡'r

one hand less leakages in overhead and profit, some local

plant, materials etc to the more severe position of specialist

*
iVork, might give il a range of about 0.7 to 0.8 i.e. still

significantly above the relative size of import leakages from

the multiplier itself.
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Statisticai.-A~ndix Ll:

To obtain a salary bill estimate for University staft for 19T6~

tvTO factors must be taken into account. Firstly, the numbers

of staff en~loyed and their distribution between salary grades

¡¥ill change over the period. Secondly, some increases on

current income rates will be received by all grades ì:etv¡een

the current date and the end of the period. 'lhese factors make

it difficult to use directly the published figures, or even

the estimatesl for tIie University Salary bill. These estimates

are unsuitable, partly because they do not include staff paid

by non-University funds2 and partly because they do not take

account of even current negotiations for wage and salary

increases; thus, even if these estimates were available for

1976, they ¡,oulcl undercast the figure for staff income for

those two reasons.

The approach taken has been to assume that University staff will

continue to grow in the same relationship to the Development

Plan in the future as indicated by the comparison of actual

establismaent figures for 1970/1 and Development Plan estimates

for that ~vear. Further, as regards the income received by

University staff, the total salary bill will be estimated, as

was contribution expenditure in Ji in terms of constant

1969/70 prices to avoid the pitfalls of estimating the

various rates of inflation from 1969/70 to 1975/6 and 1980/1.

Firstly, numbers/...

1. these estimates are inade for a period of two academic years
ahead by the Accounts Department.

2. the establisbrrient figures for inO/i as given by the Accounts
Department shoÏ'f a shortfall of about 20 academic staff
as a result of this.
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Firstly, numbers employed in the five broad staff grades "rere

obtained from the Accounts Department ai:d adjusted to ini:;lude

staff employed on non-University funds. These actual figures

for 1970/1 ïfere ther. compared to the Development Plan estimates

for this year and expressed as a percentage of the projected

figures, e.g. Der¡artmental staff (secretaries and technicians)

are about 16~l less and Library staff about 15~0 more than estimated

by the Plan. ¡i1hirdly, the Development Plan figures for 19'75/6 were

taken for the staff gradeB in question and, on the assumption that

current trends of divergence of actual from projected numbers will

continue to the end of the period, adjusted upvrards or downwards

for the various grades. Thus, it is estimated that tbe total

direct starf employed by the University 'ITill amount to about

1,300 persons by 1976.3

i:'he next step was to estimate the average annual 'I.;ages/salaries

of the staff group from the accounts for 1969/70. At first

sight it migl~ be argued that average salary grade figures for 1969/

70 reflect a ratio between senior and junior staff vniich need not

be repeated by 1976 or 1981; in fact the senior staff percentage

for 1969/70 in academic and administrative grades (about 30% in

each c8¡se) is of rougbl;y the same pattern as anticipated for the

later years, so that no distortion occurs. Secondly, it might

appear that a slight upward bias is given to ja by excluding

staff paid by non-University funds (mainly research staff) in

the staff figure for the Academic grade. In fact, the figures

used for the average salary calculation include 27 research

persons paid/...

3. see tahle (a) to this Appendix.



persons paid by the University so that, to some extent3 the

average reflects the lower ineome figure for ,these,. ., Yurther"

the research persons paid by non-University fund.s receive payment

from so many different soux'ces at so many different levels that

it has not proved practicable to calculate a separate average

income figure for these; the assumption that they earn

Iiaverage salary for Academics" is no more arbitrary than any

other given tüat it does contain a iveighting for lower income

groups.

Having estimated both staff numbers and average incomes for

19691'0 this data is used in table ( ) to provide a total

estimate for the annual .rages and salaries received by

direct staff in 1976 of £1.87 millions (at constant 1969/70

. )4prices . In the context of the Chapter, this is the figure

for Ja.

'110 estimate the annual amount spent by staff on Uni versi ty

services (d ), it was taken that Acad~nic, Departmental,a
Administration and Library spend, on average, 30p a day on

these services. If it is further assumed that this expenditure

takes place over a 5 day week, 48 week year, then average

annufù expenditure for these grades will be £72. 'l'he "Other

staff" grade ¡"ill normally spend much less than this; it has

been assmned that average expenditure here will be about lOp

daily, amounting to an annual total of £24 per person. From

these assmnptions, d can then be estimated at about £67,000a

per annum.

4. see table (b).
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Statisti~§-l Appendix _'Ll

~'able (a)
ESTII;1ltI'ES OF PEHSONNEL FOR 1975-6

Current
Dev. Flan IIActual11 Dev. Planestimates estimates as % of estimates Adjusted

for 1970-1
for 19'70-,1 Dev. Plan 1975-6 Dev. Flan

Staff (persons)---
I'I.cademic 130* 181 99.4 456 453

Departmental 81 96 84.4 211 178

ltdmini strat ion 75 66 113.6 lOO 114

Library 38 28 135.7 39 53

Others 184 160 115.0 416 478- -
558 531 1222 1276

Source : Accounts Department

* adjusted for staff (estimated) on non"'University funds, vTho are
not included in Accounts figures.

Ilia b~,e (b)

Estimated total bill for lTages and salaries for Universit;y

(1976 )

Estimated Estimated Estimated
Staff average salary

numbers salary
bill (£'000)Staff --- ~----~~-~---

Academic 453 £23213 1055

Departmental 178 1182 210

Administration 114 1372 156

Library 53 1435 76

others 478 771 369-
(1276) 1866
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Statistical AppeI;dix 7.2

_~stii:~i0E..E_~~~l1 student's income 19'76

'lhe estimation of students' income jb for this ;¡ear requires,

basically, an estimate of student numbers for that year and an

estimate of income received by each student. 'rhe former

figure is easily obtained from the Development Flanl as 3,050

undergraduate and 350 postgraduate students.

'l'he main component of student inco.ile is normally the grant

received by the student; the amount of this grant, as received

by any single student, ,viIi vary depending on the authority

from which it was received, the arrangement2 under which it

was given and the level of parental income with, in respect

of this latter cdse, some reduction of grant rectíved experienced

by most students. To this grant, as adjusted by the paying

authorities must be added a parental contribution and, finally,

any other income earned by the student, normally, if anything,

coming from vacation earnings.

As regards the first two components of student income it would

~
be possible to calculate~ the average grant received for each

year, add some est imate of parental contribution and proj ect

to 1975/6. However a simpler, and probably equally accurate

approach has been taken. Figures ,;ere obtained from the S.E.D.,

the larf?est grant paying authority to the students at Stirling,

giving, over the 1960' s, the maximum grant level for students at

home or I. ..

1. Development Plan Report, p.22.
2. e.g. the higher grants for mature students, teacher recruitment.
3. from the student grant records of the Accounts Departiuent.
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home or in lodgings; these figures assume zero parental

contribution. It was then assumed that i.¡here, in the ol)inion

of the S.E.D., no parental assistance could be expected, then

thi s \-rould, in fact, be the case. On the other hand, "here

less than this maximU111 grant figure was given then, as

expected by the S.E.D. the full amount rrTould be made up by

parental funds. If, finally, it "'ras taken that the E).E.D.

figures i;rere about average for all ßrant paying authorities,

it could then be ass-cuned that the average income for any student

in 1969 from grant authority and parental sources I,Tas the

maximU111 grant level given by the S. E. D. The 1969170 figures

for the students i grant 'Here £290 per annum Eonie Rate and

£380 per annum w'ith Lodgings Alloi.¡ance. j\'Jature students

(26 years of age and over) are paid an additional allowance

over the normal grant. From current records this i;rould seeH~

to average out at an additional alloi.¡snce of £60 per student.

Again from current records, about n; of the present student

population are mature students. If it is assurried that the

same proportion of student numbers in 1976 and 1981 are matu:re

students and that (again from current records) these account fqr about

7% of both types of residence, then the approximate rates of

student grant can be weie;hted to take account of' this. '1'he

revised grant figures become, per student, £294 per annum

Home Rate and &',384 per annU1ü vith Lodgings AIIQ'Tance.

To this estimated figure must be added further income earned by

the student. Discussions 1¡rith students indicate that the average

student .rill be in paid eirriloyment for betvieen 8 and 10 weeks of

the year. However, an average earnings figure would be very

difficult to estimate, given the geographical and occupational

spread of I...



spread of' the work undertaken. Again, a simpler app:roaeh is

taken ; it was assumed that the student i s expenditure on holidays

and entertainments etc. 'Hould vary directly vJ'th the amount

earned and that, on average, about £25 of vacation earnings

would remain to be added to income as estimated above.

The next step is to examine more closely the r,rant income received

'by students; there are a number of points to be considered before

these figures can be taken as aver, ge student income. Firstly,

students commuting to the University from homes outside the

Study Area "rill spend part at least of their income in their

home area; their income must be adjusted for this leakage.

Secondly, as regards the students living in lodgings, most of

these will live in the University residences, paying their rent

for these to the University. As discussed in the chapter,

the entire amount of rent paid to the University must be deducted

from student expenditure, partly because it represents a leakage

from the area in interest payments and partly to avoid a double-

counting of income.

'1'0 separate the students into the various leakage and grant

categories it has been assumed that the students breakdo"m of' the

1975/6 academic year will fullow the same pattern as for 1969/70,

i

based on an analysis of student i s record cards ~ .

Secondly, it has been assumed that postgraduates will follow the

same pattern/...

4. see table (a); an adj ustment has been made to reduc e the
proportion of students living at home as overall numbers
rise from the early years.
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same pattern, since this seems to be the case from current

records , although the present sanrple may "Ivell not be

representative.

Table (b) shovs the calculation of the average rent per

undergraduate student. This amounts to about £96 per annum

on 1969170 figures. 'l'his figure is then deducted from

student income, in table (c) , for students (undergraduates)

staying in these residences. Students staying in private

lodgings will liave no leakages to consider; the current

pattern is that all private lodgings currently registered

1-Tith the University lie ,,¡ithin the Study Area, so that

rent paid becomes services purchasedt Fith the full

m.ultiplier consequences. The same argument applies to

students resident at home within the ¿itudy iirea. Finally,

for students resident outside the Study Area, it is assumed

that 75% of their income vill be spent within the :3tudy lu:ea

and the rest at home, thus only £289 of their income becomes

eligible for the liultiplicand.

tlhe average grant to postgraduates has been estimated at about

£550 per annum from current University records for 1969170.

Halting the further assumptions that postgraduates will attend

the University for about 45 1-reeks of the year and ì!ill, if in

student residences, take the larger size of flats designed

for them, this gives an annual rent deduction of about £190.

~he SaLQe argunients apply to all other postgraduatL residential

grades as above.

'I'able (d) brings together the estimates of students numbers

for 19'(5/6, as broken down into residential grades and the

estimates of / . . .
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estimates of student income, net of the various deductions

discussed above for each grade. From this table it can be

seen that the estimated total student income Ui.) for 1975/6
u

amounts to £0099 millions. \ihen additional income of £25

for each student is added to this, the students income

component rises to £1.07 millions.

As discussed in the Chapter, El further deduction (db) is

necessary to avoid double counting of income in relation to

the expenditure of students on the service facilities provided

by the l.iversity, e.g. refrectory, coffee bar and staff-student

club. 'lhe current S.B.D. estimate, 'broadly' confirmed by a

Stirling C .S.A. sample check, is that, on average, a student

will spend at 1969/70 prices about £95 per annum on these

services. For all students, by 1969170, (at constant prices)

the estimated deduction to avoid double-counting ,-rill be

£313,000.
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Statistical Ap:pendix 70.2

Table (a)

Allocation of Students to types of residence

£:~tegory 1969-1970

University Residences 67%

Private lodgings 13
Home

vithin S.A. 10

10out'!TÌth S.A.

ioo

Table (b)

Undert'Taduates. ~--
2044

396

305

305

3050

?oß

Postgraduates

Estima.teLo~L averag~rellu.~r student for residences 1962/7.9.

Pesidence basic flrit
larger flats

Halls of Residence

Lasic flat (net of food)

shared flats

Average rent pex' student

l,Teekly rent

£3. 'r 5

4.25

3.75

3.25

£2400
638

No. of students
in accom.¡uodation

292

48

264

638

34

£3.76 per weelc

234

46

350

35

35

'lbtal rent
paid per "reek

tlOS5

204

990

111

£2400

£97.76 per academic year
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Table (c)

Estimates of_,_ne~l£.~nt in~J~?_.J2~::_,~.'t:i_'!e.~~.~k,!x.r$",,,'?.£.B,e..i.~s:pce_

(1969170)

Undergraduates

University residences

Private lodgings

(£364 - 98) 266

364
Home

vithin S.A. 294
outside S.A. (£294 x .75) 221

Postgraduates
University residences

Private lodgings

Home

(£550 - 190) 360

550

-.ri thin S .A.

outside S.li.
550

413

Table. (d)

Estimates of student e;rant income 197:)/6 at 1969170 constant prices. ----...'".,_.~- ---~----.~~ ~---~._------_._-

students Numbers J: et Income from
Grant per Student

flota1
£'000

£.

Undergraduates
University Hesidents 2044 266 543.7
Private lodgings 396 364 144.1
Home

- witbin S.A. 305 294 89.7
outside G.A. 305 221 6'( .4-

3050

Postgraduates
University Residents 23L¡ 360 84.2
Private lodgings 46 550 25.3
home

vitbin S.A. 35 550 1Q .... . ;)

outside B.A. 35 413 14.5- -
350 988.2---
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Sta t i!3J; i c al_..~.P.pey~9J.:0.-J_

Estimation of, total earnings for ii:migrants for 1976

It is assumed that, despite the volume and duration of constructional

activity on the University, there will be no irmnigration in

connection vith J 1; employment here l.rill come for resident

construction worl~ers and conwiutors. 'Thus!JZ w'ill depend on the

nuniber of irmnigrants to the University and on the income received.

by them, as contained in J 2'

'I'he only existing estimates of the iminigration component of

direct employees and students are contained in evidence given

to the Land Use study group in r'ia,rch 1966.1 rl'hese immigration

proportions are given in table (a) to this ßtatistical Api.iendix.

As could be eXi)ected, the proportions vary betveen students and

the different types of staff. '1hese immigration estimates have

teen checked against the current (1970/1) breakd01.i1 of staff

and students and adjusted in the light of this comi)arison and

the opinion of those concerned with staff recruitment, before

being applied to the estimates for 1975/6.

For students, while the current figures suggest a higher proportion

of locals than estimated, it is felt that the original estimate

of 95% im~migration is likely to be inore accurate by 1975/6, i.e. a

5~0 local component is retained. Academic staff are currently lOO;;;

non-local and there seems to be no reason why this should change in

the future/...

1. see Heport, Technical Appendix A, section 2.
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the future; thus a zero local component is taken for 1975/6.

Thirdly, rather fevTer local technicians have been recruited

than estimated and the opinion is that, based on past and

current recruitment experience, for both senior and junior

grades, a 40% local proportion is more likely than the estimated

5m;. Fourthly, broadly the smIle problems have been experienced

in Ad.ministration, where, currently 607~ and not the estimated

90% are "local resident", although to some extent this reflects

the bias towards the recruitment for senior posts in the early

years of tLe University. Hovever, even if the continuine increase

to the estimated staff figures for 1975/6 is assumed to be 4/5ths.

local, i. e. mainly junior staff, then, by this year, only 65%

in this staff grade Hill be of local origin. Fifthly, this

trend has been even more marked in the Library staff grade, where

only 30~t of the present staff are of local origin; taking the

same bias toi.rards junior and therefore local staff in recruitment

to 1975/6, still only 35% and not the estDnated 90% will be

"local resident". Finally, the remaining grades of "other staff"

are very much as estimated, apart from the recruitment of rather

more local people to ),IIaintenance etc. than vJas estimated; these

local proportions are repeated, with the upwards adjustment for

Maintenance for 1975/6.

'J1he relationship betveen seniority and immigration must be taken

into account in computing 6Z for each grade. It is not enough

to argue that, since 65% of Administration staff are local,

!JZ for this grade will be 35Î~ of its total salary bilL. 'I'he

detailed establishment information on vJ:ich these calculations

have been based shows that senior :posts in virtually all staff

grades are almost 100% immigrant, tvith local bias showing onlJT

in the junior grades. 'l'hu8, if the 35/ of immigrant staff

in Administration/...



in lidministration are predominantly senior staff, tlJen 6z

vJÌll be rather more than 35;~ of the salary bill. In column

4 of table (a)2 11'Z figures are given, based on calculr:i;tions

of immigration components of detailed establishment grades

and the salary ranges ai)i,licable to these grades. Given

the bias of irnmigration towards the more senior posts, they

vary predictably from the proportions ShOVIl in column 3.

Finally, in table (b), 62 is eritimated for 1975/6. As

discussed in Chapter C, care must be taken not to value I1z

as earnings of all immigrants over the period, but only as

earnings of one year's immigrants to the University. Column

(3) of the table gives the overall total income of all

ililìigrants to the University b;y 1975/6; this involves a

period of immigration of nine years. If it is again assumed

that immigration takes the form, of a steady inflow over the

period, then it can be estimated that the share of total

income (J~) received by the immigTants for 1975/6 will be
c

1/9th of the overall share in column (3). Column (4) gives

this revised figure for annual ii:mnigration and column (5)

the estimate earnings for each staff grade of immigrants

for 1975/6, at constant 1969170 prices. ljz is then estimated

at £232,000.

Since in the model it is argued that ljZ = zJ2, then it can be

calculated that, with J2 :: £2.56:'tI, z, = 0.0932,

2. the statistics from 'lhich this calculation has been made
are confidential and cannot be listed.
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f3tatistical Appendix 7.3

Tabh:~

Current and ryture local cOl1l?nents

Land Use
Technical Evidence

(Dev. Plan base)

BreakdOìm
as at
1970-1

Estimates
for 1975-6

1975-6
Estimates of local
income as % total

for grades

Students 5% 10% 5% 50/IV

Academic staff 3

'lechnicians 50 40 40 35

Administration 90 60 65 40

Library 90 30 35 20

~¡aintenance etc. 70 80 80 78

Catering 90 90 90 88

Cleaning 100 ioo ioo ioo

'fable (b)

Lstima.ie'§-2f_iinrii.rant_ earnigr¿ for 1975/§.

Estimated
s.:kiar"", of
inco:r"" to
ir:Ji.igrant s

over
1967-76t

Estimated
share of
income for
one year's
irmnigra.nts

Estimated
6z for

inii grant s

per grade in
1975/6

Dev. Flan
estimates
(adjusted)
1975'~6'*

Total net
income

(adjusted)
1975-6+

Students 3400 £0.757 957~ 10.6 £80,242

Staff
Academic 453 £1.022 ioo 11.1 113,442

Departmental 178 197 65 7.2 14,184

Administration 114 148 60 6.7 9,916
Library 53 'r2 80 8.9 6,408
Others 478 358 10 2.1 7,518./- -

4676 £231,710

'~Source statistical Appendix 7.1, table (a)
students

Development Flan for

+Source table 7.2 adjusted as for 7.4

tSource Statistical Appendix 7.3, table (a)
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Statistical Appendix 7.4

Estimation of indirect employment generated by the University

This will be estir1ated by the use of the Greig model for the

1
employment multiiùier, as niodified to deal y!ith the University

situation.,\part from the fact that it is the most detailed -

if not the only formal - model in recent U.K. publications,

it was developed to cater for a siuiilar immigration situation

as that resulting in the stud::r Area from the establishment

of the University. Its formulatiJn is defensible for the

estimation of University impact on employment and the values

set on its various coefficients2 ~áll tend to be similar to

those which exist in the Study ,Area, ~vhich, like Fort Hilliam

is a small sub--region with an existing and significant tourist

trade using the existing service facilities.

rl'he Grieg employment multiplier estimates total indirect

employment (6E.) in two stages; firstly it estimatesi
indirect err~loyment arising from the first round of expenditure

(6E ) then adds to this as estimate of indirect employmenta

generated by the second and subsequent expenditure rounds (6Eb).

ßEa is made up of the additional public service employees needed

by the ney! direct employees, (Ede) and, secondly, of additional

employees in the private sector (6£) and, thirdly, the additional

public service employees required by these, i.e.
DV(---.s

L
so that:-

DEa =E6+/Wd -L
(1 + El) (1)

rlhe indirect employment in second and subsequent rounds of

expenditure/.. .

1. see G.J .P.E., February 1971

2. see Tables (a) and (b) of this Statistical Appendix for-
the modified values for the University modeL.
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expenditure, (t,~), is estimated from taldng the add,itiono,l income from

these stages of the multiplier, (Edwd(ka ~ l)(l~ - 1)), and dividing

this ty an income figure

an additional job in the

reflecting the additional income needed to create

private (~) and public (wp) sectors3 so that:-

Edwd(ka - l)(kò - 1)

. ~(l-ùl) + 'TiT 81
:P

(2 )t,I\ =:

he final model is that:-

!'E. = t,E +!'~ E lT (k -1 )(Y'b -1)

(3 )

i add a
E~O + Ai (1 + 0) + - Ùi,.eiJ + ¡'Tpei!lE. =.i (,

The lower case

To use this model to obtain a lower case estimate of indirect employment

to correspond to the lower cuse income estimate derived from using the

Brown value for k , then the Greig model must be modified to eliminate ther
1. b t . t' l' . It T' . 1ink e we en income and employmen in pu)lic services. his invo ves

discarding the ratios e and
Land also w , so that the model can bep

AV EaWd(ka-l) 
(kò-l)= -- + -i ~

rewritten 8.8:-
AE.i

Secondly, it is more convenient to use a modified formulation for AV,

working from the Greig identities that:-

!lV :: E 'tT V anddd'
v = (1 - s - t)(l - m), so that

6V = Ea"Td(l - s - t)(l - m).

By substitution and rearrangement,

6E.i
E w _ ((1 - s - t)(l - m) + (k - l)(k .. 1))dd a .õ .- -- ~

(3 n )

Finally, the Greig estimate for the lower value of i must be reviewed.

He estimated5 that;¡ given that employment 'tvauia be mainly in!...

3.
4.

tV:ere 81 is a weighting device to estimate income per job.
Since the boosting effect of this relationship i8 not included in
the Brown multiplier value.

See his article in the S.J.P .E., February 1971 (p 12 of draft).5.
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mainly ii: the services ector and, by implication, female

predominant, that an increase in L. V .A. of about £830

(1969 value) would create a job in the upper case, where

capacity was already fully extended; in the 10vJer case, if

sori,e under-'capaci ty existed in the services sector, the

relationship bet'¡een turnover and emplo;yment would change.

Given that, over a large part of his region, there might be

some slack of this type, he selected, for the lo"ier employment

case a value for 1 of £1,200 per annuni. In the Study Area

relating to the University there is no evidence of any

significant underutilisation of services capacity; however,

since a lower case estimate is being sought a value for i

of £1,000 per annum for 1969, will oe taken.

The values for the various items in the employment multiplier

are given in table (a). This table also shO¡'8 how the

estimate of about 190 local resident construction workers

on the University site by 1976 has been made.6 Using

these figures and the :modified lovrer case Greig multiplier,

it can be estimated that indirect employment generated by

the University by 1976 will be 860 persons in the lower case.

Pt very rought check on this figure can be made by taking a

similar type of approach to that used by 13rovn 7 in his rough

estimates of indirect ~iployment from the R.E.P. Firstly,

the additional income generated over and above the initial
*

injection's L.V.A. component (i.e. Ji (1 - m ) + J2 = £2.ö9M)

must be /...

-------_.,..._------_._---_.
6. indirect errploJ'"ent will be generated by local expenditure

therefore the figure for total construction workers
must be adjusted to exclude non residents.

7. N. LE.R., "'l'he Regional Em.ployment Premium", February 1967,
p.30.



must be calculated; in the lower case, this runounts to about

£860,000. Secondly, if this additional income is assll~ed to

have the same distribution between factors, as for the

U.K. 8, then a1Jout 70% of it, or £607,000 will be income

from employment. 'lhirdly, if it is assumed that the pattern

of employraent is the same as the pattern of expenditure as

given by the Family Expenditure Survey (see Statistical

Appendix 7.5 for fuller discussion) and that the average

incomes for the S.I.C. orders is the same as estimated for

1966 inflated to 1969 (see Statistical Appendix 3.2 table

(a)) then the average income for additional employment ..rill

be about £770. This average income figure taken with the

£607,000 additional employment income provides an estimate

of about 800 additional jobs in indirect employment for the

lo.rer case.

The Upper case

'lhe upper case income estimate made earlier was based on the

Greig value for k so that, in the context of amployment,r
the full Greig formulation, with its additional boost from

public sector er;;ployment, \Till be used. Here again, however,

some modifications are made. Firstly, Greig estimat.es public

sector employment as a ratio (e) of direct employment and

additional employment in the private sector. Direct emplo:,rment,

as defined for the University model, includes University

staff, construction ivorkers and students. This direct

employment differs!...

8. National Income and Expenditure, table i, 1964-9.
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employment differs in nature from the Ed figure used by Greie;~

inasmuch as a significant part of its numbers, i.e. the

students, have a much lover level of expenditure and a much

smaller household size background than the typical direct

employee. While students do use the public service facilities

of' hospitals, roads, police, schools etc., and y¡hile the

indirect employment generated b;y- students' expenditure will

have full normal usage of public services, the students

themselves will only place a demand on these services for

(per person) a reduced household level and then, for only

about half of the year. 9

If a rough, income-equivalent approach is taken to weight

for these lower expenài ture and household demands, and it

is aSSUIied that four students are the equivalent of one

normal direct empioyeelO as regards demand on public services,

tiien the modified direct employment figure becomes, for

19'75/6: _.

University staff
Construction workers
Students: direct

employee egui valent

1,276
192

850

2,318

Secondly, the Greig formulation for I1V = Ed"ldv is used. The

modified multiplier for the upper case ¡vill then reaà:-

LlE. := E'de +i
E w v
à d--

L
(1 ' Edv'¡d' (k. + 8J + aL (1

- l)(k, - 1)
o

- (1) +--¡çe~ (3H)

S:he upper case values for this multiplier are given in table

(b); the value for L ¡vas ta1;:en as £850 in 1969. From these

values, it/...

9. two 14/5 week semesters; only p/grd. attend for most of year.
~v. average income per student £400; average income per direct

employee about £1,600.
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values, it can be estimated that, in the upper case~ there

will be an additional 1,650 jobs in indirect employment

d . . . . 1 76' 11generate by the University in 9'.

Again the rough check used in the lower case can be applied

here. In the upper case the additional income amounts to

£l.nm,., about £1.24:m. of ¡,¡hich is income from employment,.

Given an average income of about £'770 per annum, this

provides a checking estimate of over 1600 additional jobs

in indirect employment in the upper case.

To sumarise then, it has been estimated that the effect

of the University by 1976 will be to generate between

860, say 850, in the lower case, and 1650 in the upper

case, jobs in indirect employment in the Study Area, by

the end of its Phase 2 grolJth.

11. If 3 students are assumed to be a direct employee
equivalent, then Eel i becomes 2601 and an additional

50 jobs are added ~o total indirect employment; if,
on the other húnd, 5 students are the direct employee
equivalent, then Ed i, becomes 2148 and indirect
employment falls by about 20 jobs.
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Table (a)

Valu~f0E.l-2~e£.sase Greig multiplier

Numbers-- Ins:ome (£':000)

1,803
234

757

University staff
Construction staff'*

1276

192

3400Students

Ed =

i;.Jd =

s =

t =

m -

k =a

t =b
L =

1d 4868 2,794 (Ed'iVd)

(direct emploJ~ent) 4868

(vTages of Ed) £574 p.a.

(average prop. to save) .06
(average prop. to tax) .18

(average prop. to import) .71
(first round k ) 1.35r
(second and other round k ) 1. 25r
(income needed to create
an additional job)

£1000

* Construction expenditure £1.3m.
direct labour 30% (Statistical Appendix 6.2)
60% of this local (Statistical Appendix 6.2)
average earnings 1969 (D.E.P.G., 1970, table 122)

. £234 000
Construction i;'Torkers (local) = , ~r,,, = 192 persons

= £390,000
= £234,000
= £1,220

'rable (b)

V~lues for uF~r case Greig multiplier

El
d

e

6.v

(modified direct employees) 2318

0.156
£614,000

(ratio of public service to other employees)

(Edwdv)

L (income needed to create additional job)
Edwd (income of direct employees)

ka

l"b

61

w
p

£850

£2.79£1

(1st round multiplier) 1.4

(2nd and subsequent round multiplier) 1.35

(ratio of public service : total employment) 0.156

(average wage in public service) £970
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ß.tatist~cal Appendix 1~2

Estimated industrial structure of University generated employment- -.__..- . ------_._---..-. .
This Statistical Appendix attempts to examine in more detail the

industrial structure of the additional employment given to the area

from the University itself' and the indirect employment it will

generate.

The method chosen has been to aSSUL1e that the employment pattern

will follow the expenditure pattern of the additional University

income. In turn. it is assumed that the expenditure pattern for

this income in the Study Area táll be similar to that estimated for

Scotland as a whole over the period 1967-9 as given in the Ðamily

Expenditure surveyl. Both of these assumptions are rather sweeping.

The similarity of indirect employment and expenditure patterns will

only occur if further assuinptions are made that capacity in all

expenditure sections is already fully utilised and that the

relationship between employment; productivity and expenditure is

the same for all sections, i. e. £x of expenditure in any section will
'.'

give rise to the employment of one additional person. Secondly';

there is no reason wby the expenditure pattern of the Study Area -

at least as regards the expenditure of University income - should

reflect the broad, average pattern for Scotland2. Here it can only

be argued that expenditure figures for the Study Area are not available

and that Scotland is the nearest cómparable economic base3.

Further? it/...

1. see table 17, F.E.S.. Regional section.
2. or, equally obviously, why the 1976 pattern should be the

smae as for 1969, here again it can only be argued that
1969 figures must be used in default.

3. apart from academic staff:; most administration etc. staff
and students will be Scottish.
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Further, it is reasonable to use an average rather than a marginal

expenditure pattern, on the Greig argument that the strong

immigrant element in local expenditure of this income will tend to

swamp the marginal pattern of local residents.

The s~~ary pattern of Scottish weekly household expenditure is

given in table (a). No detailed breakdown is available for these

Scottish figures, so that a further assumption must be made that the

Scottish pattern for detail within the broad expenditure groups is

the same as that for the U.K. 4. This makes possible a more detailed,

if still rough, examination of expenditure categories, partly to make

allowance for local industry supplies of goods and partly to allow a

translation of the expenditure categories into S.I.C. Orders on the

basis of M.L.H. definitions.

Table (b), colum l, gives the results of the analysis of the

expendi ture categories. As could have been anticipated, the bulk

of expenditure items in all categories merely fall within the M.L.H.

definitions of Order XX, Distributive Trades; however, the exercise

does allow the indentification of expenditure on important items such

as car sales, part sales and services, i. e. Order XXIII, with minor

other items such as Transport, Public utilities and Food etc.

Finally, a/...

4. Table l, F.E.S.
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Finally, a fairly high estimate for Construction (Order )~vii) has

been given on the grounds that the bulk of the h~'ising for University

immigrants is anticipated to be private and, where local authority

housing is provided, this will tend to be in addition to local

requirements; thus, both sections will tend to represent new

construction rather than maintenance activity. Finally, in colum 2,

it is assumed that the Greig figure for public service emplo~nent of

about 16% will apply to the indirect employment generated; the F.E.S.

figures are then adjusted to allow for this.

Using the pattern of indirect employment, as given in table (b), the

lower and upper case estimates of indirect employment are allocated

into the various S.L,C. Orders. Finally, table (c) gives the

breakdo,vn of total employment, i. e. both di~ect and indirect.

The University adds 1280 persons to S.L.C. Order XXII, Professional

and Scientific services (the D.E.P. allocate this in its entirety

to M.L,H. 872), with an additional boost from direct employment of

320 construction workers employed on the site.
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Statistj.cal Appendix-.

Effect of University'",_o1'in.9..me_ancl_~liployment by 1:981

The effect on income

By the end of Phase 3 groính in 1981, the constructional

worl: on the University premises and on induced investment

,¡ill have teen completed" thus J 1 can be eliminated from

the income model, .¡hic h will then read: ,-

Jjy :: 1\.J 2

'l'his leaves only the computation of J 2'

Taking the ja component of J2 first, the IJl'ojection must

lose accuracy as it moves further into the future" therefore

only a broad indication of income and employment effect

is being sought for 1981. 'l'hus, to estimate staff incomes,

the Development Plan figures for 1981 will be taken without

adjustment for any current or expected future diverßencies.

These are shown in table (a) column 1. Next. the estimated

average income figures for 1969/70 are shown in COIWim 2.

F'rom these, it can be estimated that total direct staff

incomes by 1981 at constant 1969/70 prices will arinunt to

about £4.03 millions per annum (j ).a

In calculating the value for students' income (jb)' again

the Development Plan figues are taken for 1981" i. e. that

there will be 5,950 undergraduate und 1,000 postgraduate

students by this year. Next it is assumed that they

will follow the same breakdown by type of residence as

for 1976, tbe resultant figures are shOím in colwnl1 1

of table (b). Next the 1969170 net student income figures are

taken, having/...
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ta.ken, having been aè.justed for deductions for r,mt, or spencHng

outside the Study Area. The average net income per student for

the various grades is given in colum 2. This allows students'

income for 1981 (jb) to be est imated at about £2.06 millions.

Next, an estimate must be made of da and ~, the deductions

made in respect of expenditure on University services to avoid

double counting of income. For d , 1,871 persons in direct
a

staff will spend £0.135 millions, at constant 1969/70 prices;

in addition 814 persons will spend £0.020 millions per annum,

giving a total for d after adjustment for LVA in 1981 ofa
£0.150 millions. For ~ 6950 students, spending, at 1969/70

prices, £95 each, or in total £0.660M, provide, after the LVA

adjustment a ~ figue of £0.640 for 1981. Given that

J2 = (ja + jb) - (da + ~), the multiplicand component of income

of direct staff and students becomed £5.19 millions.

Using the same values for kr lower and upper, it can be estimated

that, in the lower case, the University will be adding about

£6.44 millions per annum at constant 1969/70 prices to local income;

in the upper case, the estimate is £7.99 millions. By the end of

Phase 3 growth, from a direct employment and student income generation

figure of £5.l9M the University will generate through induced

investment and the multiplier an additional £1.25 millions per

annum in the lower case and £2.80 millions per annum in the upper

case (at 1969/70 prices).

The effect/...
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The effect on employment

Using the Greig employment multiplier and the values for the

various coefficients as given in Statistical Appendix 7.4, and

taking EdWd from the statistics used in providing the income

estimates for 1981, the lower case estimate for indirect

employment generated by the University for that year is for 1,600 jobs.

In the upper case, using the four student direct employee

equivalent the estimated figure is 3~100 jobs. This range of

between 1,600 and 3,100 jobs in indirect emploJ~ent with, in both

cases, 2 ~685 jobs in direct employment by 1981. The Study Area,

it is estimated, will gain between 4,300 and 5,800 jobs as a result

of the University.

Taking the S.I.C. order breakdovm of employment (E.) used fori
1976, and applying this to the estimates for 1981 provides

figures 'trhich can be amalgamated vlÍth the detailed 1981 employment

projections of Chapter 4 to provide a broad breakdown of the

total Study Area labour force into Primary, Manufacturing and

Services sectors, as given in the Chapter itself. Any more

detailed breakdown than this would be without value.
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Table (a)

Estimated total income of direct staff (1981)

Academic
Departmental
Administrat ion
Library
Others

Table (b)

Estimated
staff numbers

1980/81

992
630
204

!¡5

814

2685=

Estimated total income of students (1981)

Undergraduates
University residences
Private lodgings
Home

..rithin S.A.

outside S.A.

Postgraduates
University residences
Private lodgings
Home

within S.A.
outside S.A.

No. of
stude.rrs

3986
774

595
595

Estimated
average

wage/salary 1969/70

£2328
1182
1372
1435

771

Net income
per student

£266
364

294
221

Estimated
Total

income (£M)

£L.060M
0.282

0.175
0.131

670 360 0.241
130 550 0.072

100 550 0.055
100 413 0.041--

6950 £2.057M

228

Estimated
total

income (£M)

£2.309M
0.745
0.280
0.065
0.628

£4.027M
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statistical Appendix 8.1

~stimation of age stlucture and sex of students

For reasons discussed in the chapter, the following estimates

are based on average Scottish University pattern~ rather

than any pattern from basic students' data at Stirling.

Before this pattern can be applied to the figures for Stirling2

the latter must be adjusted to exclude any students who were

previously resident in the Study Area; the impact of the

University on population has to be measured in terms of

additional immigrant population. 
3 Taking the l)reviously

estimated local resident component 4 of 5% for all students

from the projected student figures gives adjusted totals for

undergraduates of 2,898 in 1976 and 5,652 in 1981; for

postgraduates, the figures become 334 in 1976 anû 951 in

1981. In table (a), the average Scottish pattern was applied

to the immigrant students for Stirling to provide estimated

age and sex structures for 1976 and 1981. It was then assumed

that students aged 1130 and over!l were spread over the age

range 30 - 44 in the proportions of ¿ for 30 - 4, 1/3 for

34 - 9 and 1/6 for 40 - 11-; for undergraduates, it ,,Jas assumed

that students aged "under 21' are students aged 20.

Having estimated the number of immigrant students and their

age and sex structure for 1976, the next step was to estimate

from this the number of dependents brought by them into the area.

Student dependents will obviously be wives, husbands and children.

Hecords at/...

1. see Statistics of Education, Vol. 6, for each year.
2. Development Plan Report, 1968, Appendix C.
3. students co~nuting from outside the area have also been excluded.
4. Stat. Appendix 7.3, table (a)
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Records at the University5 and S.E.D. grant figures indicate

that about 10% of undergraduate and 50% of postgraduate

students will be married. No official statistics are available

to give marriage by age or sex and age of dependents; the

estimates which follow were made from assumptions based on

current records of' admissions and grants. In table (b)

the marriage proportions in the various age groups, are broken

down and applied to the iIT~igrant undergraduate and postgraduate

figures for 1976.

Many of the married students will both attend the Uni versi ty,

so that to estimate the nurnber of depenclents, allmiance must

be made for this. It was assumed that students and their

vTÍves/husbands Here both of the same age group. 6 Secondl~r J

it ¡-ras assumed that all female students in the 15 - 9 age

group were married to male students at Stirling, as against

80% of female students in age group 20 - 4, 30% in 25 - 9 and

10% in 30 - 4; the remaining female students were all married

to husbands who were not students at the University. This

allows, in table (c), an estimate to be made of the number of

marriages in the student populations for 1976. Next, it was

assll~ed that the remaining married female students of table (c)

had dependents, both husbands and children, who ,,(ere either

already resident in the Study Area or ¡.ho currently live

outside the Study Area.7

'lhe figures of married male students already excluded students

previously resident/. ..

5. Admissions and Welfare data from the University.
6. mean age calculations for Scotland indicate an 18 month gap

between married person, see Annual Report of the Registrar
General, 1969, table q.L.5.

7 . If husbands have rnoved into the area to ~iployment as direct
or indirect staff, then they and the f~~Lily ¥Till be counted
elsewhere in the Chapter.
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previously resident in the area, but not those resident outside

the area and commuting to the University. It ,vas estimated

earlier that 10% of the students would fall into this category8

in 1976; thus the figures for immigrant male students ,.¡ere

adjusted as shOvTn in the final column of table (c). Having

con~leted these adjustments, it can then be estimated that

the number of adult dependents to be added to the immigrant

students figures ¡vill be 326 wives, these having the sariie age

structure as their husbands. 9

Having estimated the number of ilYirtligrant ,.,ves/marriages,

the final steps w'ere to estimate the numbers of dependent

children and the age structure of these. Again there is a

complete absence of official statistics on family size, age

and sex for students. ~'he approach taken was to use the

Sample Census information on household composition by

socio-economic group to alloy! an estimate to be made of the

nu.mber of child dependents; obviously, the normal family size

figures given by the Registrar General would not be particularly

relevant here, since student families will tend to have rather

different characteristics to the population as a whole. In

table (d), the 326 student households were assumed to have

similar characteristics to the sample census data for all

Scottish students, and from this it ,-Tas estimated that there

would be a child dependent population of 313 by 1976.

To estimate the age structure of child depencents, it ,~dS

assumed that the age of children relative to male parentslO

v!ould be the same for students as for the Scottish population

as a/...

8. see Statistical Appendix 7.2, in particular table (c) and conwients.

9. this is, of course, based on the assumption that the married
immigrant students will have brought their wives and families
into the Study Area with them.

10. see the Sample Census for Scotland, 1966, Household Composition
tablest table 23, p.SO; the proportions used here have been
derived from the appropriate age group sections of this table.
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as a l-¡hole, in the absence of socio-economic data on this set

of statistics. The resulting age structure proportions are

shown in table (e). Finally, to breakdown by sex, it was

assumed that the child dependents Fill have similar characteristics

to the Scottish pattern and each age group is giving the same

male/female balance as for Scotland as a whole.11

The final aggregation of students and dependent figures, to show

that the additional population to the Study Area by 1976 from

this source has been estimated to amount to 3,871 persons,

with age and sex structure as given in table (f) of this

Statistical Appendix.

11. Annual Report of the Registrar General for Scotland, No. 115,
Part 11, table N .2.1., p.28.
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Table (a)

Undergracluate students : breA.kdown by age/sex

lten Women-_.-
.'" Numbers "i Numbers12 .e

).976 1981 1976 1981

Under 18 12.0 348 678 8.6 249 486
19 13. '7 39" 774 8.2 238 464

20 13.3 385 752 7.2 209 407

2l 10.8 313 611 4.2 122 237

22 6.5 188 367 1.8 52 102
23 3.7 107 209 0.8 23 45

24 2.0 58 113 0.3 9 1"

25-29 3.4 99 192 0.5 14 28

30 and over 2.3 67 130 0.7 20 40- -
1962 3826 936 1826- - _.

Poste;radua~e st~Cler!1 bre.§kds!JE_E.J,~~x/aße.

fJen liromen

2f_ Numbers (If Numbers!2

1976 1981 1976 1-28l
Under 21 0.3 1 3 0.6 2 6

21 - 24 35.6 119 338 14.9 50 142

25 - 29 24.9 83 237 4.0 13 38

30 and over 16.7 56 159 2.9 10 28- -
259 737 75 214
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Table (bt

Estim~ted nuniler of married students for 1976

Under gradua te s.

Estimated
Age iiroportion Hen Homen

rr,;:.rried

15-9 2(1 15 10i'ì

20-4 8 84 33

25-9 60 59 8

30-4 90 31 9

35-9 100 22 7

40-4 100 11 3- -
222 70

23)+

'l'otal

25

117

67

40

29

14

292

Postßraduates

Estimated
llff. proportion Men Í'!omen Total

married
--

-

20-4 25% 30 13 43

25-9 70 58 0 67.-

30-4 90 25 5 30

35-9 ioo 19 3 22

40-4 ioo 9 1 10-
141 31 172
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Table (c)

Estimated numb~r of marr~nges for 1976

lJndergraduates

~ ~..ren

15-9 15

20-4 84

25-9 59

30--1t 31

35-9 22

40..4 11-
222

vJornen
Estimated No.
of .fives of

male students
Total

7

6

8

7

3

15

91

65

39

29

14 10

13

76

53

28

20

31 253 200

lostgraduates

Estimated No.

l'~ Men Women Total of ,iives of-'. ~-,
male students

20-4 30 3 33 27

28-9 58 6 64 52

30-4 25 4 29 22

35-9 19 3 22 17

40-4 9 1 10 8-
141 17 158 126
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Table (d.)

Estimated number of children in students' households 1916

N~~ber of children
;; of + No. of if Total

household.s households children-
VJith no child 45J(, 147 0

lvi th one child 24 78 78

With two children 24 78 156

with three children 4 13 39

wi th four children 3 la 40- --
lOO 326 313

Source: + Sample Census 1966. Household Con~position
table 9, p.36.

,;(. table (c), Statistical Appendix 8.1

'f'able (e)

Estimated age and sex structure of students' children

Proportion of+
Estimated No.

Age total child
of children

Hale* Female*
dependents

0-4 41.6% 130 67 63

5'~9 39.7 124 63 61

10-5 17.6 55 28 27

15-19 1.1 4 2 2- -
iOO~O 313 160 153

Souree + derived from data on table 23, p.80 of Sample
Census 1966. Household Composition.

* Annual Report of Registrar General for September
1969, Part II table N.2.1.

236
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Statistical A~ndix 8.1

Est~mated total of studept~~nd dependents 1976

Age Male Female J-'otal

0-"4 67 63 130

5-9 63 61 124

10-4 28 27 55

15-9 747 502 ,121f9

20-,4 1171 570 1741

25-9 182 132 314

30..4 62 66 128

35-9 41 47 88

40-4 20 22 42- - -
2381 1490 3871



Statistical Annendix 8.2--..-._-~...
EstimatiEE.of nEE~~ers_apd aß!!/ sf7x structure_~C2f acade~i.£__stat'f
and depend.snts

The nwubers of academic staff employed by the University were

taken from the Development Plan, as adjustedl in the light of

current experience as 453 persons for 1976 and 902 for 1981. A

breakdown by age structure does exist2 but this indicates that

the usual problems of recruitment for a ne,,! institution have

resulted in an age structure vn1ich is badly distorted towards

the younger age groups. 3 On the grounds that the present staff

vill age tovards a more average type of pattern and that

recruitment for the more senior posts to be advertised in the

future, will also tend to help this, it has been assumed that

for 1976 and 1981, the age structure of the University í s

academic staff Hill be the same as the average pattern for

Scotland as a ¡-Thole; this asswnption is obviously .riore

defensible for the latter year than for the former one.

Table (a) to this Appendix applies the average proportions in

each age group for Scottish universities (1y66 69) to the

1976 academic staff estimates for Stirling. No statistics

are availnble for Stirling or Scottish universities 011

the male/female breakdown by age group or by total. This time

it has been assumed that the sex proportions of Stirling

academic staff will be the same as for all academic staff for

the U.K.; 4 these averaged out over 1966-69 at Ö9?; male and llï£

female, but!..

_..._-----_.__._---~..---_..--------_..,~~_.
1. Statistical Appendix 7.1, table (a)
2. Court papers for session 1970--71.
3. In sæne departments 75~ of staff are under 30 years of age.
1¡. Statistics of Education - see table (a) for source details.
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female, but this has been rounded to 90~s and LO~; respectivel;¡r.

In table (a) these proportions have been applied to all age

groups for btirling. Analysis of current records5 indicates1 6 .. t. t .that a 1 staff are immigrant . 0 he area~ so that no correction

is needed for the figures of table (a) v/hen estimating the

addition to population in the Study J\rea by academic staff.

'1'0 calculate dependents, a similar type of assumption 'Was

applied to female staff as, previously, to female students.

It was assumed that female academic staff "Tere either married

to male academic or other staff or were single and without

dependents; figures of 30;: married to staff members and 707~

single ìVere taken.7 l"arried female staff ,áll be registered

as dependents else"There and, 'I;.ere deducted from the femal~

staff figures. 'lo estiraate the number of adult dependeiits,

given the assumptions made above, nm! involves only the

calculation of the mmiber of male staff married. If this

follo,i.'s the pattern by age of Scotland as a ,.rhole, then

allowing for these average rates of divorce and widoìVhood,

the proportions 8 of each age group of male staff who are

married, are given in table (b). From these it can be

calculated that, for 1976, the male academic staff ,viII have

9
331 \áves; there ,viii be no other adult dependents, given

the assll~ptions made above for female staff. 10

The smne method was used to estimate the nimiler and age/sex

structure of / . . .

5. See Statistical Appendix 7.3, table (a)
6. Rather less than li~ are non'-immigrant and housing developments

locally should allm-! this pattern to continue vlÍ tli larger numbers.

7 . Based on current staff.
8. Annual Report of Registrar General for Scotland, 1969, table

n . 2.2, p. 29.
9. Again it is assumed that these wili belong to the same age

age groups as their husbands.
10. ~l'his will cause some minor undercounting by not allowing for

parents etc who are dependents.



structure of children of academic staff as for child dependents

of students. Given that unr.iarried female staff will have no

child dependents and that married female staff ,vill be included

in married households for academic or otl1er staff, there are

331 households which mayor may not have children. From this,

it 'fas estimated in table (c) that there will be 621 child

dependents. In table (d), on the assumption that these child

dependents would have the same age structure as for Scotland

8,S a "Thole, relative to the age of ¡Hale parents, the numberll

of children in the various age groups was estimated. Finally,

the Scottish proportionsll for male: female over the various

age groups were applied to allocate the estimated nurnbers by

sex.

l'he final step was to aggregate the figures for staff, staff

wives, and child dependents, to produce the estimated addition

to the local population from academic staff and dependents of

1 l 391 persons, as shown in table (e).

11. See table (d) for statistical sources.
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§t.etis..jsal..ppendix 8.2

Table (a)

t;stimated age and sex str~cture _C?!..~ill..1iE1~~.9.emic and research
staff, 1976

Scottish* Academic+
Estimated sex structuret

Single
Age proportions staff

:'Tale Female female
(1966-69) estimates staff

------.,
20 - 24 3.5 16 14 2 1

25 .- 29 21.8 99 89 10 7

30 ~ 34 19.8 90 81 9 6

35 - 39 15.4 70 63 7 5

!lo - 44 14.1 64 58 6 4

45 - 49 9.4 42 38 4 3

50 - 54 6.6 30 2'( 3 2

55 and over 9.4 42 38 4 3------~
100.0 453 408 45 31._----_._~..

Sources : * Statistics of Education, Vol. 6, 1966-67 table 60
1968-69 table 39

+ Developnent Plan Report, 1968, adjusted: Statistical
Appendix 7.1, table (a)

t Statistics of Education, Vol. 6, 1966-~7 table 6~
1968-09 table 38

'lIable (b)

Estimated age.. and sex of adult. dependents of academic staff

Age male
staff

Propc' t~on
Narried*

Estimated
number of

wives

Jlo. of

20 . 24 14 36% 5

25 - 29 89 74 66

30 - 34 81 83 67

35 - 39 63 87 55

40 - 44 58 86 50

45 - 49 38 86 33

50 .. 54 27 86 23

55 and over 38 83 32
.~._------------ ._-_..._---

403 331
.. --, --

Sources : * Annual Report of Registrar General for Scotland,
1969, table N.2.2., p.29.
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Tabl.£i£

Estimated nmuber ~~ child dependents of academic staff (1976)

HOUSEHOLDS------
Child dependents Proportion Number of

of total households
,~---

lVith no child 40;10 132

lJith one child 2l 70
~'Ìth two children 25 83

Wi th three children 10 33

vJith four children 3 10

With five children 1 3
--.~--._-
100 331

Number of
children

70

166

330

40

15

621

Source : Sarnple Census 1966, Household composition, table 9,

p.33

'rlable (d)

Estimated age and sex structure of child dependents of academic
staff (1976)

Age
Proportion*
of total
children

Female+
Estimated
Number of
Children

Hale+

0 4 34~;; 211 108 103

5 - 9 37 230 118 112

10 .. 14 24 149 76 73
15 -, 19 4 25 13 12
20 - 24 1 6 3 3

..._---
621 318 303

Sources : * Derived from S~~ple Census 1966, Household
composition, table 23, p.80

+ Annual Report of Registrar General, 1969,
Part 11, table N.2.1.
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Stat:l?tical..~¡ipendix 8.2

'l'able (e)

Estimated total nuiubers of a-.ademie staff and dependents, by:
~ge and sex, for 197£

Age ¡¡¡ale Female Total._-----,--~.._-
o - 4 108 103 211

5 - 9 118 112 230

10 -- 14 76 73 149
15 - 19 13 12 25

20 - 24 17 9 26

25 - 29 89 73 162

30 - 34 81 73 154

35 - 39 63 60 123

40 - 44 58 51¡ 112
45 - 49 38 36 74

50 _. 54 27 25 52

55 and over 38 35 73
~._-_._.~

726 665 1,391------_.---_._..-

2)l3
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Estimation of population attributable to other staff and
dependents (1976)

'lhe number of departmental (technical, clerical and secretarial

staff for academic services), amainistration and library staff

has been estimatedl as totalling 345 by 1976. In the absence

of any- national average structure for these grades of staff,

the current breakdown by age and sex at ßtirling for 1970--11

was taken2 and this "aged" to 1976, on the basis of the

assumptions that recruitment over the period would follow the

current pattern and that resignations would affect mainly the

younger female grades. As can be seen from table (a), only

19% of employment in these grades is male, and 81% is female.

The next step was to estimate the breakdown of this group of

staff into persons vnio were p~eviously resident in the Study

Area and persons who would be immigrants to the area.

In table (b) the number of immigrants were estimated by

staff grade; the broader groups of Departmental and ¡'Others"

,.ere weighted by their composition and the immigrant proportions

of their sub-groups to give the estimated local components

of 47% and 88;:; respectively. 'lhis table indicates that of

the original 345 departmental, administration and library

staff of table (a), only 225 are relevant to the calculation

as irr~igrant population. Obviously, staff already resident

in the Study Area will tend to be biased heavily towards the

junior grades , with most of the senior staff being immigrants.

No figures/...

1. Statistical Appendix 7.3
2. Accounts department records.
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No figures are available at the University to give local/migrant

breakdown by age; the only guidance is that it has been estimated

by the Adm.inistration that only 5% of senior appointments have

been filled by local residents. It is suggested therefore

that, vn1ile senior posts are not associated directly with

age, for the purposes of the estimates, all males aged 30 and

over and all females aged 35 and over should have a local

component of only 5% of their numbers. Of the remaining males,

it has been assumed that 20% of the group 20 - 24 and 10% of

the group 25 - 29 were previously local residents. Of the

remaining female staff it has been assumed that the local

proportions are 100% of staff aged 15 - 19, 60% of those

aged 20 - 24, 40% of those aged 25 - 29, and 20% of those

--I

aged 30 _. 34.-' Table (c) gives the adjusted breakdown

by age of male and female immigrants in the categories of

staff.

'1'0 estimate figures for adult and child dependents it is again

assumed that, as for academic staff, the proportion of males

married in each age group will be similar to the pattern of

professional workers for Scotland as a whole 4 and that wives

will belong to the smne age group a~ their husbands; results

are given in table (d). For the female immigrant staff of

163 persons, it can no longer be assumed that all will be

single. Some will obviously be married to non-University

husbands who have moved into the area for other reasons. Fe.i,

if any, will have moved their husbands and children into the

area to/...

3. While the proportions are quite arbitrary, they appear to be
"not unreasonable" to the administration.

4. Annual Report of Registrar General, 1969, table N.2.2., 1'.29.
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have been

area to take employment at the University. Some, however, may

widowed or divorced and have child dependents; 5

can be made for these 4 and it has been estimatedallouance

that this will account for only a further six households

Fith child dependentst given the estimated age structure of

female staff.

Child depende.its are estimated as in previous Statistical

APpendices6 and come to a total úf 66. In table (e) these

are allocated by age and sex.

Having estimated the numbers of administrative, departmental

and library staff and their dependents, the remaining direct

iimnigrant population stems from University work staff t

maintenance staff, groundsmen, porters etc., cleaners and

catering staff. Some of these grades 7 are entirely local

resident, and in no case is there any great dependence on

immigrants to the area. From current recruitment records

it has been estimated that about 42 persons, all male, 1n

the maintenance, porters, VTork staff groups, 'tTill be

immiGrants to the area and about 15 persons, all female,

from catering staff. If current aGe patterns apply to these

57 imrnigrant s, they will have the age and sex structure shown

in table (f). Using similar assumptions as before, it has teen

estimated that there "Till be 34 married male workers. Using

L r. 1 8 . .Samp e Census: igures for manua ,.¡rkers, ),t has been estirnated

that there will be 31 child dependents, allocated by sex in

the normal/...

It. Annual Report of Registrar General, 1969, table N.22., p.29.

5. In the absence of a questionnaire there is no satisfactory
way of estimating older dependents, e.g. parents.

6. In particular see Statistical Appendix 8.2, tables (c) and (d).
7. Statistical Appendix 7.3
8. Household composition tables, table 11, p.43.



the normal manner. '¡1he total of !lother staff" and their

dependents are given in the final column of table (f).

This allows, in table (g) the final aggregate of non-academic

staff and dependents to be estimated. 
9

9. 'l'ables (c), (a), (e) and (r). 'l'he age group "50 and overd
for Administrative, Library and Departmental has been
split on current proportions.
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Sta t i sti.£ al Appendix 8. 3

Table (a)

Estimated age and sex str~cttge of Administrative, Departmental
and Library grades (1976)

Male Female

Age Percentage
Number Percentage

Number Total
of total of total Numbers

_.

15 - 19 0.0 - 13.0 45 45
20 - 24 1.3 4 25.2 87 91
25 - 29 2.5 9 8.2 28 37
30 - 34 1.3 4 5.7 20 24

35 - 39 1.9 7 8.2 28 35
40 - 1.~4 3.8 13 12.6 43 56
45 - 49 1.9 7 3.1 11 18

50 and over 6.3 22 5.0 17 39

19.0 66 81.0 279 345

'l'able (b)

Estimates of, immigrant persons in 'other staff"

Estimated Estimated
Staff number as j; local

at 1976* resident+
------------

Departmental 178 47

Administrative 114 65

Library 53 35

Others 478 88

Immigrant
staff

94

40

34

57

823 225

Sources : * Statistical Appendix 7.1, table (a)

+ Statistical Appendix 7.3, table (a), adjusted
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'l'able (c)

Estimated a~e~nd se~ structure of Administrative, Library and
Departmental staff immigrants, 197~

Age iiíale Female 'lotal
----------
20 - 24 3 35 38

25 - 29 8 17 25

30 - 34 4 16 20

35 - 39 7 27 34

40 - 44 12 41 53

45 - 49 7 11 18

50 and over ?)1 16 37c-_

62 163 225

'rable (d)

Estimated number a.D£.!.8~Lvives

Age ;'!Iales Proportion
married

.._--_...-,...

20 - 24 3 36;;

25 - 29 8 74

30 - 34 4 83

35 - 39 7 P7

40 - 44 12 86

45 - 49 7 86

50 and over 21 86

Number of'
l¡TiVeS

1

6

3

6

10

6

18

62 50

2J.19
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statistical Appendix_a.3

Table (e)

Lstimated~~nd sex structure of child dependents of Departmental,
A.dministrative and Library staff

Ace
Proportion
of' total

Estimated
number of
children

I,¡Iale F'ema1e

o c_ 4

5 - 9

la - 14

15 - 19

20 ., 2~

34% 22 11

12

8

2

1

11

12

8

1

37

24

4

1

24

16

3

1

66 34 32_._--_._--....

Table (f)

"oth,..r_e.taff" _.?E.rl dependent~s (1976)

Staff ' Adult Child
'l'otalAge dependents dependents -

Hale Female ("rives) Hale Female Male Female-------_.~
o - 4 6 5 6 5

5 - 9 6 6 6 6

la - 14 3 3 3 3

15 - 19 1 1 1 1
20 - 24

25 - 29 6 3 4 6 7
30 - 34 4 3 3 4 6

35 - 39 6 1 5 6 6

40 - 44 8 4 7 8 11
45 - 49 5 2 4 5 6

50 - 54 8 1 7 8 8

55 and over i: 1 4 5 5.;

_.-.~-_.~---
42 15 34 16 15 58 64
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St;~istj._~al Appendix 8.3.

Table (g¿

Estimates o~~~~~~demic staff and dependents (1976)

Age Hale Female Total
---~---~-

o - 4 17 16 33

5 -- 9 18 18 36

10 - 14 11 11 22

15 - 19 3 2 5

20 - 24 4 36 40

25 - 29 14 30 44

30 - 34 8 25 33

35 .,. 39 13 39 52

40 - 44 20 62 82

45 - 49 12 23 35

50 - 54 19 27 46

55 and over 15 20 35

154 309 463-----
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Estin~tes of ~~ißTants to secondary emp10~úent and dependents,

119(6)

It has been estj~ated previous1yl that, excluding the workers

employed on the construction of the University campus, secondary

employment of betvTeen 850 in the lO'lTer and 1,650 in the upper

case will have been generated by the Universit~1' by 1976.2

The effect of this secondary employment on the Study Area will

depend upon the immigrant component of these worll.ers. It is

argued here that this will depend on the type of employment

generated. Additioüal employment in, say, the services sector

for females is likely to be met mainly, if not entirely, by

females already resident in the EJtudy Area; 3 immigration Íß

more probable to male emplo~~ent in secondary jobs created

(or to replace males ,,¡ho have transferred from within th~

Study Area to this work).

'llhe first step is therefore to estimate the male e.:tid fciaale

proportions of the additional jobs generated by 1976. In

table (a), earlier figures for the breakdmm of employment

by expenditure pattern4 were used to allocate the secondary

employment by S.Le. Order; using U.K. average male/female

proportions for these Orders, it w¿. 3 çstimated that about

55% of the secondary employment in both lovrer and upper cases

would be for males and 45% for females. Taking the previous

assumption that all female employment ¡.rould be recruited from

residents, or/...

1. Statistical Appendix 'T.4.
2. Table 7.6
3. or ,.hose husbands have moved into euiiùoyment at the University

or elsewhere in the Study Area, i.e. these females have
already been counted else'fhere as immigrant dependents.

4. Statistical Appendix 7.5.
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residents, or from families who have migrated into the area for

male employrnent, then it was estimated that only 465 male

workers in the lower case and 900 male "rorkers in the upper case

would be irrmiigrants to the area. 5

Secondly, estinintes of the age structure of male immigrants

¡"ere made to allOi.T further estimates of adult and child dependents.

It ¡vas assumed that the male immigrants to employrûent would

be aged between 20 - 64 G and that their age structure within

this range comformed to the Scottish migration pattern. 7

In table (b) the lover and upper case male immigrants were

allocated by age group and it was estimated from this that

there would be 341 wives in the lower case and 659 wives in the

upper case.8 Using the same approach as in previous Statistical

Appendices, it vas estimated9 that there would be 227 children

in the lower and 443 children in the upper case. In table (c)

these are shown by age group, again using the method taken

. 1 10previous y.

Finally, in table (d) the estimated total immigrant population

of ¡4orkers and dependents associated with the secondELry' growth

from the Uni versi ty, are given for both lower and upper cases.

-------.._.._._-~---,------
5. see footnotes 14 and 20 in the chapter.
6. the 15 - 9 group will contain dependents rather than workers

and these will be counted as immigrant population elsewhere.

7. see Statistical Appendix 4.1 (table c)
8. some of whom will obviously take jobs in the secondary

employment female section.

9. Family size for junior non manual workers, i.e. clerical,
sales etc., Sample Census, 1966, Household Composition,
table 11, p.43.

10. Sample Census, 1966, table 23, p.ßO.
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'l'able (a)

Estima_~s of_!:,ale~f~!:ale pr_0t?0rtions in emplo~'1ent generated (1976)

s. Le. order
Estimated
indirect'"
employment

National
proportion

males+

Ho. of
males

No. of
females

in li'ood 26 57.2Jh 15 11

À'VII Construction 68 93.5 64 4

XVIII Gas, electricity 26 86.1 22 4

xix 'I'ransport 17 83.0 14 3

xx Distributive 450 44.6 201 249

:XXIII !Jisc. services 127 43.5 55 72
xxiv Public Admin. 136 69.0 94 42- - ---

850 55/; 465 385

Sources : * Table 7.6 and 7.7

+ D.E.P. Gazette, June figures 1967-9

Table (b)

Estipiates of adUl t dependents of secondary workers

Lo"rer case Upper case

Age Proportion No. of Ho. of No. of No. of
of total;' males wives+ males wives+-- --

20 -- 4 19 88 32 171 62

25 - 9 21 98 73 189 140

30 - 4 22 102 85 198 164

35 - 9 13 60 52 117 101

40 - 4 11 51 44 99 85

45 -- 9 7 33 28 63 54

50 - 4 4 19 16 36 31

55 - 9 2 9 7 18 15

60 - 4 1 5 4 9 7- - - --
lOO 465 341 900 659

Sources : * Statistical Appendix 4.1

+ Annual Report Registrar General for Scotland 1969
table N.2.2.
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'rab1~

Estimated age and sex structure of child dependenta

Lover cas e Upper case
Age

J\Ia1e Female Hale Fem~le

o - 4 40 37 78 73

5 - 9 43 41 84 80

10 - 4 28 26 54 52

15 - 9 5 5 9 9

20 - 4 1 1 2 2- - - --
117 110 227 216

'lIable (d)

Estimated tot.?1 irmrJÜ,;_rg~J2pu1ation from secondary emplo;:ent
ÈY age and se~ (1976)

L01'Ter case rJpper case
Age

Male Female Total Hale Female Total-,-
() - 4 40 37 T( 78 73 151

5 - 9 43 lü 84 84 80 164

la - 4 2t1 26 54 54 52 106

15 - 9 5 5 10 9 9 18

20 - 4 89 33 122 173 64 237

25 - 9 98 73 171 189 140 329

30 - 4 102 85 187 198 164 362

35 - 9 60 52 112 117 101 218

40 - 4 51 44 95 99 85 184

45 -- 9 33 28 61 63 54 117

50 - 4 19 16 35 36 31 67

55 - 9 9 7 16 18 15 33

60 - 4 5 )l 9 9 7 16
-------~_....~-
582 451 It033 1t127 875 2t002_._-_.._..._.--._--.
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Estimation of population impact by 1981

vllile the students counted at 1976 and their dependents will

have left and been replaced by other students by 1981, the

original immigrant staff for the University and secondary growth

will remain in the Study Area over the periodl. These latter

immigrants will have to be aged for 1981 and adjusted for births

and deaths over the period. The final aggregate figures for

1981 will be gained from adding to the 1976 immigrant population

the new 1981 figures for stu6ents and dependants and the figures

for additional employees immigrating to the area over the period

1976-81 and their dependents.

The 1976 in~igrant population, excluding the students and their

dependents have been processed through the population projection2 ... .
model for the quinquennium, with deaths by age group estimated

from the survival factors and births from the fertility factors used for

the Study Area projections3. The resultant male and female

populations from this cource by 1981 are given in colums (1) and

(5) of table (a) for the lower case and table (b) for the upper case.

From these, it can be seen that the population total of those

earlier immigrants will be between 3,208 and 4,291 by 1981.

The student population and it~ dependents by 1981 has been

estimated as follows. The overall number has been taken from the

Development Flan figures as 5,950 undergraduate and 1,000 postgraduates.

It has/...

1. this assumes no turnover from existing immigrants- where
replacement has occurred, there will obviously be a source
of error from this in the age structure and possibly
dependent numbers.

2. Statistical Appendix 4.4, Projection 2 type model, with zero
migration.

3. see Chapter 4 and Statistical Append.ix 4.1 and 4.2 for these
values and an account of their operation.
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It has then been assumed that a similar proportion of these will

be immigrant to the Study Area as in 1976 and a similar proportion

commutors into the Study Area. Given similar age and sex patterns

as for 1976, with similar proportions married and similar family

size, age and sex structure, 4 it has been estimated that the tota.l

population from this source by 1981 will amount to 7,925 persons.

The breakdown by age and sex appears in colums (2) and (6) of table

(a) and (b).

The third step in the overall calculation is to estima.te the

additional members of staff at the University who will immigrate

to employment over the period 1976--81. The difference between

the estimates for 19765 and 19816 amounts to 539 academic staff

and 878 additional non-academic staff. If th~ same migration

patterns apply within tuese two staff categories as for 1976 and

if similar assumptions are made 7 concerning age and sex distribution

of staff, proportions married, family size age and sex structures

of dependents, then it can be estimated that 522 immigrant academic

staff8 will have 1,133 dependents and that 301 immigrant non-academic

staff will have 193 dependents, overall, for directly employed

immigraDt staff of 823, there will be 1,326 dependents. These figures

are ShOvff by age structure in table (c) for male staff and male

dependents and table (d) for female staff and dependent s, colum 1

in each table.

4. see Statistical Appendix 8.1 for these proportions.
5. see Statistical Appendix 7. l.
6. Development Plan Report, Appendix C.
7. see Statistical Appendix 8.2 and 8.3 for these proportions.
8. the lower academic staff figure shows that in some cases

husband and vTife will work at the University; female
academic staff have therefore been taken out, if in this
category and will appear in the dependent figures.
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Fourthly, an estimate must be made of the new immigrants to

secondary employment generated by the University over the

period 1976-81. The number of indirect jobs has been estimated9

earlier as 1,600 in the '.ower and 3,100 in the upper case, i.e.

an additional 750 to 1,550 over the period. A problem arises as

to whether similar immigrant/resident patterns can be assumed for

1981 as for 1976, mainly on the grounds that growth up to 1976,

or even in non academic employment over the later period, could

11 d 1 . .. 10we ep ete badly any remaining slack in the labour market .. . 11
However, current house construction developments in the area suggest

that population growth from other immigration sources is probable,

so that additional labour reserves should become available to some

extent12. To take some account of this, the immigration components

for secondary growth have been increased a little, from 55% to 65%

of total jobs. Then, assuming the same patterns of r.ge, sex

distribution, marriage and family size etc., it has been estimated

that the additional migrants (of 500 to 1,000) will add about 610

to 1,220 dependents to the population of the Study Area by 1981.

In tables (c) and (d) the total immigrant population from secondary

grovñh employment increase over the period, is added to direct emplo~nent,

for both lower and upper cases, (colums (2) and (4) in each table).

This provides an estimate of new immigrants, excluding students, of

between 3,259 and 4,369 by 1981 (colums (3) and (5) in each table).

These figues are then taken from tables (c) and (d) and placed

in colums (3) and (7) of tables (a) and (b).

This allows an ef'timate to be made that, by 1981, the impact of the

University on the local population will be to add between about

14 ,500 and 16,500 persons to that populat ion.

9. see tables 7.10 (a) and (b).
10. see Chapter 4.
11. see Stat ist ic a1 Appendix 4.1.
12. but some of these may 1ve11 be absorbed in response to other

growth forces within the Study Area.
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